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ABSTRACT

This work presents the use of adaptive control methodologies for the recovery to an
aircraft carrier of an autonomous fixed wing aircraft. The control architecture used is model
reference adaptive control that is implemented in the pitch, roll, yaw, and airspeed axes to
provide 6 degree-of-freedom control of the aircraft. Control systems are developed for two
aircraft models, a Beech Bonanza representing a low speed high aspect ratio wing aircraft,
and the NAVAIR ExJet representing a high speed low aspect ratio wing aircraft.
The structure of the controller includes a first-order linear model follower, followed
by one of two methods of linear control. The first is a proportional-integral (PI) controller,
the second an adaptive critic controller. Adaptation is used to augment the command
signal produced by the linear controller, the following methods are used: adaptive bias
corrector, optimal control modification, Uadd, and local linear model compensation. An
inverse controller, which includes two methods: a force and moment buildup method and a
state space model, generates the control effector commands. The control system reference
inputs are rotational rates and airspeed, an outer-loop controller is provided to direct the
aircraft to the landing point.
Control system design is through the use of metrics based on the nominal error, time
delay margin, and landing accuracy. The control systems are then evaluated under nominal,
effector failure, and modeling error conditions.
The control systems defined are capable of providing the desired control under
nominal, failure, and error conditions; but will require refinement to improve landing
performance.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The first landing of an aircraft on a U.S. Navy ship occurred on 18 January 1911,
when Eugene Ely landed a biplane on the USS Pennsylvania (ACR-4) shown in Figure 1.1a
[1]. Over the past 100 years, naval aviation has progressed from wood and canvas airplanes
to the aluminum and composite aircraft of today, all the while launching from and recovering
to ships of increasing size. In the control of these aircraft, progression has been made to flyby-wire systems with digital computers aiding and replacing pilots. The use of computers to
control aircraft led to another historic landing, the landing of the X-47B on the USS George
H.W. Bush (CVN-77) on 10 July 2013, shown in Figure 1.1b [2]. This was the first landing
of a fixed-wing unmanned air vehicle on an aircraft carrier, signaling the beginning of the
use of unmanned and autonomous vehicles in aircraft carrier operations.

(a) Ely landing on ACR-4

(b) X-47B landing on CVN-77

Figure 1.1: Naval aviation historic landings
1.1

Research Motivation
This research is motivated by the need of the Navy to safely and accurately launch

and recover aircraft on the decks of aircraft carriers.
The use of computers in aircraft control systems allows for advanced control
techniques, such as the class of control systems called adaptive control. Adaptive Control
has the ability to compensate for a variety of failures on an aircraft, without the need to
1

isolate the failure and then use pre-determined compensation. This feature of an adaptive
control system is useful in all phases of flight, but could have a considerable impact on the
launch and recovery of autonomous aircraft operation to and from an aircraft carrier.
This work will expand the author’s [3] previous research in adaptive control with
Model Reference Adaptive Control (MRAC) with the Optimal Control Modification (OCM)
and Adaptive Bias Corrector (ABC), to add an Adaptive Critic (AC) and apply these
techniques to the aircraft carrier recovery task.
1.2

Research Objective
The objective of this research is to demonstrate the use of adaptive control techniques

to safely and accurately recover an autonomous aircraft on an aircraft carrier in the presence
of failures. These failures will be compensated for by the control system without the need
for isolation and subsequent control system reconfiguration.
This objective will be achieved with the use of several adaptive control
techniques including: Model Reference Adaptive Control, Adaptive Critic, Optimal
Control Modification, Adaptive Bias Corrector, Uadd and Umult , and Local Linear Model
Compensation. The control architectures are designed by choosing gains that minimize the
tracking error while maximizing the time delay margin. The inner-loop adaptive methods
will be driven by an outer-loop automatic landing control system. The overall measure of
effectiveness is landing dispersion in the nominal case and in the presence of effector failures
and modeling errors. The failures include reduced effectiveness of control surfaces and the
modeling errors are difference in aerodynamic parameters between the control system and
aircraft models.
1.3

Literature Review

1.3.1

Adaptive Control at Wichita State University
Various methods of adaptive control have been studied at Wichita State University

(WSU) since the mid-1990’s. Duerksen [4] developed a decoupled control system using fuzzy
logic. This used fuzzy logic and expert systems to design a control system to control flight

2

path angle and airspeed on two dissimilar aircraft. Work to further study the decoupling of
aircraft dynamics due to standard control inputs was conducted by Steck et al. [5], which
demonstrated the use of an artificial neural network (ANN) and linear compensator. The
ANN provided control of the nonlinear dynamics of the aircraft, with the linear compensator
providing corrections for more accurate command tracking.
Adaptive control research was expanded in the mid-2000’s to demonstrate the use
of adaptive control for general aviation aircraft. The work by Pesonen et al. [6] used a
Proportional-Derivative (PD) controller with an ANN for flight controller error compensation
and with an inverse controller to command the airspeed and pitch angle of a Beech Bonanza.
This control architecture was demonstrated in piloted simulation and flight test by Steck et
al. [7, 8], who also demonstrated effective use of this technique in the presence of turbulence
[9]. Steck et al. [10] discuss the implications of this control system on the Federal Aviation
Regulations (FAR) Part 23, with emphasis on how these regulations may be appropriately
or adequately defined for decoupled and other advanced control systems hosted on fly-bywire systems. An additional ANN based control system was developed by Bruner [11], and
demonstrated on a Beech Bonanza in simulation.
The decoupled control systems were examined again in the early-2010’s beginning
with the longitudinal decoupled system with a simplified ANN methodology called the
Adaptive Bias Corrector (ABC). This control was evaluated in flight test, as reported by
Lemon et al. [12]. This control architecture, with the addition of flight envelope protection
is shown as effective to compensate for the extreme air flow disturbances of a microburst by
Rafi et al. [13]. Additional hardware-in-the-loop verification and flight test of the longitudinal
controller are given by Meiekl et al. [14]. These tests noted engine command surging
maintaining airspeed. To address the surging characteristic of the engine command, Pappu
et al. [15] added a Modified State Observer (MSO) to provide adaptation on the estimation
error instead of the modeling error as in the previous methods. The MSO architecture was
flight tested on the Beech Bonanza, with results given by Pappu et al. [16].
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Hinson [17, 18] used the longitudinal decoupled architecture with a nested PI linear
controller and sigma-pi network for adaption to control an elastic general aviation aircraft.
Steck et al. [19] introduced an adaptive method, Uadd and Umult , to compensate for control
effector reversals, which was built on the decoupled longitudinal architecture.
The decoupled control system was expanded by Lemon [20, 21] to control in both
the longitudinal and lateral-directional axes. This expanded control system is shown to be
effective, with the addition of flight envelope protections, to compensate for the effects of
flying through a wake vortex by Rafi et al. [22]. Additional linear controllers and adaptation
methods within this architecture are examined by Oxford [23].
1.3.2

Adaptive Control at NAVAIR
The Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR) has studied the use of adaptive

techniques for use in naval aircraft control system design since the early 1990’s. Steinberg
[24] posited that neural networks and fuzzy logic could be used for, or help to develop,
future aircraft control systems. To demonstrate the latter, DiGirolamo [25] used a multiple
layer feedforward neural network to design a continuous mapping between gain scheduling
parameters and control system gains for a fighter aircraft.
NAVAIR engineers have developed several control systems based on adaptive control
techniques. These include the use of fuzzy logic for outer loop landing control for the
F/A-18 by Steinberg [26]. Singh et al. [27] developed an adaptive control law to control
the trajectory of an output feedback controller to perform simultaneous longitudinal and
lateral maneuvers using nonlinear feedback control. The trajectory control concept was
expanded to use a weight updating adaptive control law to control the trajectory of an
output feedback to perform simultaneous longitudinal and lateral maneuvers in the presence
of large aerodynamic uncertainties by Singh and Steinberg [28].
Steinberg and Page [29] used adaptive backstepping for online controller updating
which included protections for actuator saturation. This control methodology was expanded
to control an increased number of control effectors and include actuator dynamics by Singh
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et al. [30]. Page and Steinberg [31, 32, 33] examined this control architecture and a two loop
dynamic inversion architecture with several control surface allocation algorithms; e.g. direct
allocation, discrete time allocation, pseudo-inverse allocation, and weighted pseudo-inverse
allocation.
Steinberg [34] compared several methods of adaptive control, including Dynamic
Inversion, Indirect Adaptive Control, Backstepping Adaptive Control, Neural Network
Controller, Variable Structure Controller, Model Predictive Controller, and Fuzzy Logic
Controller. It was noted that the dynamic inversion control system was robust and simpler
to implement than other methods. Steinberg and Page completed similar comparisons for
the automated recovery task [35], and the carrier landing task [36].
Page et al. [37] presented results of flight test on an F/A-18C that augmented the
existing control laws with a model based control element using receding optimal control.
1.3.3

Model Reference Adaptive Control
Model reference adaptive control is an adaptive control methodology designed to

control a nonlinear plant to follow the dynamics of a desired linear system. In order for
the plant to have the desired model dynamics, an adaptation signal, which is based on the
differences of the plant response and desired response, is added to the control. This adaptive
signal can be generated by a variety of methods and techniques. The adaptation element can
be used to correct for unmodeled system dynamics and changes in the plant due to failures.
An overview of the general MRAC used in aerospace research today is given by Campbell
et al. [38].
Early MRAC methods were introduced in the mid-1980s to be used with inverse
controllers for robots. Neural Networks were used to adjust the robot controllers to account
for unmodeled system dynamics [39, 40]. Over the following decade, MRAC was implemented
for aircraft by Calise and Rysdyk [41] and Rysdyk and Calise [42]. They combined the use
of adaptive control techniques with a linear inverse aircraft controller and formed the basis
of most MRAC variations used in aircraft theory today.
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MRAC has been augmented to include methods to increase the robustness of
the adaptive controllers. The standard MRAC, without modification or augmentation,
is sensitive to time delay and gross changes in the plant which produces instability. A
variety of modifications to the standard MRAC have been developed to improve the MRAC
sensitivities. Volyanskyy et al. [43] modified the MRAC method of Calise and Rysdyk to
include an extra term in the weight update rule, called the Q-modification, which increased
the rate of convergence and robustness. This method was simulated with a model of the
Boeing X-45 by Kutay et al. [44]. Yucelen et al. [45] researched σ and e modifications,
which are extensions of the Q modification, adding terms to the adaptive law in order to
increase the adaptive controller’s robustness and adaptation speed. Calise et al. [46] increased
the robustness of adaptive control by recovering the stability margins of the original plant,
combining the techniques of loop recovery with adaptive control to form Adaptive Loop
Recovery.
Researchers at NASA Ames Research Center have extensively studied methods of
MRAC. One method is termed Hybrid Adaptive Control, which includes two adaptive signals:
one direct and the other indirect. The direct method is similar to other MRAC adaption
techniques, but the indirect adaptation computes online estimates of the dynamics of the
plant due to damage. The indirect adaptation has been demonstrated with both a neural
network and by a recursive least-squares method by Nguyen et al. [47, 48]. Nguyen also
developed the Optimal Control Modification discussed in Section 1.3.4.
Researchers at NASA Ames examined many of these MRAC techniques, and other
adaptive methods, with the same simulation aircraft model. Campbell et al. [38] tested the
performance of each controller with added delay between the controller and the aircraft in the
cases of actuator and aircraft damage and presented general observations for each adaptive
technique.
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1.3.4

Optimal Control Modification
The Optimal Control Modification was introduced by Nguyen [49] and Nguyen et

al. [50] as a modification to the standard MRAC architecture to allow for increased adaptive
gains, and is based on an optimal control formulation. The methodology was expanded to
include a damping term, ν, which was compared to previous damping methods, the σ and
 modifications, by Nguyen [51]. Nguyen et al. [52] expanded the formulation to include a
time varying adaptive gain, which is accomplished by two methods; a recursive least squares
method and normalization by a function of the states. This implementation was flight tested
on an F/A-18. Nguyen [53] expanded the methodology to include a second objective, to
minimize the combination of the prediction error and tracking error. The optimal objectives
were again expanded by Nguyen [54] to include minimization of the decomposition error,
which is a result of unmatched uncertainties in the plant. Nguyen [55] also provides a
framework to analytically choose the modification term, ν, to stabilize the control system.
The OCM has been used as the adaptive control method on a variety of vehicles.
Reed et al. [56, 57] demonstrated the OCM for general aviation. Lam et al. [58] demonstrated
the OCM for the Reusable Booster System and Reusable Launch Vehicle. Burken et al. [59]
implemented the OCM on an F/A-18. Nguyen et al. [60] designed an OCM for use for
flutter suppression as an augmentation to a linear quadratic Gaussian optimal controller on
a flexible wing aircraft with Variable Camber Continuous Trailing Edge Flap. Yucelen et
al. [61] used the OCM to demonstrate the use of a derivative free adaptive controller in the
MRAC framework.
1.3.5

Adaptive Critic
The adaptive critic is an adaptive technique designed to generate an optimal control

by minimizing a cost function. A description of various AC methods and implementations is
given by Prokhorov and Wunsch [62].
Balakrishnan and Biega [63] introduced the AC technique to solve optimal control
problems using two neural networks, the active and critic, without any need for external
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training. The action network is used to model the control as a function of the states, and
the critic network is used to approximate the costate. Liu and Balakrishnan [64] provided
the mathematical framework to show the conditions under which the AC will converge to
optimal solution.
The above method of the AC was demonstrated as suitable for longitudinal
autolanding control of an aircraft by Saini and Balakrishnan [65]. The technique was
enhanced by adding an additional control to address large model uncertainties which
increased the robustness of the controllers. This added robustness was presented by
Balakrishnan and Huang [66] by simulation on a helicopter model.
Additional development of the AC technique was completed by Ferrari and Stengel
[67], which added offline training of the networks to provide a better control solution. This
method was applied in 6 degrees-of-freedom on a business jet model. This method was also
shown to provide optimal control of a general aviation aircraft by Chandramohan et al.
[68, 69] using a Beech Bonanza model.
Krishna Kumar et al. [70] used an AC to modify the reference model in the control
system of a C-17 in order to provide better control in the presence of failures. The AC
has additionally been used in combination with dynamic inversion by Steck et al. [71]
demonstrating use of a Single Network Adaptive Critic (SNAC) with dynamic inversion
for control of a Beech Bonanza. The SNAC eliminates the action network by solving the
optimal control equation directly, and was developed by Padhi et al. [72]. The SNAC has
been shown to work in combination with other adaptive methods by Lakshmikanth et al.
[73] with the OCM. Schmitz et al. [74] demonstrated the SNAC for autonomous control on
a scale Cessna 150.
1.3.6

Adaptive Control Metrics
In general, adaptive control systems are designed as nonlinear control systems,

therefore linear methods of analysis may not provide a full measure of the capability and
safety. Several metrics have been designed to measure performance of adaptive control
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systems.
Stepanyan et al. [75] defined several metrics for adaptive controllers. These metrics
are defined for several measures of control systems: stability, performance, cross coupling,
handling quality, and structural load. Of note in Stepanyan’s metrics for stability is the
Time Delay Margin (TDM), where a method to mathematically estimate the TDM is given
by Nguyen et al. [76].
Additional methods of estimation of the TDM for adaptive control systems have
been introduced. Kimbrell et al. [77] compared Monte-Carlos simulation of a linear system
with time delay and gain variation to an analytic estimate of stability, which showed a good
estimate. Ishihara et al. [78] showed an estimate of the TDM of an adaptive controller with a
sigma modification using the Razumikhin method. Rajagopal et al. [79] estimated the TDMs
for an MRAC and MSO adaptive controller to compare the results.
1.3.7

Automatic Carrier Landing Systems
Automatic Carrier Landing Systems (ACLS) have been used to guide naval aircraft

to aircraft carriers for over four decades. Urnes and Hess [80] detailed the development of the
ACLS on the F/A-18A. This method for longitudinal control uses information from the ship
to generate the descent rate command, which is compared against inertially sensed vertical
rate and acceleration with pitch rate feedback to command the stabilator and commands the
leading edge flap based on angle of attack. The F/A-18 ACLS is coupled with the approach
power compensation system to maintain approach speed and angle of attack. Urnes et al. [81]
developed an ACLS for accuracy in the presence of turbulence using a height rate controller.
Improvements to the ACLS have been proposed to reduce the impacts of sensor noise
on the system. A method presented by Mook et al. [82] uses an α − β − γ tracking filter
on the trajectory error to estimate the aircraft’s vertical position, velocity, and acceleration.
One method presented by Crassidis et al. [83] filters the altitude using a dynamic filter
based on aircraft airspeed and angle of attack. Another method based on a robust control
methodology, H ∞ , was presented by Crassidis and Mook [84]. This design was used to reduce
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the impacts of sensor noise on the aircraft system by replacing the standard ACLS controller
with a robust controller which improved the step response and error due to turbulence.
The ACLS has expanded to base commands on differential GPS position rather than
a radar position. This was demonstrated on the F/A-18 by Sousa et al. [85].
Denison [86] presented the use of dynamic inversion for automatic carrier landings.
His method incorporates dynamic inversion on both the inner loop, aircraft control, and
outer loop, guidance control, to control an unmanned air vehicle to land on an aircraft
carrier. Denison uses inner loop control variables of: the rate of change of the roll and pitch
angles, φ̇ and θ̇, respectively; a yaw axis control to coordinate turns, and thrust. The outer
loop control variables used are: horizontal glideslope error, vertical glideslope error, and angle
of attack error.
1.4

Carrier Landing Task
Recovery to an aircraft carrier is a complicated task. An airplane is tasked with

intercepting a moving ship within a small landing area on the ships deck. A significant
portion of the complication arises due to the interaction of the two vehicles which are each
able to move with six degrees of freedom. The task can be split into two realms, the line up
task and the glideslope task. The line up task involves aligning the aircraft along a moving
runway, generally using roll control. With the angled deck of modern aircraft carriers, the
runway is not directly aligned with the direction of motion of the ship. The glideslope task
involves following a flight path to intercept the ship appropriately to capture one of three or
four cables on the ship deck with a hook protruding from the aft of the aircraft. Following
the glideslope requires modulation of pitch angle and angle of attack, which is achieved with
the inputs of thrust, flaps, and horizontal tails.
1.5

Contributions
This work provides the following contributions:
• Expansion of the MRAC controller with OCM adaption to control pitch, roll, yaw, and
axial velocities.
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• Implementation of dynamic inversion that updates aircraft model every time step to
match current conditions.
• Use of adaptive critic to supply regulator commands and comparison with PI controller.
• Introduction of Local Linear Model Compensation (LLMC) adaptation.
• Use of Uadd adaptation in conjunction with OCM and LLMC adaptation methods.
• Use of state space inverse model and comparison with to force and moment buildup
inverse model.
• Implementation of horizontal and vertical landing control systems.
• Demonstration of control methodologies on two distinct aircraft types.
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CHAPTER 2
CONTROL ARCHITECTURE

2.1

Rate Controller Overview
The overall inner loop control system architecture is shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Control system architecture
The control system is termed as a rate controller, commanding the roll, pitch, and
yaw rates and airspeed. Each of these four axes are a separate control path, but have the
same elements, and so the identifier x is used in the figure to represent the appropriate rate,
p, q, r, or v, for each axis.
The reference signal, xref , which could be generated from pilot input or an outer
loop control system, is passed to a model follower which is described in Section 2.3. The
model signal xmod is used to compare to feedback signal, x, to generate an error signal,
xerr , that passes through a linear controller. Two linear controllers are examined, first a
Proportional-Integral (PI) controller, described in Section 2.4.1; the second is a single network
Adaptive Critic (AC), described in Section 2.4.2. The linear controllers generate the desired
acceleration, ẋdes .
To generate the acceleration command, ẋcmd ; used by the inverse controller, described
in Section 2.5, the desired acceleration is added to the adaptive signal ẋadd , and the rate of
change of the model signal, ẋmod . The adaptive methods that compose the adaptive signal are
described in Section 2.6. The inverse controller generates control effector deflections which
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change the dynamics of the aircraft. Two aircraft models are used in this study, which are
described in Section 3.1.
2.2

Automatic Landing Control
The outer-loop automatic landing control system is split into two parts, a vertical

system that provides a reference to the pitch axis, and a horizontal system that provides
the reference to both the roll and yaw axes. The inner-loop airspeed axis control is based
on a reference airspeed which does not change with the automatic landing system engaged.
The vertical and horizontal landing control systems are presented in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2,
respectively.
The systems are designed to control the aircraft to a landing point by using the
input of the vertical, longitudinal, and lateral distances to the landing point. The landing
controllers then generate rotational rates that are the reference input to the command
generation elements of the inner-loop control system, as described in Sections 2.3 and 2.4.
2.2.1

Vertical Landing Control
The vertical portion of the automatic landing controller provides pitch rate reference

to follow a glideslope to the landing point. The controller is proportional with respect to flight
path angle, γ, and includes pitch acceleration, q̇ ,and rate of change of angle of attack, α̇,
feedback terms. The pitch rate reference, qref , is generated as shown in equation (2.1).

qref = Kγ [γcmd − γ] − Kq̇ q̇ + Kα̇ α̇

(2.1)

where γcmd is calculated as in equation (2.4), and γ is the flight path angle of the aircraft.
The α̇ feedback is used to generate the pitch rate reference based on the relationship
between pitch angle, θ, angle of attack, α, and flight path angle, which is given in equation
(2.2) for wings level flight.

θ =α+γ
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(2.2)

This relationship also holds for the derivatives of each of these angles such that

θ̇ = q = α̇ + γ̇

(2.3)

where the first term of equation (2.1) is a representation of γ̇, as it is the change in flight path
angle required to follow the flight path command. In this way, the control system follows
this geometric relationship.
Pitch acceleration feedback is used to stabilize the achieved flight path by penalizing
the application of pitch rate on the aircraft once the commanded flight path angle has been
achieved. The flight path angle command is generated as shown in equation (2.4).

γcmd = arctan

dz
dx


(2.4)

where dz and dx are the vertical and longitudinal distances to the landing point,
respectively. It is assumed that position information of the landing point is accurately known.
Determination of the distances to the landing point is beyond the scope of this work.
To prevent the asymptotic nature of the inverse tangent function from influencing
the control system, at reaching 50 feet above the landing point, γcmd is held constant to
landing.
2.2.2

Horizontal Landing Control
The horizontal portion of the automatic landing controller provides roll and yaw

rate references to adjust the lateral position of the aircraft to align with the landing point.
This control is implemented primarily in the roll axis, generating a roll rate command, pcmd
by generating a bank angle command, φcmd based on the heading angle command to the
landing point, ψcmd , with roll rate, p, and sideslip, β, feedback; as shown in equation (2.5).
The use of sideslip feedback generates roll rate commands such that the resulting sideslip on
the aircraft is reduced.
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pref = Kφ [φcmd − φ] − Kp p − Kβ β

(2.5)

The bank angle command, φcmd , is generated from a proportional-integral-derivative
(PID) controller on the heading error, ψerr , as described in equation (2.6).
Z
φcmd = Kψp ψerr + Kψd ψ̇err + Kψi

t

ψerr dt

(2.6)

0

where ψerr is the difference between the gained ψcmd which is generated from the
geometric relationship of the lateral,dy and longitudinal,dx, distances to the landing point,
as described in equation (2.8); and the aircraft heading angle, ψ.

ψerr = Kψ ψcmd − ψ
 
dy
ψcmd = arctan
dx

(2.7)
(2.8)

To prevent the asymptotic nature of the inverse tangent function from influencing
the control system, at reaching 300 feet above the landing point, ψcmd is held constant to
landing.
In the yaw axis, the horizontal landing controller is designed to reduce the sideslip on
the aircraft for the bank angle commands in the roll axis. In the definition of a coordinated
turn by Stevens and Lewis [87], pitch and roll attitude do not change, therefore the θ̇ of the
standard yaw rate kinematic equation, shown in equation (2.9), is zero. This results in the
yaw rate reference as defined in equation (2.10).

r = ψ̇ cos φ cos θ − θ̇ sin φ

(2.9)

rref = ψ̇ cos φ cos θ

(2.10)
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where ψ̇ is the rate of change of the heading angle, φ is the bank angle, and θ is the pitch
angle.
2.3

Model Follower
The first element in the control path is the model follower, which represents the

desired dynamics of the system. The reference model is a first order linear system model using
the control system parameter designated as the design frequency, ωd , to calculate desired,
but termed modeled, aircraft rate based on the reference, xref , in each axis. The model
rate, xmod , and model acceleration, ẋmod , are calculated based on the first order differential
equation described in equation (2.11). The first order model follower is used to drive the
aircraft to have a first order response to the commanded rate.

ẋmod + ωd xmod = ωd xref

(2.11)

In the frequency domain, the model follower is represented as in equation (2.12).

xmod =

ωd
xref
s + ωd

(2.12)

The method for determining the design frequency is given in Section 3.3.
The purpose for using the model acceleration as a component to ẋcmd is for the
aircraft rates to follow the model rates. Consider that the inverse controller is an exact
inverse of the aircraft dynamics, and ignoring actuator and sensor dynamics; then the inverse
controller and aircraft become an integrator, and the achieved rates of the aircraft are the
integrated acceleration commands, as described in the frequency domain in equation (2.13).

x=

ẋcmd
s

(2.13)

Considering also the example with no adaptation, then the acceleration commands are the
combination of the desired acceleration and the model acceleration, as described in equation
(2.14).
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ẋcmd = ẋdes + ẋmod

(2.14)

substituting into equation (2.13)

x=

ẋdes
ẋdes + ẋmod
=
+ xmod
s
s

(2.15)

The desired acceleration is the output of the linear controllers described in Section 2.4. This
example will continue using the PI controller, but any linear controller can be substituted.

ẋdes



Ki
= Kp +
(xmod − x)
s

(2.16)

expanding equation (2.16)

ẋdes = Kp xmod − Kp x +

Ki
Ki
xmod −
x
s
s

(2.17)

substituting into equation (2.15)

x=

Kp
Kp
Ki
Ki
xmod −
x + 2 xmod − 2 x + xmod
s
s
s
s

(2.18)

x+

Kp
Ki
Kp
Ki
x + 2 x = xmod +
xmod + 2 xmod
s
s
s
s

(2.19)

rearranging

factoring




Kp Ki
Kp Ki
x 1+
+ 2 = xmod 1 +
+ 2
s
s
s
s

(2.20)

x = xmod

(2.21)

therefore,
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This achieves the desired result of the aircraft rates following the model rates. The
use of the model acceleration as a component to the command acceleration gives the unity
term in the factor on the right hand side of equation (2.20), allowing for cancellation of this
term.
2.4

Linear Controller
The model rate, xmod , is compared to the actual rate, x, of the aircraft to generate an

error signal, xerr . This error signal, depending on control system, is passed to one of two linear
controllers; either a PI controller or AC controller. The PI controller represents the standard
method of control, using the Proportional and Integral elements of the Proportional-IntegralDerivative control scheme. The AC is a newer method of linear control in an effort to provide
optimal commands to the inverse controller. The output of the linear controller is the desired
acceleration, ẋdes .
2.4.1

Proportional-Integral Controller
The PI controller is used to regulate the error between the actual and modeled rates,

generating the desired acceleration, ẋdes , for each axis. The gains for the PI are based on the
design frequency, ωd , and design damping ratio, ζd , as shown in equations (2.22) and (2.23),
respectively.

Kp = 2ζd ωd

(2.22)

Ki = ωd2

(2.23)

In the frequency domain, the PI controller is given by equation (2.24).

Ki
+ Kp xerr
=
s


ẋdes
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(2.24)

2.4.2

Adaptive Critic Controller
The single network Adaptive Critic controller generates the ẋdes signal using methods

developed in Optimal Control Theory and applied to the dynamic inversion architecture as
developed by Steck et al. [71]
Consider the nonlinear system described in equation (2.25), where the system
dynamics are a function of the states, x, and controls, u. In general, x ∈ Rn and u ∈ Rm .

ẋ = F (x, u)

(2.25)

It is desired to design a control system such that the states, x, track a given reference
signal, r ∈ Rn , while minimizing the quadratic performance index described in equation
(2.26) and constrained by equation (2.25). The controller is designed by determining values
for state and control weighting, Qc ∈ Rn×n and Rc ∈ Rm×m , respectively.
1
J=
2

Z

T

h
i
(r − x)> Qc (r − x) + u> Rc u + λ (ẋ − F ) dt

(2.26)

t0

To satisfy the optimality, the stationarity equation, shown in equation (2.27), must
be satisfied. The stationarity equation represents the effect of the control, u, on the system,
F , and cost function, J. This relationship can be used to define an optimal control solution,
as described in equation (2.28).

0 = Rc u −

u = Rc−1

∂F
λ
∂u

∂F
λ
∂u

(2.27)

(2.28)

where λ ∈ Rn is the costate, which is defined as in equation (2.29). The costate represents
the effect of the tracking error, (r − x), on the system, F , and cost function, J.
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λ̇ = −Qc (r − x) −

∂F
λ
∂x

(2.29)

In general, to realize the optimal control, u, equations (2.25), (2.28), and (2.29)
must be solved simultaneously, with the later generated progressing backwards through
time. However, if the costate is predicted and the plant state and control dependencies
are estimated, the optimal control can be determined directly, as in equation (2.30) and
equation (2.31). This technique allows for the costate to be determined forward in time,
given an initial value.

u = Rc−1 BF λ̃

(2.30)

λ̇ = −Qc (r − x) − AF λ

(2.31)

where AF ∈ Rn×n and BF ∈ Rn×m are the estimated state and control dependencies as
described in Section 2.4.3.
For this implementation, an adaptive critic controller is created for each axis
separately, and therefore within each axis, n = 1 and m = 1.
The predicted costate, λ̃, is estimated using a second order sigma-pi network with
the tracking error, xerr , as the input. This is defined in equation (2.32).

λ̃ = Wλ0 + Wλ1 xerr + Wλ2 x2err

(2.32)

Each adaptive weighting, Wλx , is updated based on the update laws of equation
(2.33), based on learning rate Γλx and costate error defined in equation (2.34) for costate
target defined in equation (2.35). The target costate is based on the discrete time optimal
control formulation, where the costate equation is defined as in equation (2.36).
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Ẇλ0 = Γλ0 λerr

(2.33a)

Ẇλ1 = Γλ1 λerr xerr

(2.33b)

Ẇλ2 = Γλ2 λerr x2err

(2.33c)

λerr = λtarget − λ̃

(2.34)

λtarget = Qc xerr + AF λ̃

(2.35)

λk = Qk xk + A>
k λk+1

(2.36)

The initial value for the predicted costate is the solution to the Algebraic Ricatti
Equation, which is given in equation (2.37). For this implementation, λ̃0 ∈ Rn ; and AF and
BF have the initial values described in Section 2.4.3.

−1 >
0 = A>
F λ̃0 + λ̃0 AF − λ̃0 BF Rc BF λ̃0 + Qc

2.4.3

(2.37)

Local Linear Model Estimator
The Local Linear Model Estimator (LLME) generates a linear model of the aircraft

dynamics in the form of equation (2.38) for the nonlinear system defined in equation (2.25).

x̃˙ = [AF ] x + [BF ] u + [EF ]

(2.38)

therefore, AF ∈ Rn×n , BF ∈ Rn×m , and EF ∈ Rn
The LLME uses a gradient descent update rule with learning rate ΓXF ∈ Rn×n . A
sigma modification term is included to trend the estimated model to the initial values. The
gain of this sigma modification, σXF ∈ Rn×n , is also known as a forgetting factor or forgetting
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rate.
In general, the terms of the LLME would be initialized to a linearized model of the
system F at an equilibrium point. However, when used with an inverse controller, the LLME
is initialized to an assumed perfect inverse, such that AF = [0], BF = [I], EF = [0]. The rate
of change of each element of the estimator is defined in equation (2.39).

A˙F = ΓAF ẋerr x> + σAF [AF init − AF ]

(2.39a)

B˙F = ΓBF ẋerr u> + σBF [BF init − BF ]

(2.39b)

E˙F = ΓEF ẋerr + σEF [EF init − EF ]

(2.39c)

The rate of change of the error is defined in equation (2.40).

ẋerr = ẋ − x̃˙

(2.40)

Then, by the relationship of equation (2.38), and using the input u to be the desired
change of states, ẋdes . The LLME adaptation signal is calculated as in equation (2.41).

ẋerr = ẋ − (AF x + BF ẋdes + EF )

(2.41)

For this implementation, the LLME is applied to each axis individually and for the
axis rate only; therefore, n = 1 and m = 1.
2.5

Inverse Controller
The control systems developed in this work are centered around the concept of

dynamic inversion. In this method a model of the aircraft is inverted and combined with
the current aircraft states to generate the required control effector commands to achieve
the commanded accelerations, ẋcmd , generated by either linear controller method. The
commanded acceleration is a combination of linear controller, adaptation, and model follower
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outputs for which the inverse controller will define control effector deflections to achieve; and
is defined in equation (2.42).

ẋcmd = ẋdes + ẋadd + ẋmod

(2.42)

The method of inversion used depends on the structure of the model. Inverse
controllers using a state space and force-moment buildup models are shown in Section 2.5.1
and Section 2.5.2, respectively.
2.5.1

State Space Inverse Controller
The concept of dynamic inversion is most easily described using the state space

model. With a state space model the inversion can be directly calculated to determine control
effector commands.
Given the general state space model of the aircraft as in equation (2.43).

ẋ = Ax + Bu

(2.43)

In general, x ∈ Rn . The state matrix, A ∈ Rn×n , defines how each state changes based on
each other state. The control vector, u ∈ Rm , is the matrix of control input to the system.
Then the control matrix, B ∈ Rn×m , defines how each state changes based on each control.
˜ in equation (2.44); using model
Consider a model of the system in equation (2.43), ẋ,
state and control matrices, Ã and B̃.

ẋ˜ = Ãx + B̃u

(2.44)

The inverse controller is based on the relationship of equation (2.44) by solving for
the control, u, giving equation (2.45).

h
i
u = B̃ −1 ẋ˜ − Ãx
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(2.45)

The inverse controller solution, ucmd , is generated by substituting the commanded
acceleration, ẋcmd , for the ẋ˜ of equation (2.45), as it represents the commanded rate of change
of each of the states. The control effector command, ucmd , incorporates the contribution to
aircraft dynamics from the current state of the aircraft, as determined by the Ãx term. The
inverse controller is given in equation (2.46).

h
i
ucmd = B̃ −1 ẋcmd − Ãx

(2.46)

Since the number of states and controls and not necessarily the same, n 6= m,
B̃ −1 may need to be calculated using a pseudo inverse technique. This is the case for this
implementation, therefore the control, ucmd , is as given in equation (2.47).

h
i
ucmd = B̃ + ẋ˜ − Ãx

(2.47)

The power of dynamic inversion can be seen by substituting the inverse controller
solution, ucmd of equation (2.46) into the original system of equation (2.43) for u.

h
h
ii
−1
ẋ = Ax + B B̃
ẋcmd − Ãx

(2.48)

Expanding equation (2.48).

ẋ = Ax − B B̃ −1 Ãx + B B̃ −1 ẋcmd

(2.49)

If the model is an exact representation of how the control effectors influence the
states, then B B̃ −1 is unity.

ẋ = Ax − Ãx + ẋcmd

(2.50)

Similarly, if the model is an exact representation of how the states influence each
other, then A = Ã, resulting in equation (2.51).
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ẋ = ẋcmd

(2.51)

Therefore, the control system generates exactly the commanded system dynamics.
However, for aircraft it is not possible to exactly model the dynamics of the system, so
this result cannot be fully realized, and adaptation is used to compensate for the modeling
differences and failures.
2.5.2

Force and Moment Buildup Inverse Controller
This method of inverse control uses a model of aerodynamic coefficients to build

up the force and moment portions of the equations of motion to determine the effector
commands required to achieve the commanded axial and rotational accelerations. In this
implementation, these coefficients are calculated at each time step, based on the current state
of the aircraft. See Section 3.1 for a description of the aircraft models. The implementation
of the force and moment buildup inverse controller is decoupled between the longitudinal
and lateral-directional axes of the aircraft.
2.5.2.1

Longitudinal Inverse Controller
The longitudinal inverse controller generates thrust and elevator deflection required

to achieve the commanded axial and pitch accelerations, respectively. The inversion is based
on the wind axis longitudinal equations of motion, as defined by Roskam [88], shown in
equation (2.52). The expansions of the drag, lift, and pitching moment coefficients are shown
in equation (2.53).

mV̇ = −mg sin γ + q̄SCD + T cos (α + φT )

(2.52a)

m (V γ̇) = mg cos γ cos φ + q̄SCL + T sin (α + φT )

(2.52b)

Iyy q̇c = q̄SCM + T dT
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(2.52c)

CD = CD0 + CDT

T
+ CDk (CL0 + CLα α − CLi )2
q̄S

(2.53a)

CL = CL0 + CLα α + CLα̇ α̂˙ + CLq̂ q̂ + CLδe δe

(2.53b)

CM = CM0 + CMα α + CMα̇ α̂˙ + CMq̂ q̂ + CMδe δe

(2.53c)

Since there are three equations and two controls to solve for, one equation is not
necessary. However, it is used in a predictor/corrector pseudo inverse method in order to
produce a more accurate inversion.
The predictor element uses the three equations of equation (2.52) to predict the
value of the angle of attack, αp , based on the aircraft states of the previous time step. The
axial force equation, (2.52a), is used to determine the predicted thrust, Tp , shown in equation
(2.54). The pitching moment equation, (2.52c), and predicted thrust is used to predict the
elevator deflection, δep , shown in equation (2.55). The vertical force equation, (2.52b), is used
to predict angle of attack based on the predicted thrust and elevator deflection, shown in
equation (2.56).


1
Tp =
mV̇cmd + mg sin γ + q̄SCD
cos (α + φT )

δep =

αp =

CM0 + CMα α + CMα̇ α̂˙ + CMq̂ q̂
Iyy
dT
q̇cmd −
+
Tp
q̄Sc̄CMδe
C M δe
q̄Sc̄CMδe


1
1 
(mV γ̇ + mg cos γ cos φ) −
CL0 + CLα̇ α̂˙ + CLq̂ q̂ + CLδe δep
q̄SCLα
CLα
sin (α + φT )
Tp
−
q̄SCLα

(2.54)

(2.55)

(2.56)

The first derivative of the flight path angle, γ̇, in equation (2.56) is the sum of the
time derivative of the flight path and the steady state pitch rate during a coordinated turn,
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as shown in equation (2.57). [20]

γ̇ = γ̇aircraf t +

g sin2 φ
V cosφ

(2.57)

The predicted angle of attack from equation (2.56) is used to recalculate the thrust
and elevator commands, as given in equation (2.58) and equation (2.59), respectively.

Tcmd =

δecmd =

2.5.2.2

1
cos (αp + φT )



mV̇cmd + mg sin γ + q̄SCD



Iyy
CM0 + CM α αp + CM α̇ α̂˙ + CM q̂ q̂
dT
q̇cmd −
+
Tcmd
q̄Sc̄CM δe
CM δ e
q̄Sc̄CM δe

(2.58)

(2.59)

Lateral-Directional Inverse Controller
The lateral-directional inverse controller generates the aileron and rudder deflections

required to achieve the commanded roll and yaw accelerations, respectively. The inversion is
based on the lateral-directional equation of motion, shown in equation (2.60). The expansions
of the sideforce, rolling moment, and yawing moment coefficients are shown in equation
(2.61).

F y = q̄SCY

(2.60a)

Ixx ṗ − Ixz ṙ − Ixz pq + (Izz − Iyy ) qr = q̄SbCl

(2.60b)

Izz ṙ − Izz ṗ + (Iyy − Ixx ) pq + Ixz qr = q̄SbCn

(2.60c)
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CY = CY0 + CY β β + CY r r̂ + CY p p̂ + CY δa δa + CY δr δr

(2.61a)

Cl = Cl0 + Clβ β + Clr r̂ + Clp p̂ + Clδa δa + Clδr δr

(2.61b)

Cn = Cn0 + Cnβ β + Cnr r̂ + Cnp p̂ + Cnδa δa + Cnδr δr

(2.61c)

The inverse controller solves the lateral force, rolling moment, and yawing moment
equations simultaneously based on equation (2.62).

 Cnβ Cnδa

C
 lβ Clδa

CY β CY δ a

  
Cnδr   β  
  
  
Clδr 
 δa  = 
  
CY δ r
δr

Nc
q̄Sb



− (Cn0 + Cnr r̂ + Cnp p̂) 


Lc
−
(C
+
C
r̂
+
C
p̂)
l0
lr
lp

q̄Sb

FY
−
(C
+
C
r̂
+
C
p̂)
Y0
Yr
Yp
q̄S

(2.62)

where the commanded yawing and rolling moments, Nc and Lc , are calculated as in equation
(2.63) and equation (2.64), respectively. The sideforce, FY , is the feedback from the aircraft
due to the rotational rate commands.

2.6

Nc = Izz ṙcmd − Izz ṗcmd + (Iyy − Ixx ) pq + Ixz qr

(2.63)

Lc = Ixx ṗcmd − Ixz ṙcmd − Ixz pq + (Izz − Iyy ) qr

(2.64)

Adaptation
Several methods of adaptation are examined in this work. The adaptation is used

to adjust the rotational or axial acceleration command when the aircraft is not meeting
the desired rotational rate, as defined by the model follower. The adaptation is used to
compensate for failures of effectors or modeling errors between the inversion model and the
aircraft. The following methods will be discussed: Adaptive Bias Corrector (ABC) in Section
2.6.1, Optimal Control Modification (OCM) in Section 2.6.2, Uadd and Umult adaptation in
Section 2.6.3, and Local Linear Model Compensation (LLMC) in Section 2.6.4.
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The adaptive methods described can be used in combination with each other.
2.6.1

Adaptive Bias Corrector
The Adaptive Bias Corrector was developed at Wichita State University as a

simple adaptive element. Early adaptive controllers used artificial neural network (ANN)
architectures with computationally expensive learning rules. The ABC simplified these ANNs
to only include a bias neuron network, with weight W , that parameterizes the modeling or
tracking error. The corrective signal for the ABC is shown in equation (2.65). The ABC
effectively adds an integrator to the control system.

xadd = W

(2.65)

The weight is updated by the weight update law, shown in equation (2.66), which is
designed by the adaptive gain or learning rate η.

Ẇ (t) = ηe (t)

(2.66)

The error, e (t), can be either based on the modeling error or tracking error, shown
in equation (2.67) and (2.68), respectively.

e (t) = ẋdes − ẋ

(2.67)

e (t) = xmod − x

(2.68)

For this work, this adaptation method is used only for the airspeed axis using the
modeling error. The use of each error method is explored in the author’s [3] previous work.
2.6.2

Optimal Control Modification
The Optimal Control Modification was developed by Nguyen [49] from NASA Ames

Research Center. The OCM is an augmentation of the standard Model Reference Adaptive
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Control (MRAC) architecture to increase robustness of the MRAC controller and allow for
high adaptive gains without oscillations in the time response. The OCM weight update rule
was developed using optimal control techniques, and includes a damping term to achieve the
desired robustness. For the OCM, the adaptive signal is linearly parametized as shown in
equation (2.69).

ẋadd = Θ> Φ (x)

(2.69)

where Θ is the adaptive weight and Φ is a chosen regression vector that is a function of the
states. The regression vector for each axis is given in equation (2.80).
For a given tracking error equation of the form

ė = Ac e + bΘ̃> Φ

(2.70)

with Ac and b defined by the error dynamics of the system as in equations (2.73) and (2.74),
respectively. The OCM weight update law is given in equation (2.71).


Θ̇ = −Γx Φ e> P − νx Φ> Θb> PA−1
b
c

(2.71)

where Γx is the matrix of adaptive gains which will be chosen to satisfy tracking and time
delay margin specifications, e is the tracking error defined in equation (2.72), b and P are
related to the error dynamics of the system given in equations (2.74) and (2.75), respectively.
The damping term is νx Φ> Θb> PA−1
c b, where the adaptive damping gain, νx , is to be chosen.
A method of analytically selecting ν is given by Nguyen [51].
t

R
 xe dτ 
e = 0

xe
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(2.72)





I 
 0
Ac = 

−Ki −Kp

(2.73)

 
0
b= 
I

(2.74)

P is the solution to the Lyapanov equation of equation (2.75).

PAc + Ac > P = −Q

(2.75)

where Q = 2I, and is the weight of the cost function J given in equation (2.76).

1
J=
2

Ztf

(e − ∆)> Q (e − ∆) dt

(2.76)

0

where ∆ is the tracking error at t = tf .
Based on the definitions of equations (2.73) and (2.75), P can be explicitly written
in terms of the design parameters for the PI controller, Kp and Ki , as shown in equation
(2.77). The weight update law of equation (2.71) can be redefined as in equations (2.78) and
(2.79).


−1
 Ki Kp

P=

+

K−1
p

(Ki + I)

K−1
i

K−1
i




−1

(2.77)

K−1
I + Ki
p

Θ̇ = −Γx Φ e> Pb + νx Φ> ΘK−2
i







(2.78)



Rt

 xe dτ
Ki + 1 νx Φ> Θ 


Θ̇ = −Γx Φ  0
+ xe
+
2 
Ki Kp
Ki 
 Ki

(2.79)

Since the regression vector, Φ, is a function of the aircraft states; different choices
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are available, and prudent for each axis. The regression vector for each axis was based on
the states that have the greatest influence on that axis, and are shown in equation (2.80) for
the pitch, roll, and yaw axes, respectively.

>



Φq = q θ α

>
Φp = p r φ β

>
Φr = p r φ β

(2.80a)
(2.80b)
(2.80c)

Similarly, the adaptive gain matrix, Γx , must match the size of the regression vector.
In this effort only the on axis gains have been used, such that the gain matrix for each axis
are shown in equation (2.81) for the pitch, roll, and and yaw axes, respectively. Although
the roll and yaw axes have the same state parameterization, they do not necessarily have
the same adaptive gains.
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 γq

Γq = 
0

0

γpp

0

Γp = 
0


0

γpr

0

Γr = 
0


0

2.6.3


0
γθ
0

0

0


γα

0

0

γrp

0

0

γφ p

0

0

0

0

γrr

0

0

γφ r

0

0

(2.81a)



0 

0 


0 


γβ p

0 

0 


0 


γβr

(2.81b)

(2.81c)

Uadd and Umult Adaptation
The Uadd and Umult adaptation was developed by Steck and Reed [19] as a method

to compensate for uncertainties that could include a control reversal. The method is based
on the output of the Local Linear Model Estimator described in Section 2.4.3.
Consider the output, ẏ, of the system determined by the LLME for given effector
command Ucmd .

ẏ = AF y + BF Ucmd + EF

(2.82)

Then, similar to the inverse controller of Section 2.5.1, the required Ucmd for the nonlinear
system can be approximated as in equation (2.83) for the desired output of ẏdes .

Ucmd ≈ BF−1 (ẏdes − AF y + EF )
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(2.83)

Ucmd ≈ BF−1 ẏdes − BF−1 (AF y + EF )

(2.84)

If Uadd and Umult are defined as in equation (2.85) and equation (2.86), respectively;
then the effector command, Ucmd , is defined in equation (2.87).

Uadd = BF−1 (AF y + EF )

(2.85)

Umult = BF−1

(2.86)

Ucmd = Umult ẏdes − Uadd

(2.87)

Since the LLME is initialized to represent a perfect inverse, such that AF = [0],
BF = [I], EF = [0], the initial values for the adaptation will be Uadd = 0 and Umult = 1.
2.6.4

Local Linear Model Compensation
The Local Linear Model Compensation (LLMC) is similar to the Uadd adaptation in

that it is based on the local linear model described in Section 2.4.3. Since the EF portion
of the LLME describes the dynamics of the aircraft that are not contributed to the primary
state or control in the axis of the estimator, it is an estimation of the error in the rotational
or axial acceleration. It is then used as a basis of the adaptive compensation, as described
in equation (2.88)

ẋadd = KE EF
2.7

(2.88)

Design Considerations
The design considerations in Section 2.7.1 and Section 2.7.2 relate to the design of

the inverse controllers, described in Section 2.5.1 and Section 2.5.2, when implemented with
the aircraft models used in this study, described in Section 3.1. Due to the nature of each
model, the ExJet uses the state space inverse controller and the Beech Bonanza uses the
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force and moment buildup inverse model.
2.7.1

ExJet Inverse Controller
The ExJet model, described in Section 3.1.2, includes six control effectors: elevator,

flap, aileron, rudder, speedbrake, and throttle. With the six available effectors, the state
space inverse controller can be defined to control the aircraft using four, five, or all six of
these effectors; the resulting control systems that are termed ExJet4, ExJet5, and ExJet6,
respectively. The four effector control system uses the primary control for each axis; elevator
for pitch, aileron for roll, rudder for yaw, and throttle for the airspeed axis. When not used
for control, the flap and speedbrake were held at their trim conditions. For the five effector
controller, the flap was added. The flap has the greatest impact on the lift axis which impacts
the angle of attack. The remaining effector of the speedbrake was added in the six effector
controller, and has the greatest influence on the airspeed axis.
Figure 2.2 shows the time history of the rates for each of the three inverse control
methods and the PI linear controller at 135 knots. There is very little impact on the output
states with the choice of each inverse controller. The only perceptible difference is in the
airspeed, where the change in airspeed command is reached slightly sooner due to availability
to reduce drag by removing some speedbrake.
Figure 2.3 shows the longitudinal axis effectors which are influenced by the selection
of the inverse controller, for the controller and conditions as in Figure 2.2. For ExJet5 and
ExJet6, the flap is used to respond to both the pitch rate and airspeed commands. For ExJet6,
the speedbrake also responds to the pitch rate and airspeed commands, which subsequently
impacts the throttle required to maintain airspeed.
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Figure 2.2: ExJet inverse controller comparison, rates

Figure 2.3: ExJet inverse controller comparison, longitudinal effectors
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2.7.2

Bonanza Inverse Controller
Early development showed that the static inverse controller for the force and moment

buildup inverse produced poor rate responses. This was most evident at low speed in the
pitch axis. Therefore, the inverse controller was implemented to update the aerodynamic
coefficients at each time step to better model the aircraft. The static inverse controller was
set to the aerodynamic coefficients of the the Bonanza trimmed at 100 knots.
Figure 2.4 compares the rate response to using the static inverse controller versus the
updating inverse controller. The case shown is for 100 knots using the AC linear controller.
Using the updating inverse controller, the initialization transients are removed, and the roll
and yaw rates no longer respond to pitch rate commands i.e. they are no longer coupled.
The transients that occur at 80 seconds are due to the airspeed command. Since the gear
and flap settings are held constant, the aerodynamic parameters are only a function of angle
of attack and thrust, which both change due to the airspeed command.
Figure 2.5 compares the angular position response to using the static inverse
controller versus the updating inverse controller. The use of the updating inverse controller
provides a steadier, lower frequency content, response. It can also be noted the coupling
between the longitudinal axis and lateral-directional axis has been removed.
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Figure 2.4: Bonanza inverse controller comparison, rates

Figure 2.5: Bonanza inverse controller comparison, angles
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CHAPTER 3
METHOD OF ANALYSIS

3.1

Aircraft Models
Two aircraft models are used in this work to demonstrate the effectiveness of the

controls systems on two different types of fixed wing aircraft. The Beech Bonanza model,
described in Section 3.1.1, represents a slower speed aircraft with a high aspect ratio wing.
High aspect ratio wing aircraft that operate as part of the Carrier Air Wing (CVW) are the
C-2 and E-2. The NAVAIR ExJet model represents a higher speed aircraft with a low aspect
ratio wing, and is described in Section 3.1.2. Low aspect ratio wing aircraft that operate as
part of the CVW are the F/A-18, EA-18G, and soon the F-35C.
3.1.1

Beech Bonanza
The Beech Bonanza is a single engine, four-passenger general aviation aircraft.

Although there are varieties of Bonanza with V-tails, the model used in this study has
a conventional tail. The aircraft model has been designed to model a specific aircraft,
designated CJ-144, which is a Bonanza model F33C but has been modified to be a flightby-wire testbed. A photo of CJ-144 is in Figure 3.1. The Bonanza is a cantilevered low-wing
monoplane with a wingspan of 33 feet 5.5 inches, and a length of 25 feet 6 inches. The
maximum takeoff and landing weight of the Bonanza is 3400 pounds, with an empty weight
of 2000 pounds. [89]

Figure 3.1: Beech Bonanza CJ-144
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The Bonanza aircraft model is based on nonlinear equations of motion. The force
and moment terms of the equations of motion are built up based on aerodynamic and
thrust coefficients provided by Textron Aviation. The coefficients are functions of five flight
variables: angle of attack, thrust coefficient, product of thrust and angle of attack, gear
retracted or deployed, and flap setting.
The aerodynamic model is designed to be representative of CJ-144, which has been
used for flight testing of previous WSU adaptive control systems. (Lemon et al. [12], Meikel
et al. [14], and Rafi et al. [90]).
The Bonanza model includes modeled actuator dynamics. The models of the aileron,
elevator, and rudder are of the following form. The models include a position limiter, rate
limiter, and and second order lag filter, the later is described in equation (3.1).

δact =

ωn2
δcmd
2ζωn + ωn2

(3.1)

The Bonanza engine model is similar to the control surface models, including the
position and rate limits; however, it is modeled only with a first order lag, 1/τ .
This model is proprietary to Textron Aviation, and will not be presented in further
detail.
3.1.2

NAVAIR ExJet
NAVAIR’s ExJet aircraft model is so called as it is an Example Jet, designed for

research purposes. The aerodynamic model is based on the simplified F-16 model given by
Stevens and Lewis [87]. The NAVAIR Air Vehicle Modeling and Simulation Branch has
modified the F-16 model to include the aerodynamic contributions of trailing edge flaps,
speed brake, and landing gear. A tailhook was added to simulate arrested landings, but it
has no modeled aerodynamic effect.
The ExJet model used in this study is a linear model extraction in the form of the
linear state space model, described in equation (3.2).
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{ẋ} = [A] {x} + [B] {u}

(3.2)

{y} = [C] {x} + [D] {u}
The ExJet model has inputs of: elevator, flap, aileron, rudder, speedbrake, and
throttle deflections, and is based on the states of: axial, lateral, and vertical velocity; pitch,
roll, and yaw rates; roll, pitch, and yaw attitude; and altitude.
3.2

Error Metric Study
The method for designing the control parameters, or gains, is based on the competing

requirements for adequate command tracking and time delay margin. In general, the more
accurate the time response tracking, the smaller the time delay margin; and an increased
time delay margin reduces command tracking accuracy. For the landing commanded control
systems, another design metric is the measure of the landing accuracy. Command tracking
is described in Section 3.2.1, time delay margin is described in Section 3.2.2, and landing
distance error is described in Section 3.2.3.
3.2.1

Command Tracking
The rate command controllers are designed to follow subsequent rotational rate

doublets in each axis. Each doublet lasts 10 seconds, with the pitch axis commanded at 1
deg/sec, the roll axis at 3 deg/sec, and the yaw axis at 2 deg/sec. Each doublet is separated
by 10 seconds to allow aircraft transients to subside. Command tracking for the airspeed
axis is accomplished with a change in commanded airspeed. An example of the commands
are shown in Figure 3.2.
An error metric is used to evaluate the amount of command tracking error, which
is the 2-norm of the tracking error. The error metric, Mx , is described in equation (3.3),
and implemented as described in equation (3.4), using the dot product. Since the system is
designed to follow the signal produced by the model follower, the modeled rate, xmod is used
to evaluate the error instead of the reference, xref .
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kxmod − xk2
kxmod k2
2
+ xerr,t2 + · · · + x2err,t

Mx =
Mx =

x2err,t1
x2mod,t
1

f

+

x2mod,t
2

+ ··· +

x2mod,t
f

(3.3)
(3.4)

An outer loop is implemented to perform automated landings. The automatic landing
control systems are designed to follow commands to a landing point. In the vertical axis,
this is the flight path angle described in Section 2.2.1. The horizontal axis landing controller
is commanded to reduce the lateral distance to the landing point, dy, (Section 2.2.2). These
commands are used to determine the command tracking accuracy to design the control
systems. In this case, the error metric is based on differences from the landing control system
command as described in equation (3.5) and equation (3.6) for the vertical and horizontal
axes, respectively.

kγcmd − γk2
kγcmd k2
kdycmd − dyk2
=
kdycmd k2

Mγ =
Mdy

(3.5)
(3.6)

The command tracking error metric is described in a parameter recorded and
reported as the zero delay error (ZDE), where this is the error with no artificial delay as
described in Section 3.2.2.
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Figure 3.2: Rotational rate and airspeed commands
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3.2.2

Time Delay Margin
The time delay margin (TDM) is a measure of robustness of a nonlinear control

system, which is analogous to the phase margin for linear systems. Time delay margin is a
metric developed at NASA Ames Research Center by Nguyen et al. [76] and Stepanyan et
al. [75]. This metric introduces an artificial delay between the inverse controller and aircraft
model, effectively delaying an effector command to the actuator that moves it. A block
diagram of this operation is shown in Figure 3.3, where n represents the number of time
steps the signal is delayed. Subsequent simulation runs increase the delay, the value of n,
and evaluates the increase in the error metric of equations (3.3), (3.5), or (3.6). As the
error metric exceeds a certain level or the system becomes unstable, the amount of delay
introduced to the system at this point is the time delay margin. The margin is measured in
seconds. A goal of the selection of control system parameters is to have a TDM greater than
0.1 seconds, or 100 msec, based on established standards. To increase the speed of parameter
selection, the maximum delay evaluated is 0.5 seconds.

Figure 3.3: Time delay block diagram
3.2.3

Landing Distance Error
To evaluate the accuracy of the landing control system, a secondary metric for the

landing control systems is used. This metric is the distance between the aircraft position and
the landing point target when the aircraft is in the plane of zero altitude; and termed landing
distance error (LDE). A value for each axis is determined, and defined for the vertical and
horizontal axes in equation (3.7) and equation (3.8), respectively.
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3.3

dxerr = dx|dz=0

(3.7)

dyerr = dy|dz=0

(3.8)

Parameter Tuning Process
The gain tuning process determines the numerous controller parameters, which are

defined in Chapter 2. The process uses the metrics of the ZDE or LDE and TDM to determine
a combination of parameters that meets the selection criteria. The parameters of each axis
are chosen separately, with the parameters in other axes held constant. Parameter selection
is made to simultaneously minimize the ZDE or LDE and maximize the TDM across the
speed range evaluated. The Bonanza was evaluated for airspeeds of 65, 100, and 165 knots;
the ExJet was evaluated in the Powered Approach mode at airspeeds of 135, 150, and 175
knots. The landing speed optimization controllers were evaluated for airspeed of 65, 80, and
100 knots for the Bonanza; and 135 and 150 knots for the ExJet. In general, increasing the
controller gain reduces both the ZDE and TDM.
The two linear controllers, as defined in Section 2.4 have different parameters, and
therefore the process of parameter selection differs. The process for parameter selection with
the PI linear controller is described in Section 3.3.1, and the AC linear controller is described
in Section 3.3.2. The automatic landing control has additional parameters to select, with the
gain tuning process described in Section 3.3.3.
3.3.1

PI Linear Controller Parameter Tuning
The gain tuning process for control systems with the PI linear controller is split by

the rotational and airspeed axes, based on their architecture. In the rotational axes, first
determined are the design frequency, ωd , and design damping ratio, ζd ; which determine the
Kp and Ki gains as defined in equation (2.22) and equation (2.23), respectively. A different
set of parameters is determined for each axis. These parameters are evaluated simultaneously
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to determine the combination that meets the selection criteria. This is followed by selection
of the OCM adaptation gains, Γx and νx , described in equation (2.71).
The structure of the airspeed axis in these control system only requires the selection
of two gains, the linear controller proportional gain, T 1, and ABC learning rate, η. These
were selected in combination.
3.3.2

AC Linear Controller Parameter Tuning
The gain tuning process for control systems with the Adaptive Critic linear controller,

which is in all four axes, is based on the selection of three primary parameters. Two of the
three primary parameters are the primary adaptive critic gains of the state weighting matrix,
Qc , the control weighting matrix, Rc ; which are used in the control system as described in
equation (2.30) and equation (2.31). The third parameter is the LLMC adaptive gain, KE ,
which is used in these control systems. The gain tuning process is conducted with each
axis evaluated separately, therefore Qc and Rc are single values. Combinations of the three
parameters are evaluated to meet the selection criteria.
The secondary parameters that determine the estimated costate, Γλx , and the
elements of the LLME, ΓXF and σXF , are not selected based on the metrics of Section
3.2, and are selected by inspection.
3.3.3

Automatic Landing Controller Parameter Tuning
The gain tuning process for the vertical automatic landing controller, is based on

the selection of the three proportional gains in the controller. These three are described in
equation (2.1); and are the flight path angle error gain, Kγ , the pitch acceleration feedback
gain, Kq̇ , and the angle of attack (AoA) rate feedback gain, Kα̇ . Combinations of the three
parameters are evaluated to meet the selection criteria.
The gains for the horizontal automatic landing controller are determined in a similar
manner to that of the vertical automatic landing controller, with seven gains to be selected.
In order to visually see the results, the controller design is split into three groups of gains.
The first group varies Kφ , Kψp , and Kψ . By choosing these three first, a gain in each segment
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is selected. The second group varies Kψd , Kψi , and Kβ . Finally, Kp is selected.
The automatic landing controller parameters are designed with the following initial
conditions: altitude of 1200 feet, distance from landing point of 3.0 nautical miles, and lateral
offset of 200 feet.
3.4

Landing Evaluation
A landing evaluation is conducted varying the starting conditions of the aircraft

position relative to the landing point and the initial airspeed. Additionally, effector failures
and modeling errors are introduced to determine the resulting impacts on landing accuracy.
The landing study initial conditions are shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Landing Study Initial Conditions
Parameter

Unit

Altitude feet
Distance nm
Lateral offset feet
Bonanza airspeed knots
ExJet airspeed knots

Variations
1000
2.5
+20
65
135

1200 1500
3.0
3.5
-20 +200
80
100
150 175*

4.0
-200

*Note that the 175 knot case is not used for the landing speed optimized control
systems.
3.5

Failures and Modeling Errors
To evaluate the fault tolerant characteristics of the designed controllers, effector

failures and modeling errors are introduced into the simulation to evaluate the ability of the
control system to compensate for these.
3.5.1

Effector Failures
Failures of the effectors are easy to model by changing the output of the actuator

or adjusting the effector command between the inverse controller and the aircraft model.
Failures of this type are often termed B matrix failures, as the control effectiveness is altered,
which is represented by the B matrix in the state space model of a system. For this study,
a 50 percent reduction in aerodynamic effector effectiveness models the complete loss of one
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of the pair of control surfaces of the elevator, aileron, or rudder. In the airspeed axis, a 20
percent reduction in thrust is used to model a degraded engine. The magnitude and timing
of the failures for each aircraft model are given in Table 3.2
Table 3.2: Effector Failures Magnitude and Timing
Bonanza
Parameter
Elevator effectiveness
Aileron effectiveness
Rudder effectiveness
Thrust output
Flap effectiveness
Speedbrake effectiveness

3.5.2

ExJet

Magnitude

Time, sec

Magnitude

Time, sec

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.8
N/A
N/A

15
35
55
75
N/A
N/A

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.8
0.5
0.5

15
35
55
75
10
85

Modeling Errors
Modeling errors are introduced by altering the inverse controller model to be different

than the aircraft model. These errors are often termed A matrix failures, as they represent
an incomplete understanding of the relationship between the states of the aircraft that
are represented by the A matrix in the state space model of a system. Modeling errors
are implemented by adding variation into the states used by the inverse controller at the
beginning of a simulation.
Due to the difference in the architecture of the Bonanza and ExJet models, the
modeling errors differ. For the Bonanza, the following aerodynamic coefficients are varied in
the inverse controller to differ from the aircraft model: CMα , Clp , and Cnr . These are chosen
to impact the primary contribution to the aircraft dynamic modes.
For the ExJet, the rotational acceleration due to rotational rate terms are varied in
the inverse controller A matrix. These are the following terms, ṗp , q̇q , rṙ . These are chosen to
impact the control variable within each axis.
Each value is chosen to be half of its original value for the entire simulation segment.
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CHAPTER 4
CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN

This chapter shows the final design of each control system, based on the gain tuning
process described in Section 3.3. The control systems are designated as in Table 4.1. The
designations are based on the dynamic inversion architecture described in Section 2.5 and
aircraft model described in Section 3.1. The design is shown for the Bonanza first: in Section
4.1 the Bonanza control system with PI linear controller; in Section 4.2 the Bonanza control
system with AC linear controller. This is followed by the ExJet: in Section 4.3 the ExJet
control system with PI linear controller, and in Section 4.4 the ExJet control system with AC
linear controller. Each control system is commanded by either rotational rates and airspeed,
or the automatic landing commands, which are termed as rate and landing, respectively.
Each controller was additionally designed for the primary landing speeds, with control system
designs termed Landing Speed Optimization (LSO).
The gain tuning metric figures are projections of a three-dimensional plot, since
the combination of two or three parameters are evaluated in combination, as described in
Section 3.3. The colors range from blue to red on a continuum of values for either zero delay
error (ZDE) or time delay margin (TDM). Blue indicates lower ZDE and TDM, with red on
the higher end of each spectrum. The landing controllers also include the metric of landing
distance error (LDE), which is colored around zero which is green, with positive error moving
towards red, and negative error moving towards blue.
The evaluated gains are determined by the linear controller for the rate commanded
controllers. The landing commanded gain study is the same for all control systems.
For the proportional-integral linear controller, the gains by study type are shown in
Table 4.2. The table also indicates how the gain studies are presented in Chapter 4.
For the adaptive critic linear controller, the gains and presentation by location are
shown in Table 4.3, results of these gains studies are shown in both Chapter 4 and Appendix
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Table 4.1: Control System Designations
Designation

Aircraft Model

Linear Controller

Command Type

BPIR
BPIR LSO

Bonanza

PI

Rates

BPIL
BPIL LSO

Bonanza

PI

Landing

BACR
BACR LSO

Bonanza

Adaptive Critic

Rates

BACL
BACL LSO

Bonanza

Adaptive Critic

Landing

EPIR
EPIR LSO

ExJet

PI

Rates

EPIL
EPIL LSO

ExJet

PI

Landing

EACR
EACR LSO

ExJet

Adaptive Critic

Rates

EACL
EACL LSO

ExJet

Adaptive Critic

Landing

Table 4.2: PI Gain Study Parameters and Presentation
Type

Abscissa

Ordinate

Row

Controller Gains
Adaptation Gains

ζd
νx

ωd
Γx

airspeed
airspeed

A.
For the landing command control systems, the gains and presentation by location are
shown in Table 4.4, results of these gain studies are shown in both Chapter 4 and Appendix
A. The secondary horizontal axis gains can have either of the orientations listed. Selection
of the orientation was determined to allow for more variations of a particular gain within
each study.
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Table 4.3: AC Gain Study Parameters and Presentation
Location

Abscissa

Ordinate

Row

Chapter 4
Appendix A

Rc
Rc

Qc
Qc

airspeeds for single KE
KE for single airspeed

Table 4.4: Landing Controller Gain Study Parameters and Presentation
Location

Chapter 4

Appendix A

4.1

Axis

Abscissa

Ordinate

Row

vertical

Kq̇

Kγ

airspeeds for single Kα̇

horiz. pri.

Kφ

Kψ

airspeeds for single Kψp

horiz. sec.

Kβ
Kψd

Kψi
Kψi

airspeeds for single Kψd
airspeeds for single Kβ

vertical

Kq̇

Kγ

Kα̇ for single airspeed

horiz. pri.

Kφ

Kψ

Kψp for single airspeed

horiz. sec.

Kβ
Kψd

Kψi
Kψi

Kψd for single airspeed
Kβ for single airspeed

Bonanza PI Controller Design
The Bonanza control system with the PI linear controller has been designed to

respond to rotational rate and airspeed commands, with parameters as described in Section
4.1.1; as well as to automatic landing commands, as described in Section 4.1.3. Both designs
have been optimized and landing speeds, as described in Section 4.1.2 and Section 4.1.4,
respectively.
4.1.1

Bonanza PI with Rate Commands Design
The controller gains for the Bonanza PI with rate commands control system (BPIR)

are shown in Table 4.5. These gains are selected based on results of the gain tuning process
of Section 3.3.1, with resulting ZDE and TDM shown in Table 4.6.
For the PI controller, the airspeed axis was controlled with a linear gain of 1/T 1,
where T 1 = 4, and ABC adaptive rate η = 0.1.
The output of the gain study for the Bonanza PI rate control system for the
parameters of ωd and ζd across the three test airspeeds is shown in Figure 4.1 through
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Table 4.5: Bonanza PI Rate Controller Gains
Axis
Parameter

Roll

Pitch

Yaw

ωd
ζd
Γx
νx

5.0
1.2
700 · I
0.6

3.0
1.0
200 · I
0.6

2.7
0.4
400 · I
0.5

Table 4.6: Bonanza PI Rate Metrics
Axis
Metric

Airspeed

Roll

Pitch

Yaw

ZDE

65
100
165

0.17
0.12
0.13

0.30
0.25
0.19

1.05
0.53
0.22

TDM

65
100
165

0.08
0.26
0.48

0.42
0.50
0.50

0.03
0.20
0.20

Figure 4.3, for the roll, pitch, and yaw axis, respectively. In general, the 65 knot case is a
primary driver for the gain selection as it tends to have sections of the search space with
the highest ZDE and lowest TDM. For the roll axis at 65 knots, the selected gains are in a
regions of darkest blue ZDE and orange TDM, as shown in Figure 4.1, showing a good mix
between the two metrics, this is not directly represented in Table 4.6, since the parameter
study was completed without adaptation. In the pitch axis, the TDM is towards the edge
between orange and yellow, but this is to be in a darkest blue ZDE section, to minimize the
ZDE with a still good TDM, as shown in Figure 4.2. The yaw axis is challenged at 65 knots
due to the increased angle of sideslip due to the yaw rate commands at the slower speed. In
this case, TDM is allowed be reduced for improved command tracking, as measured by the
ZDE, as shown in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.1: Gain study BPIR roll axis controller gains

Figure 4.2: Gain study BPIR pitch axis controller gains
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Figure 4.3: Gain study BPIR yaw axis controller gains
The output of the gain study for the Bonanza PI Rate control system for the
adaptation parameters of Γx and νx is shown in Figure 4.4 through Figure 4.6, for the
roll, pitch, and yaw axis, respectively. The addition of the OCM adaptation in the roll axis
decreases the TDM, without much variation in ZDE, and so a high adaptive gain is selected
for faster adaptation, as shown in Figure 4.4. For the 65 knot case in the pitch axis to have
the desired low ZDE and high TDM, a lower gain was selected, as shown in Figure 4.5. In the
yaw axis, the adaptive gain was selected to improve ZDE in the 100 knot case, which required
a low TDM at 65 knots, as shown in Figure 4.6. The white in the TDM plots indicate where
the TDM is below the design goal of 0.1 seconds.
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Figure 4.4: Gain study BPIR roll axis adaptation gains

Figure 4.5: Gain study BPIR pitch axis adaptation gains
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Figure 4.6: Gain study BPIR yaw axis adaptation gains

4.1.2

BPIR Landing Speed Optimization Design
For simplicity, ease of implementation, and reduced computational burden, a goal

of MRAC aircraft control systems is to have a signal gain set across the entire envelope.
The adaptation then corrects for sub-optimal gain selection over the speed range. However
for the closed loop landing task, improved performance may be achieved by designing the
control system gains in the envelope of landing. Therefore, for each controller gains studies
were completed at lower speed ranges, which for the Bonanza is chosen to be 65, 80, and
100 knots. This section describes the gains selection process for the BPIR Landing Speed
Optimization (BPIR LSO).
The controller gains for the BPIR LSO are shown in Table 4.7. The resulting metrics
of ZDE and TDM are shown in Table 4.8. These metrics show the goal of the landing speed
optimiztion was met, with reduced ZDE and increased TDM for each axis.
The output of the gain study for the BPIR LSO control system for the parameters
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Table 4.7: BPIR Landing Speed Optimization Controller Gains
Axis
Parameter

Roll

Pitch

Yaw

ωd
ζd
Γx
νx

3.4
1.1
400 · I
1.0

2.4
1.2
300 · I
1.0

2.2
0.4
100 · I
0.6

Table 4.8: BPIR Landing Speed Optimization Metrics
Axis
Metric

Airspeed

Roll

Pitch

Yaw

ZDE

65
80
100

0.11
0.11
0.11

0.20
0.17
0.15

0.15
0.12
0.11

TDM

65
80
100

0.39
0.50
0.50

0.45
0.50
0.50

0.22
0.39
0.43

of ωd and ζd is shown in Figure 4.7 through Figure 4.9 for the roll, pitch, and yaw axis,
respectively. Each figure shows the gain study at the evaluated airspeeds of 65, 80, and 100
knots.
In the roll and pitch axes, the evaluated parameters had higher TDM, so gains
selection was based primarily on minimizing ZDE. In the yaw axis, gain selection emphasized
a mid-range TDM at the cost of a higher ZDE due to generally reduced yaw axis TDM with
adaptation.
The output of the gain study for the BPIR LSO adaptive gains of Γx and νx is shown
in Figure 4.10 through 4.12 for the roll, pitch, and yaw axis, respectively. These are shown
for the LSO evaluated airspeeds of 65, 80, and 100 knots. In the roll axis, the gains were
chosen to increase TDM at the 65 knot case. In the pitch axis, relatively high values of TDM
led to selection of the adaptive gains on reducing ZDE. The parameters in the yaw axis were
chosen to reduce ZDE, while decreasing the available TDM.
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Figure 4.7: Gain study BPIR LSO roll axis controller gains

Figure 4.8: Gain study BPIR LSO pitch axis controller gains
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Figure 4.9: Gain study BPIR LSO yaw axis controller gains

Figure 4.10: Gain study BPIR LSO roll axis adaptation gains
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Figure 4.11: Gain study BPIR LSO pitch axis adaptation gains

Figure 4.12: Gain study BPIR LSO yaw axis adaptation gains
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4.1.3

Bonanza PI with Landing Commands Design
The controller gains for the Bonanza PI with landing commands control system

(BPIL) are shown in Table 4.9.
Table 4.9: Bonanza PI Landing Controller Gains
Axis
Vertical
Kγ
Kq̇
Kα̇

0.30
0.30
0.10

Horizontal
Kφ
Kp
Kβ
Kψp
Kψd
Kψi
Kψ

0.6
0.1
0.4
2.0
0.8
0.0
-9.0

These gains are selected based on results of the gain tuning process of Section 3.3.3,
with resulting ZDE, TDM, and LDE shown in Table 4.10. The TDM and LDE design goals
have been met for the gains.
Table 4.10: Bonanza PI Landing Metrics
Axis
Metric

Airspeed

Vertical

Horizontal

ZDE

65
80
100

0.12
0.13
0.14

0.28
0.28
0.33

TDM

65
80
100

0.20
0.29
0.50

0.30
0.50
0.19

LDE

65
80
100

-0.8
-2.7
-2.8

-0.5
-1.0
-2.0

A reduced output of the gain study is shown in Figure 4.13 through Figure 4.15 for
the vertical axis and the horizontal axis primary and secondary gains, respectively. The plots
show the LDE and TDM as the color of the contour plot for the variation of the parameters in
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their particular analysis. Due to the nature of the landing controllers, the ZDE is a secondary
consideration in gain selection. A more complete representation of the evaluated parameters
is given in Section A.1.1.
The primary consideration for the design of the control systems with landing
commands was the LDE since this was the task of the control system. The color scale
on the LDE plots range from -40 to +40 feet for both vertical and horizontal axes. As seen
in Figure 4.13, the vertical axis has significant design space, with a majority of examined
combinations of Kγ shown on the ordinate, Kq̇ on the abscissa, and each row of plots is a
different airspeed at the selected value of Kα̇ . Section A.1.1 shows the design metrics for
additional values of Kα̇ at each airspeed. Reduced performance is noted with lower values of
Kγ and greater values of Kq̇ The selected gains increased the TDM for little change to LDE
and ZDE.
Due to the number of gains used to implement the control, the horizontal axis is
split into two studies. The primary gains of the horizontal axis are shown with Kψ on the
ordinate, Kφ on the abscissa, with a row of plots for each tested airspeed at the selected value
of Kψp . Section A.1.1 shows the design metrics for additional values of Kψp at each airspeed.
This axis has a less expansive design space, with poor LDE performance at 65 knots with
Kψp greater than 3. The lower performance at low speed is due to a high angle of sideslip
(AoS) on the aircraft during the lateral offset correction. Therefore, the gain selection was
primarily for low LDE at the 65 knot case.
The secondary gains in the horizontal axis are represented in two ways, depending
on which variable needed a finer examination. For both cases, Kψi is shown on the ordinate,
with the majority having Kβ on the abscissa, but this can be switched with Kψd . These gains
were selected primarily based on LDE, with secondary consideration for TDM.
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Figure 4.13: Gain study BPIL vertical axis

Figure 4.14: Gain study BPIL horizontal axis primary
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Figure 4.15: Gain study BPIL horizontal axis secondary
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4.1.4

BPIL Landing Speed Optimization Design
The controller gains for the BPIL landing speed optimization are shown in Table

4.11.
Table 4.11: BPIL Landing Speed Optimization Controller Gains
Axis
Vertical

Horizontal

Kγ
Kq̇
Kα̇

Kφ
Kp
Kβ
Kψp
Kψd
Kψi
Kψ

1.2
0.2
0.1

0.6
0.0
1.0
3.0
0.1
0.0
-7.0

These gains are selected based on results of the gain tuning process, with resulting
ZDE, TDM, and LDE shown in Table 4.12. The TDM and LDE design goals have been met
for the gains. As compared to BPIL, the BPIL LSO gains decrease the ZDE, increase the
TDM, and decrease the LDE in the vertical axis; and increase the ZDE, increase the TDM,
and increase the LDE in the horizontal axis. Therefore, improvement in the vertical axis and
reduction in metric performance in the horizontal axis.
Table 4.12: BPIL Landing Speed Optimization Metrics
Axis
Metric

Airspeed

Vertical

Horizontal

ZDE

65
80
100

0.12
0.10
0.11

0.36
0.31
0.33

TDM

65
80
100

0.44
0.50
0.48

0.50
0.50
0.50

LDE

65
80
100

-0.2
0.2
-1.7

1.5
6.8
-1.7
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A reduced output of the gain study is shown in Figure 4.16 through Figure 4.16 for the
vertical axis and the horizontal axis primary and secondary gains, respectively. The figures
show the LDE and TDM as the color of the contour plot. A more complete representation
of the evaluated parameters is given in Section A.1.2.
The vertical axis shows a large number of parameter variations that result in low
LDE and high TDM. Gains were available that reduced LDE and maximized the TDM. The
TDM decreases with increasing Kq̇ . In the horizontal axis, the 65 knot evaluation was the
critical for selecting gains based on LDE. TDM is not approaching the design goal, so gains
selection was made in the primary and secondary gains to minimize LDE across the three
airspeeds.

Figure 4.16: Gain study BPIL LSO vertical axis
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Figure 4.17: Gain study BPIL LSO horizontal axis primary

Figure 4.18: Gain study BPIL LSO horizontal axis secondary
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4.2

Bonanza Adaptive Critic Controller Design
The Bonanza control system with the adaptive critic linear controller has been

designed to respond to rotational rate and airspeed commands, as described in Section
4.2.1; as well as to automatic landing commands, as described in Section 4.2.3. Each of these
controllers was optimized for landing speeds, with designs given in Section 4.2.2 for the rate
commanded control system and Section 4.2.4 for the landing point commanded system.
4.2.1

Bonanza AC with Rate Commands Design
The primary controller gains for the Bonanza AC with rate commands control system

are shown in Table 4.13. These gains are selected based on results of the gain tuning process
of Section 3.3.2, with resulting ZDE and TDM shown in Table 4.15.
Table 4.13: Bonanza AC Rate Primary Controller Gains
Axis
Parameter

Roll

Pitch

Yaw

airspeed

Qc
Rc
KE
Γx
νx

7
0.3
6
700 · I
0.6

4
0.4
5
200 · I
0.6

8
1.0
2
400 · I
0.5

5
0.4
0
N/A
N/A

The secondary controller gains, those used in the generation of the costate estimation
and local linear model are shown in Table 4.14, where the sigma modification rates for all
three parameters are the same.
A reduced output of the gain study is shown in Figure 4.19 through Figure 4.22, for
the roll, pitch, yaw, and airspeed axis, respectively. The plots show the ZDE and TDM as
the color of the contour plot, for Qc on the ordinate and Rc on the abscissa at the chosen
KE , across the evaluated airspeeds. A more complete representation, with additional tests
of KE , of the evaluated parameters is given in Section A.2.1.
In the roll axis, the parameters were selected especially to reduce the ZDE at 165
knots, which increased with increasing Rc and decreasing Qc , as shown in Figure 4.19. The
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Table 4.14: Bonanza AC Rate Secondary Controller Gains
Axis
Parameter

Roll

Pitch

Γλ0
Γλ1
Γλ2
Γ AF
ΓBF
ΓEF
σ XF

1
20
5
2
6
0.2
0

1
10
1
1
5
0.2
0

Yaw airspeed
1
30
1
1
5
0.2
0

0.1
0.2
0
0
0.2
0.1
0

Table 4.15: Bonanza AC Rate Metrics
Axis
Metric

Airspeed

Roll

Pitch

Yaw

airspeed

ZDE

65
100
165

0.14
0.12
0.53

0.51
0.13
0.33

0.30
0.12
0.17

0.007
0.004
0.003

TDM

65
100
165

0.50
0.50
0.50

0.185
0.50
0.50

0.01
0.08
0.05

0.50
0.50
0.50

pitch axis follows the same trend at the high speed ZDE, but were also selected based on
the ZDE at the 65 knot speed case, which had increased ZDE above a Qc of 10, as shown in
Figure 4.20. The yaw axis has low TDM across the speed range, so parameter selection was
primarily made against ZDE, which decreased with higher Rc , as shown in Figure 4.21. In
the airspeed axis, the TDM were high across the speed range, so selection was made based
on ZDE, as shown in Figure 4.22.
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Figure 4.19: Gain study BACR roll axis

Figure 4.20: Gain study BACR pitch axis
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Figure 4.21: Gain study BACR yaw axis

Figure 4.22: Gain study BACR airspeed axis
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4.2.2

BACR Landing Speed Optimization Design
As described in Section 4.1.2, a landing speed optimization effort was conducted, with

the resulting control system gains for the BACR LSO shown in Table 4.16. Optimization
was only completed for the rotational rate axes, the airspeed axis was determined to be
sufficiently designed. Only the primary gains were optimized, so the secondary gains of
Table 4.14 remained unchanged. The resulting metrics of ZDE and TDM are shown in Table
4.17. The objective of the landing speed optimization, was not met for all axis; however was
successful in key areas. In the roll axis, slightly increased ZDE is noted with the LSO gains,
the TDM remained the same. In the pitch axis both the ZDE and TDM were improved
with a reduction in ZDE and increase in TDM. The yaw axis showed significant increase in
TDM from less then desired design values. However, a small increase in ZDE at 100 knots
is balanced by greater decrease in ZDE at 65 knots.
Table 4.16: BACR Landing Speed Optimization Primary Controller Gains
Axis
Parameter

Roll

Pitch

Yaw

Airspeed

Qc
Rc
KE
Γx
νx

6
0.6
5
700 · I
0.6

4
0.6
8
200 · I
0.6

3
0.7
2
400 · I
0.5

5
0.4
0
N/A
N/A

Table 4.17: BACR Landing Speed Optimization Metrics
Axis
Metric

Airspeed

Roll

Pitch

Yaw

Airspeed

ZDE

65
80
100

0.16
0.16
0.16

0.20
0.16
0.18

0.19
0.18
0.20

0.05
0.006
0.004

TDM

65
80
100

0.50
0.50
0.50

0.50
0.50
0.50

0.14
0.24
0.29

0.17
0.50
0.50
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A reduced output of the gain study, only showing the chosen KE , is given in Figure
4.23 through Figure 4.25 for the roll, pitch, and yaw axis, respectively. The airspeed axis was
not included in this effort. A more complete representation, with additional tests of KE , of
the evaluated parameters is given in Section A.2.2.
In the roll axis, all evaluated variations produced similar ZDE and TDM, with ZDE
increasing with increasing Rc ; the gains were chosen to reduce ZDE. In the pitch axis, the
areas of greatest TDM were also those with lesser ZDE, which final selection made in favor of
ZDE. The yaw axis showed relatively low TDM across the evaluated parameters, especially
for 65 knots; therefore, gain selection was made to reduced ZDE instead of increased TDM.

Figure 4.23: Gain study BACR LSO roll axis
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Figure 4.24: Gain study BACR LSO pitch axis

Figure 4.25: Gain study BACR LSO yaw axis
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4.2.3

Bonanza AC with Landing Commands Design
The controller gains for the Bonanza AC with landing commands control system

(BACL) are shown in Table 4.18.
Table 4.18: Bonanza AC Landing Controller Gains
Axis
Vertical

Horizontal

Kγ
Kq̇
Kα̇

Kφ
Kp
Kβ
Kψp
Kψd
Kψi
Kψ

0.4
0.6
0.4

1.0
0.1
0.8
2.0
0.5
0.0
-7.9

These gains are selected based on results of the gain turning process of Section 3.3.3,
with resulting ZDE, TDM, and LDE as shown in Table 4.19. The TDM and LDE design
goals have been met for the gains.
Table 4.19: Bonanza AC Landing Metrics
Axis
Metric

Airspeed

Vertical

Horizontal

ZDE

65
80
100

0.02
0.02
0.02

0.19
0.17
0.29

TDM

65
80
100

0.48
0.50
0.50

0.26
0.48
0.50

LDE

65
80
100

-0.3
-1.3
4.0

3.7
-0.8
-2.3

A reduced output of the gain study is shown in Figure 4.26 through Figure 4.28 for
the vertical axis, and the horizontal axis primary and secondary gains, respectively. A more
complete representation of the evaluated parameters is given in Section A.2.3.
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LDE performance is reduced with decreasing Kγ , and increasing Kq̇ reduces TDM,
which can be seen in Figure 4.26. LDE errors are noted to be larger at 100 knots than 65
or 80 knots. Gains were selected to reduce LDE at 100 knots. The horizontal gains have the
opposite consideration, and are chosen especially to reduce the 65 knot LDE, which only
has small pockets of desired performance. Desired performance was achieved with relatively
high values of Kφ and Kβ , as shown in Figure 4.27 and Figure 4.28, respectively.

Figure 4.26: Gain study BACL vertical axis
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Figure 4.27: Gain study BACL horizontal axis primary

Figure 4.28: Gain study BACL horizontal axis secondary
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4.2.4

BACL Landing Speed Optimization Design
The controller gains for the BACL landing speed optimization control system are

shown in Table 4.20.
Table 4.20: BACL Landing Speed Optimization Controller Gains
Axis
Vertical

Horizontal

Kγ
Kq̇
Kα̇

Kφ
Kp
Kβ
Kψp
Kψd
Kψi
Kψ

0.4
0.2
0.2

0.8
0.1
0.6
3.0
0.4
0.0
-8.0

These gains are selected based on results of the gain turning process of Section 3.3.3,
with resulting ZDE, TDM, and LDE as shown in Table 4.21. The TDM and LDE design
goals have been met for the gains. However, except for the LPE at 100 knots, the chosen
gains worsened the metrics as compared to the BACL controller.
Table 4.21: BACL Landing Speed Optimization Metrics
Axis
Metric

Airspeed

Vertical

Horizontal

ZDE

65
80
100

0.06
0.21
0.03

0.30
0.26
0.16

TDM

65
80
100

0.26
0.39
0.50

0.27
0.38
0.45

LDE

65
80
100

-0.8
1.0
3.6

5
4.3
-1.6

A reduced output of the gain selection study is shown in Figure 4.29 through Figure
4.31 for the vertical axis and horizontal axis primary and secondary gains, respectively. The
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plots show the LDE and TDM as the color of the contour of the contour plot. A more
complete representation of the evaluated parameters is given in Section A.2.4.
In the vertical axis, the regions of acceptable TDM reduced the design space at 65
knots, gain selection was made to reduce LDE across the airspeeds, this precluded choosing
greater TDM. In the horizontal axis, acceptable gains were difficult to determine with respect
to LDE. For gains of lesser LDE at 65 and 100 knots were unacceptable at 80 knots. Gain
selection was made to reduce LDE for the 80 knot case, that also met the design goals for
LDE at 65 and 100 knots and TDM.

Figure 4.29: Gain study BACL LSO vertical axis
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Figure 4.30: Gain study BACL LSO horizontal axis primary

Figure 4.31: Gain study BACL LSO horizontal axis secondary
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4.3

ExJet PI Controller Design
The ExJet control system with the PI linear controller is designed to respond to

rotational rate and airspeed commands, as described in Section 4.3.1; and to automatic
landing commands, as described in Section 4.3.3. Both of these controllers were optimized
at landing speeds, as described in Section 4.3.2 and Section 4.3.4, respectively.
4.3.1

ExJet PI with Rate Commands Design
The controller gains for the ExJet PI with rate commands (EPIR) control system

are shown in Table 4.22. For the PI controller, the airspeed axis was controlled with a linear
gain of 1/T 1, where T 1 = 4, and ABC adaptive rate η = 0.05.
Table 4.22: ExJet PI Rate Controller Gains
Axis
Parameter

Roll

Pitch

Yaw

ωd
ζd
Γx
νx

6.5
0.5
2400 · I
0.4

4.0
0.8
1600 · I
0.4

4.0
0.6
2800 · I
0.4

These gains are selected based on results of the gain tuning process of Section 3.3.1,
with resulting ZDE and TDM shown in Table 4.23.
Table 4.23: ExJet PI Rate Metrics
Axis
Metric

Airspeed

Roll

Pitch

Yaw

Airspeed

ZDE

135
150
175

0.19
0.19
0.20

0.05
0.07
0.09

0.13
0.15
0.19

0.013
0.013
0.007

TDM

135
150
175

0.11
0.11
0.12

0.11
0.13
0.14

0.11
0.12
0.14

0.13
0.14
0.16

The output of the gain study for the ExJet PI Rate control system for the parameters
of ωd and ζd is shown in Figure 4.32 through Figure 4.34, for the roll, pitch, and yaw axis,
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respectively. For the three rotational axes the parameters are selected at the intersection of
increasing ZDE and decreasing TDM, which is seen across the speed range. The trend is
increased ZDE with lower ωd , indicated by the yellow and red, with the lighter blue, higher
TDM, is also in the region.
The output of the gain study for the EPIR control system for the parameters of Γx
and νx is shown in Figure 4.35 through Figure 4.38, for the roll, pitch, yaw, and airspeed
axis, respectively. For each axis, the value of the adaptation parameters does not greatly
impact the used metrics. Parameters are selected to achieve reduced ZDE at increased TDM
across the speed range.

Figure 4.32: Gain study EPIR roll axis controller gains
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Figure 4.33: Gain study EPIR pitch axis controller gains

Figure 4.34: Gain study EPIR yaw axis controller gains
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Figure 4.35: Gain study EPIR roll axis adaptation gains

Figure 4.36: Gain study EPIR pitch axis adaptation gains
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Figure 4.37: Gain study EPIR yaw axis adaptation gains

Figure 4.38: Gain study EPIR airspeed axis
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4.3.2

EPIR Landing Speed Optimization Design
As described in Section 4.1.2, a landing speed optimization was conducted for each

controller. For the ExJet aircraft model, the optimization was completed for the 135 and
150 knot airspeed conditions. The designed gains for the EPIR LSO are shown in Table
4.24, with the resulting metrics defined in Table 4.25. Similar to previous controllers, only
the rotational rate gains were optimized. This optimization did not meet the goal of the
optimization in every axis. The ZDE was decreased in the roll and yaw axes, but increased
in the pitch axis. The TDM remained the same in the roll axis, and decreased in the pitch
and yaw axes.
Table 4.24: EPIR Landing Speed Optimization Gains
Axis
Parameter

Roll

Pitch

Yaw

ωd
ζd
Γx
νx

6.5
0.7
3200 · I
0.2

4.0
0.8
2000 · I
0.2

4.5
0.5
3200 · I
0.2

Table 4.25: EPIR Landing Speed Optimization Metrics
Axis
Metric

Airspeed

Roll

Pitch

Yaw

Airspeed

ZDE

135
150

0.04
0.06

0.19
0.19

0.12
0.13

0.02
0.02

135
150

0.10
0.11

0.10
0.10

0.10
0.10

0.11
0.12

TDM

The results of the gain study for the EPIR LSO controller for the parameters of ωd
and ζd are shown in Figure 4.39 through 4.41, for the roll, pitch, and yaw axis, respectively.
In the roll and yaw axes, the evaluated gains had TDM near the design goal, so gain
selection was made to minimize ZDE at TDM of 0.1 seconds. With decreasing ωd , the ZDE
increased for these two axes. The ZDE in the pitch axis was low for the majority of evaluated
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gains, though it did increase with decreasing ωd and ζd ; therefore, the selection was made to
increase the TDM.
The output of the gain study for the EPIR LSO control system gains of Γ and νx is
shown in Figure 4.42 through Figure 4.44, for the roll, pitch, and yaw axis, respectively. For
each of these axes, the evaluation of the adaptation parameters did not impact TDM, so the
adaptive gains were chosen to minimize ZDE, which increased with decreasing Γ.

Figure 4.39: Gain study EPIR LSO roll axis controller gains
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Figure 4.40: Gain study EPIR LSO pitch axis controller gains

Figure 4.41: Gain study EPIR LSO yaw axis controller gains
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Figure 4.42: Gain study EPIR LSO roll axis adaptation gains

Figure 4.43: Gain study EPIR LSO pitch axis adaptation gains
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Figure 4.44: Gain study EPIR LSO yaw axis adaptation gains

4.3.3

ExJet PI with Landing Commands Design
The controller gains for the landing command portion of the ExJet PI with landing

commands control system (EPIL) are shown in Table 4.26.
These gains are selected based on the results of the gain tuning process defined in
Section 3.3.3, with the resulting ZDE, TDM, and LDE shown in Table 4.27. The selected
gains meet the design goals for TDM and LDE.
A reduced output of the gain study is shown in Figures 4.45 through Figure 4.47 for
the vertical axis and the horizontal axis primary and secondary gains, respectively. The plots
show the LDE and TDM as the color of the contour plot for the variation of the parameters
in their particular analysis. A more complete representation of the evaluated parameters is
shown in Section A.3.1.
In the vertical axis, all gain combinations have similar results for TDM, therefore
gain selection was primarily based on LDE, which required a lower Kq̇ , with greater LDE
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Table 4.26: ExJet PI Landing Controller Gains
Axis
Vertical
Kγ
Kq̇
Kα̇

1.2
0.15
1.0

Horizontal
Kφ
Kp
Kβ
Kψp
Kψd
Kψi
Kψ

0.8
0.5
1.6
4.0
1.0
0.1
-2.0

Table 4.27: ExJet PI Landing Metrics
Axis
Metric

Airspeed

Vertical

Horizontal

ZDE

135
150
175

0.29
0.02
0.02

0.42
0.48
0.44

TDM

135
150
175

0.10
0.10
0.11

0.10
0.10
0.11

LDE

135
150
175

4.2
1.3
-0.8

4.4
0.0
0.8

with Kq̇ greater than 0.4. The selected values of Kγ and Kα̇ were relatively higher. The white
in the TDM plots of Figure 4.45 indicate a a TDM below 0.1 seconds over the majority of the
evaluated gains, these were recovered to the design gain with the selection of the horizontal
gains. In the primary horizontal axis, a lower (less negative) Kψ gain reduced LDE, with little
influence of Kφ on ZDE or LDE. After selecting the primary horizontal gains, the secondary
gains had little influence on any of the metrics. The gains were selected to reduce LDE, with
the TDM at the design goal.
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Figure 4.45: Gain study EPIL vertical axis

Figure 4.46: Gain study EPIL horizontal axis primary
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Figure 4.47: Gain study EPIL horizontal axis secondary
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4.3.4

EPIL Landing Speed Optimization Design
The controller gains for the landing command portion of the EPIL landing system

optimization control system are shown in Table 4.28.
Table 4.28: EPIL Landing Speed Optimization Controller Gains
Axis
Vertical

Horizontal

Kγ
Kq̇
Kα̇

Kφ
Kp
Kβ
Kψp
Kψd
Kψi
Kψ

2.2
0.1
0.8

0.5
0.0
1.8
5.0
0.6
0.3
-4.0

These gains are selected based on the results of the gain tuning process, with the
resulting ZDE, TDM, and LDE shown in Table 4.29. The selected gains meet the design
goals for TDM and LDE. The ZDE for the EPIL LSO are improved as compared to the
EPIL controller gains, with the TDM remaining the same. The LDE at the 150 knot case
increased, but is reduced at 135 knots.
Table 4.29: EPIL Landing Speed Optimization Metrics
Axis
Metric

Airspeed

Vertical

Horizontal

ZDE

135
150

0.05
0.03

0.23
0.26

TDM

135
150

0.10
0.10

0.10
0.10

LDE

135
150

-4.2
-7.3

-0.2
-1.5

A reduced output of the resulting gain study is shown in Figure 4.48 through 4.50 for
the vertical axis and the horizontal axis primary and secondary gains, respectively. The plots
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show the LDE and TDM as the color of the contour plot. A more complete representation
of the evaluated parameters is given in Section A.3.2.
In the vertical landing axis, the resulting LDE and TDM follow the same trends, the
TDM falls below the design goal with Kq̇ beyond 0.2. Gain selection was made to reduce
LDE at the minimum TDM. In the horizontal axis primary gains, the range of acceptable
TDM reduced the available design space. Gains were chosen to reduce LDE at the minimum
TDM.

Figure 4.48: Gain study EPIL LSO vertical axis
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Figure 4.49: Gain study EPIL LSO horizontal axis primary

Figure 4.50: Gain study EPIL LSO horizontal axis secondary
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4.4

ExJet Adaptive Critic Controller Design
The ExJet control system with the adaptive critic linear controller has been designed

to respond to rotational rate and airspeed commands, as described in Section 4.4.1; and to
automatic landing commands, as described in Section 4.4.3. These controllers have been
optimized at landing speeds, the design of which is described in Section 4.4.2 and Section
4.4.4, respectively.
4.4.1

ExJet AC with Rate Commands Design
The primary controller gains for the ExJet AC with rate commands control system

are shown in Table 4.30. These gains are selected based on results of the gain tuning process
of Section 3.3.2, with resulting ZDE and TDM shown in Table 4.31.
Table 4.30: ExJet AC Rate Primary Controller Gains
Axis
Parameter

Roll

Pitch

Yaw

airspeed

Qc
Rc
KE
Γx
νx

11
0.4
17
2400 · I
0.4

10.8
0.6
4.1
1600 · I
0.4

10.8
0.64
3.6
2800 · I
0.4

12.2
0.5
2.8
N/A
N/A

Table 4.31: ExJet AC Rate Metrics
Axis
Metric

Airspeed

Roll

Pitch

Yaw

airspeed

ZDE

135
150
175

0.17
0.18
0.17

0.07
0.09
0.11

0.16
0.20
0.24

0.0011
0.0008
0.0002

TDM

135
150
175

0.12
0.12
0.14

0.13
0.12
0.16

0.13
0.17
0.16

0.13
0.13
0.17

The secondary controller gains, those used in the generation of the costate estimation
and local linear model, are shown in Table 4.32, where the sigma modification rates for all
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three parameters are the same.
Table 4.32: ExJet AC Rate Secondary Controller Gains
Axis
Parameter

Roll

Pitch

Γλ0
Γλ1
Γλ2
Γ AF
ΓBF
ΓEF
σ XF

1
20
5
2
6
0.2
0

1
10
1
1
5
0.2
0

Yaw airspeed
1
30
1
1
5
0.2
0

0.1
0.2
0
0
0.2
0.1
0

A reduced output of the gain study is shown in Figure 4.51 through Figure 4.54,
for the roll, pitch, yaw, and airspeed axis, respectively. The plots show the ZDE and TDM
as the color of the contour plot, for Qc and Rc near the chosen KE , across the evaluated
airspeeds. A more complete representation of the evaluated parameters is given in Section
A.4.1. For the design of the parameters in this controller, the primary driver was TDM,
which is between 0.05 and 0.2 for the evaluated parameters, with the goal of a final design
with TDM greater than 0.1. With the desired TDM achieved, the gains were selected to
reduce ZDE.
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Figure 4.51: Gain study EACR roll axis

Figure 4.52: Gain study EACR pitch axis
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Figure 4.53: Gain study EACR yaw axis

Figure 4.54: Gain study EACR airspeed axis
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4.4.2

EACR Landing Speed Optimization Design
For the purpose described in Section 4.1.2, the primary gains in the rotational rate

axes of the EACR controller were optimized at the landing speeds of 135 and 150 knots.
The resulting control system gains are shown in Table 4.33. The secondary gains were not
changed for this optimization. The resulting ZDE and TDM metrics are shown in Table 4.34.
By these metrics, the optimization was not successful, with a decrease in TDM in each axis,
and half of the ZDE increasing in magnitude.
Table 4.33: EACR Landing Speed Optimization Primary Controller Gains
Axis
Parameter

Roll

Pitch

Yaw

Airspeed

Qc
Rc
KE
Γx
νx

15
0.5
20
2400 · I
0.4

12
0.5
3
1600 · I
0.4

15
0.8
11
2800 · I
0.4

12.2
0.5
0
N/A
N/A

Table 4.34: EACR Landing Speed Optimization Metrics
Axis
Metric

Airspeed

Roll

Pitch

Yaw

Airspeed

ZDE

135
150

0.31
0.37

0.10
0.07

0.11
0.13

0.02
0.01

135
150

0.11
0.11

0.07
0.11

0.07
0.11

0.12
0.12

TDM

A reduced output of the gain study is shown in Figure 4.55 through Figure 4.57. A
more complete representation of the evaluated parameters is shown in Section A.4.2. In each
axis, the resulting TDM was close to the design minimum, the TDM in the pitch and yaw
axes at 135 knots is below this, gain selection is made to satisfy the TDM design goal and
minimizing ZDE.
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Figure 4.55: Gain study EACR LSO roll axis

Figure 4.56: Gain study EACR LSO pitch axis
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Figure 4.57: Gain study EACR LSO yaw axis
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4.4.3

ExJet AC with Landing Commands Design
The controller gains for the landing commanded control system for the Bonanza AC

(EACL) are shown in Table 4.35.
Table 4.35: ExJet AC Landing Controller Gains
Axis
Vertical
Kγ
Kq̇
Kα̇

1.0
0.15
1.0

Horizontal
Kφ
Kp
Kβ
Kψp
Kψd
Kψi
Kψ

0.8
0.1
1.25
4.0
1.0
0.2
-4.0

These gains have been selected based on the results of the gain tuning process defined
in Section 3.3.3, with the resulting ZDE, TDM, and LDE as shown in Table 4.36. The selected
gains meet the design goals for TDM with less than desired performance with respect to LDE
for the nominal case.
Table 4.36: ExJet AC Landing Metrics
Axis
Metric

Airspeed

Vertical

Horizontal

ZDE

135
150
175

0.03
0.03
0.02

0.23
0.26
0.21

TDM

135
150
175

0.11
0.12
0.14

0.11
0.12
0.14

LDE

135
150
175

-7.3
-9.7
-11.5

-10.5
-2.6
12.7

A reduced output of the gain study is shown in Figure 4.58 through Figure 4.60. A
more complete representation of the evaluated parameters is shown in Section A.4.3.
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In the vertical axis, LDE is reduced with increasing Kγ with little influence of
the other parameters, as seen in Figure 4.58. TDM remains near the design goal, so the
control system design is such as to reduce LDE. In the horizontal axis, LDE was reduced
with increasing Kψ and Kφ , shown in Figure 4.59. The secondary gains reduced landing
performance with increasing Kψd and decreasing Kψi , as shown in Figure 4.60.

Figure 4.58: Gain study EACL vertical axis
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Figure 4.59: Gain study EACL horizontal axis primary

Figure 4.60: Gain study EACL horizontal axis secondary
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4.4.4

EACL Landing Speed Optimization Design
The controller gains for the landing commanded control system for the EACL landing

speed optimization are shown in Table 4.37.
Table 4.37: EACL Landing Speeds Optimization Controller Gains
Axis
Vertical
Kγ
Kq̇
Kα̇

1.3
0.25
0.3

Horizontal
Kφ
Kp
Kβ
Kψp
Kψd
Kψi
Kψ

1.9
0.0
1.6
3.5
0.6
0.0
-2.5

These gains have been selected based on the results of the gain tuning process,
with the resulting ZDE, TDM, and LDE as shown in Table 4.38. The selected gains meet
the design goals for TDM with less than desired performance with respect to LDE for the
nominal case. The only metric improved with the EACL LSO is the LDE for the horizontal
axis. The other metrics declined in performance, which follows from the reduction in metric
performance of the EACR LSO.
Table 4.38: ExJet AC LSO Landing Metrics
Axis
Metric

Airspeed

Vertical

Horizontal

ZDE

135
150

0.14
0.13

0.40
0.45

TDM

135
150

0.10
0.10

0.10
0.10

LDE

135
150

-7.3
-10.5

0.13
-1.8

A reduced output of the gain study is shown in Figure 4.61 through Figure 4.63 for
the vertical axis and the horizontal axis primary and secondary gains, respectively. The plots
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give the LDE and TDM as the color of the contour plot. A more complete representation of
the evaluated parameters is given in Section A.4.4.
In the vertical axis, there was little variation in LDE until Kq̇ exceeded 0.25. The
region of reduced LDE performance aligned with TDM below the goal, therefore selection of
gains was made to minimize LDE at the goal TDM. In the horizontal axis, for the primary
gains, careful selection was made to select acceptable LDE between both airspeeds, with
the TDM near the design goal minimum. For the secondary gains, regions of lower LDE
overlapped between the two airspeeds, for selection of gains to minimize LDE at the design
minimum TDM.

Figure 4.61: Gain study EACL LSO vertical axis
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Figure 4.62: Gain study EACL LSO horizontal axis primary

Figure 4.63: Gain study EACL LSO horizontal axis secondary
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS

This chapter presents the results of the control system design using the parameters
detailed in Chapter 4. The results of the rate commanded control systems are shown and
described in Section 5.1. The results of the landing commanded control systems are shown
and described in Section 5.2.
5.1

Rate Commanded Control System Results
This section shows the resulting simulation time histories of the rate commanded

control systems defined in Chapter 4. Results in this section are arranged by aircraft and
linear controller such that results for the Bonanza with Proportional-Integral controller
are presented in Section 5.1.1, Bonanza with Adaptive Critic controller in Section 5.1.2,
ExJet with Proportional-Integral controller in Section 5.1.3, and ExJet with Adaptive Critic
controller in Section 5.1.4.
Included in this section are the time histories of the rotational rates and airspeed,
which are the parameters the control systems are commanding. Time histories of additional
states are presented in Appendix B in Section B.1, as defined in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Section B.1 Additional States by Axis
Axis

Effector

Adaptation

Roll
Pitch
Yaw
Airspeed

δa
δe
δr
T

ṗadd
q̇add
ṙadd
v̇add

Other States
β
α
β
h

φ
θ
φ

γ

For the effector failure time histories, the time of each failure is shown as a colored
dashed line. Each color represents a different control surface failure, as indicated in Table
5.2, which also includes the time and magnitude of the failure, which is defined in Section
3.5.1.
The modeling errors are repeated in Table 5.3 for reference, and are defined in Section
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3.5.2. Each error parameter is half of its standard value throughout the simulation, and is
introduced at the beginning of the simulation.
Table 5.2: Effector Failures Indication, Magnitude, and Timing
Bonanza
Parameter

Color

Elevator effectiveness
Blue
Aileron effectiveness
Green
Rudder effectiveness
Red
Thrust output
Cyan
Flap effectiveness Magenta
Speedbrake effectiveness Yellow

ExJet

Magnitude

Time, sec

Magnitude

Time, sec

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.8
N/A
N/A

15
35
55
75
N/A
N/A

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.8
0.5
0.5

15
35
55
75
10
85

Table 5.3: Modeling Error Parameters
Bonanza
Axis
Roll
Parameter Clp

5.1.1

Pitch
CMα

ExJet
Yaw
Cnr

Roll

Pitch

Yaw

ṗ
p

q̇
q

ṙ
r

Bonanza PI with Rate Commands Results
This section shows the rotational rate and airspeed time history results of the control

system for the Bonanza aircraft, PI linear controller, and rate commands, BPIR; and its
landing speed optimization BPIR LSO. The landing speed optimization controller gains
were designed with the goal of improving the landing system performance by selecting gains
for landing speeds instead of the entire speed envelope.
The following sections show the rotational rate and airspeed results for the nominal
aircraft in Section 5.1.1.1 and Section 5.1.1.4, effector failures in Section 5.1.1.2 and Section
5.1.1.5, and modeling errors in Section 5.1.1.3 and Section 5.1.1.6, for the BPIR and BPIR
LSO, respectively.
5.1.1.1

BPIR Nominal Results
Nominal aircraft time histories for the rates of the BPIR controller are shown in

Figure 5.1 through Figure 5.3, for the airspeeds of 65, 100, and 165 knots, respectively. The
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BPIR controller provides good command tracking at all three airspeeds, with short duration
overshoots in the second half of the doublet in the pitch axis at 65 and 100 knots, and in
the yaw axis at 65 knots. At 165 knots, the pitch rate does not meet command for the entire
doublet. The rotational rates are reacting to the airspeed change at 80 seconds, as the aircraft
and inverse controller models are a function of thrust. The airspeed is not maintained at 165
knots due to the pitch command which saturates the thrust during the resulting climb. The
expanded states are shown in Section B.1.1.1.

Figure 5.1: Nominal rate time history BPIR 65 knots
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Figure 5.2: Nominal rate time history BPIR 100 knots

Figure 5.3: Nominal rate time history BPIR 165 knots
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5.1.1.2

BPIR Effector Failure Results
Effector failure time histories for the rates of the BPIR controller are shown in Figure

5.4 through Figure 5.6, for the airspeeds of 65, 100, and 165 knots, respectively. The failures
are introduced as defined in Table 5.2. In most axes, a transient occurs as the failure occurs,
with the roll axis adapting sufficiently to maintain the commanded roll rate, although with a
significant transient at 165 knots. In the pitch axis, there is overshoot of the command at 65
knots, less overshoot at 100 knots, and undershoots after a significant transient at 165 knots.
The yaw axis under a rudder failure undershoots the yaw rate command. In the airspeed
axis, airspeed is well regulated at 65 and 100 knots; however, at 165 knots airspeed cannot
be maintained due to saturating the thrust due to the thrust reduction and aircraft climb,
see Figure B.24. This climb is caused by the positive pitch rate transient when the elevator
failure is initiated. Other expanded states are shown in Section B.1.1.2.

Figure 5.4: Effector failure rate time history BPIR 65 knots
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Figure 5.5: Effector failure rate time history BPIR 100 knots

Figure 5.6: Effector failure rate time history BPIR 165 knots
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5.1.1.3

BPIR Modeling Error Results
Modeling error time histories for the rates of the BPIR controller are shown in Figure

5.7 through Figure 5.9, for the airspeeds of 65, 100, and 165 knots, respectively. The modeling
errors were introduced at the beginning of the simulation. These time histories match closely
to the nominal time histories, indicating the controller is compensating effectively to the
modeling errors. The expanded states are shown in Section B.1.1.3.

Figure 5.7: Modeling error rate time history BPIR 65 knots
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Figure 5.8: Modeling error rate time history BPIR 100 knots

Figure 5.9: Modeling error rate time history BPIR 165 knots
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5.1.1.4

BPIR LSO Nominal Results
Nominal time histories for the rates of the BPIR Landing Speed Optimization, BPIR

LSO, controller are shown in Figure 5.10 through Figure 5.12, for the airspeeds of 65, 80,
and 100 knots, respectively. As designed, the aircraft rates follow the commands well. As
compared to the time histories of Section 5.1.1.1, reduced overshoot is noted due to the
doublet command in BPIR LSO, especially at 65 knots; but the transients due to airspeed
change are greater in magnitude. Figures with expanded states are shown in Section B.1.1.4.

Figure 5.10: Nominal rate time history BPIR LSO 65 knots
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Figure 5.11: Nominal rate time history BPIR LSO 80 knots

Figure 5.12: Nominal rate time history BPIR LSO 100 knots
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5.1.1.5

BPIR LSO Effector Failure Results
Time histories with effector failures for the BPIR LSO controller are shown in Figure

5.13 through Figure 5.15, for airspeeds of 65, 80, and 100 knots, respectively. The failures are
introduced as defined in Table 5.2. For this failure case, the roll and yaw rates do not meet
the commands on the doublets with considerable commanded rate following the doublets. In
the pitch axis, the command is overshot at each airspeed. This response of the BPIR LSO
is very similar to the BPIR under effector failures. Figures with expanded states are given
in Section B.1.1.5.

Figure 5.13: Effector failure rate time history BPIR LSO 65 knots
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Figure 5.14: Effector failure rate time history BPIR LSO 80 knots

Figure 5.15: Effector failure rate time history BPIR LSO 100 knots
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5.1.1.6

BPIR LSO Modeling Error Results
Modeling error time histories for the rates of the BPIR LSO controller are shown

in Figure 5.16 through Figure 5.18 for the evaluated airspeeds of 65, 80, and 100 knots,
respectively. The modeling errors were introduced at the beginning of the simulation. The
time histories match closely to the nominal time histories, which demonstrates the controller
is able to address the modeling error. The expanded states are shown in Section B.1.1.6

Figure 5.16: Modeling error rate time history BPIR LSO 65 knots
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Figure 5.17: Modeling error rate time history BPIR LSO 80 knots

Figure 5.18: Modeling error rate time history BPIR LSO 100 knots
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5.1.2

Bonanza Adaptive Critic with Rate Commands Results
This section shows the rotational rate and airspeed time history results of the control

system for the Bonanza aircraft, adaptive critic linear controller, and rate commands, BACR;
and its landing speed optimization, BACR LSO. The following sections show the rate results
for the nominal aircraft in Section 5.1.2.1 and Section 5.1.2.4, effector failures in Section
5.1.2.2 and Section 5.1.2.5, and modeling errors in Section 5.1.2.3 and Section 5.1.2.6, for
the BACR and BACR LSO, respectively.
5.1.2.1

BACR Nominal Results
Nominal aircraft time histories for the rates of the BACR controller are shown in

Figure 5.19 through Figure 5.21, for the airspeeds of 65, 100, and 165 knots, respectively.
For 65 and 100 knots, the four axes follow command well, except for oscillations in the pitch
axis at 65 knots. At 165 knots, significant coupling between the roll and pitch axes is noted,
with the roll axis responding to pitch overshoots of the command. There is a noted response
to the change in airspeeds at 80 seconds, which is due to the changing aircraft and inverse
controller models. Additional states are shown in Section B.1.2.1.
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Figure 5.19: Nominal rate time history BACR 65 knots

Figure 5.20: Nominal rate time history BACR 100 knots
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Figure 5.21: Nominal rate time history BACR 165 knots
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5.1.2.2

BACR Effector Failure Results
Effector failure time histories for the rates of the BACR controller are shown in

Figure 5.22 through Figure 5.24, for the airspeeds of 65, 100, and 165 knots, respectively.
The failures are introduced as defined in Table 5.2. The results for the effector failures
with the BACR controller include degraded roll and yaw performance, especially as airspeed
increases. A significant transient in the pitch axis is noted at the introduction of the failure.
The 165 knot case presents extremely oscillatory behavior due to the airspeed not able to
maintain airspeed, which is due to positive flight path initiated by the transient response to
the failure. Full state plots for these time histories are shown in Section B.1.2.2.

Figure 5.22: Effector failure rate time history BACR 65 knots
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Figure 5.23: Effector failure rate time history BACR 100 knots

Figure 5.24: Effector failure rate time history BACR 165 knots
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5.1.2.3

BACR Modeling Error Results
Modeling error time histories for the rates of the BACR controller are shown in

Figure 5.25 through Figure 5.27, for the airspeeds of 65, 100, and 165 knots, respectively.
The modeling errors were introduced at the beginning of the simulation. With the modeling
errors, the transients due to the airspeed change are greater than the nominal case in the
rotational rate axes. The rates also meet the command better at 165 knots than the nominal
case. The expanded states are shown in Section B.1.2.3.

Figure 5.25: Modeling error rate time history BACR 65 knots
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Figure 5.26: Modeling error rate time history BACR 100 knots

Figure 5.27: Modeling error rate time history BACR 165 knots
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5.1.2.4

BACR LSO Nominal Results
Nominal time histories for the aircraft rates for the BACR Landing Speed

Optimization, BACR LSO, controller are shown in Figure 5.28 through Figure 5.30, for
the evaluated airspeeds of 65, 80, and 100 knots, respectively. The time histories show good
tracking to the doublets, with similar performance as the BACR. The BACR LSO has greater
transients due to the change in airspeed that occurs at 80 seconds. Figures with expanded
states are given in Section B.1.2.4.

Figure 5.28: Nominal rate time history BACR LSO 65 knots
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Figure 5.29: Nominal rate time history BACR LSO 80 knots

Figure 5.30: Nominal rate time history BACR LSO 100 knots
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5.1.2.5

BACR LSO Effector Failure Results
Effector failure time histories for the BACR LSO controller are shown in Figure 5.31

through Figure 5.33, for the airspeeds of 65, 80, and 100 knots, respectively. The failures are
introduced as defined in Table 5.2. The BACR LSO controller has improved performance
under this failure condition as compared to the BACR at 65 knots, especially in the yaw axis.
The 100 knot pitch response is also improved, with the roll and yaw axes showing similar
results. Under the failure case, the roll axis responds to the yaw axis with greater magnitude.
Figures with additional states are given in Section B.1.2.5.

Figure 5.31: Effector failure rate time history BACR LSO 65 knots
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Figure 5.32: Effector failure rate time history BACR LSO 80 knots

Figure 5.33: Effector failure rate time history BACR LSO 100 knots
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5.1.2.6

BACR LSO Modeling Error Results
Time histories with modeling errors for the BACR LSO controller are shown in Figure

5.34 through Figure 5.36 for the airspeeds 65, 80, and 100 knots, respectively. The modeling
errors were introduced at the beginning of the simulation. The results for the BACR LSO
are similar to the BACR controller with modeling errors, and the nominal results; however
the BACR LSO has increased transient magnitude due to the airspeed change. The modeling
error time histories are shown with additional states in Section B.1.2.6.

Figure 5.34: Modeling error rate time history BACR LSO 65 knots
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Figure 5.35: Modeling error rate time history BACR LSO 80 knots

Figure 5.36: Modeling error rate time history BACR LSO 100 knots
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5.1.3

ExJet PI with Rate Commands Results
This section shows the rotational rate and airspeed time history results of the control

system for the ExJet aircraft, PI linear controller, and rate commands, EPIR; and its landing
speed optimization, EPIR LSO. The following sections show the rate results for the nominal
aircraft in Section 5.1.3.1 and Section 5.1.3.4, effector failures in Section 5.1.3.2 and Section
5.1.3.5, and modeling errors in Section 5.1.3.3 and Section 5.1.3.6, for the EPIR and EPIR
LSO, respectively.
5.1.3.1

EPIR Nominal Results
Nominal aircraft rate time history results are shown in Figure 5.37 through Figure

5.39 for the three evaluated airspeeds of 135, 150, and 175 knots, respectively. Good tracking
performance is noted in the roll, pitch, and airspeed axes, with the yaw axis undershooting
command through the majority of the doublet. Coupling is noted between the roll and yaw
axes. Full state results for the nominal EPIR are contained in Section B.1.3.1.

Figure 5.37: Nominal rate time history EPIR 135 knots
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Figure 5.38: Nominal rate time history EPIR 150 knots

Figure 5.39: Nominal rate time history EPIR 175 knots
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5.1.3.2

EPIR Effector Failure Results
Effector failure time histories for the rates of the EPIR controller are shown in

Figure 5.40 through Figure 5.42, for the three evaluated airspeeds, 135, 150, and 175 knots,
respectively. The failures are introduced as defined in Table 5.2. The results show only
transients on the failure for the pitch axis, due to a lower adaptation gain in the pitch axis.
The roll-yaw coupling is more pronounced under the failure conditions, with the pitch axis
overshooting the command. Full state time histories are shown in Section B.1.3.2.

Figure 5.40: Effector failure rate time history EPIR 135 knots
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Figure 5.41: Effector failure rate time history EPIR 150 knots

Figure 5.42: Effector failure rate time history EPIR 175 knots
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5.1.3.3

EPIR Modeling Error Results
Modeling error time histories for the rates of the EPIR controller are shown in

Figure 5.43 through Figure 5.45, for the three evaluated airspeeds, 135, 150, and 175
knots, respectively. The modeling errors were introduced at the beginning of the simulation.
These time histories match closely to the nominal time histories, indicating the controller
is compensating effectively for the modeling errors. Full state time histories are shown in
Section B.1.3.3.

Figure 5.43: Modeling error rate time history EPIR 135 knots
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Figure 5.44: Modeling error rate time history EPIR 150 knots

Figure 5.45: Modeling error rate time history EPIR 175 knots
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5.1.3.4

EPIR LSO Nominal Results
Nominal time history results for the EPIR Landing Speed Optimization, EPIR LSO,

controller are shown in Figure 5.46 and Figure 5.47, for the evaluated airspeeds of 135 and
150 knots, respectively. These results show the EPIR LSO tracking the commands well, with
undershoot in the roll and yaw axes. The results are similar to the EPIR. Figures with
additional states are given in Section B.1.3.4

Figure 5.46: Nominal rate time history EPIR LSO 135 knots
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Figure 5.47: Nominal rate time history EPIR LSO 150 knots

5.1.3.5

EPIR LSO Effector Failure Results
Effector failure time histories for the EPIR LSO are shown in Figure 5.48 and Figure

5.49 for the evaluated airspeeds of 135 and 150 knots, respectively. The failures are introduced
as defined in Table 5.2. With the effector failure, the undershoot in the roll and yaw axes
is increased, with only the pitch axis showing a transient at failure initiation. The results
for the EPIR LSO are similar to the EPIR, with the transient on pitch due to the elevator
failure being larger in magnitude. Figures with additional states are presented in Section
B.1.3.5.
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Figure 5.48: Effector failure rate time history EPIR LSO 135 knots

Figure 5.49: Effector failure rate time history EPIR LSO 150 knots
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5.1.3.6

EPIR LSO Modeling Error Results
Time histories for the EPIR LSO with modeling errors are shown in Figure 5.50

and Figure 5.51 for the evaluated airspeeds of 135 and 150 knots, respectively. The modeling
errors were introduced at the beginning of the simulation. These results show little difference
between the nominal case, and the modeling error case of the EPIR, indicated the control
system is able to react effectively to the modeling errors. Figures with additional states can
be found in Section B.1.3.6.

Figure 5.50: Modeling error rate time history EPIR LSO 135 knots
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Figure 5.51: Modeling error rate time history EPIR LSO 150 knots

5.1.4

ExJet Adaptive Critic with Rate Commands Results
This section shows the rotational rate and airspeed time history results of the control

system for the ExJet aircraft, adaptive critic linear controller, and rate commands, EACR;
and its landing speed optimiztion, EACR LSO. The following sections show the rate results
for the nominal aircraft in Section 5.1.4.1 and Section 5.1.4.4, effector failures in Section
5.1.4.2 and Section 5.1.4.5, and modeling errors in Section 5.1.4.3 and Section 5.1.4.6, for
the EACR and EACR LSO, respectively.
5.1.4.1

EACR Nominal Results
Nominal aircraft time responses for the rates of the EACR controller are shown in

Figure 5.52 through Figure 5.54, for the three evaluated airspeeds of 135, 150, and 175 knots,
respectively. For this controller, the pitch axis follows command with the least error, the roll
axis undershooting the positive half doublet, and overshooting the negative half doublet, in
the yaw axis both halves of the doublet are undershot with the magnitude of the undershoot
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increasing with airspeed. Coupling in the roll and yaw axes is noted, with more response
in the roll axis due to yaw inputs than the opposite. Full state plots of these responses are
shown in Section B.1.4.1.

Figure 5.52: Nominal rate time history EACR 135 knots
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Figure 5.53: Nominal rate time history EACR 150 knots

Figure 5.54: Nominal rate time history EACR 175 knots
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5.1.4.2

EACR Effector Failure Results
Effector failure results for the rates of the EACR control system are shown in Figure

5.55 through Figure 5.57, for the evaluated airspeeds of 135, 150, and 175 knots, respectively.
The failures are introduced as defined in Table 5.2. For these failures, only the pitch axis has
a significant transient at the failure initiation, but the roll axis responds significantly to the
yaw axis commands. Additional state information is available as shown in Section B.1.4.2.

Figure 5.55: Effector failure rate time history EACR 135 knots
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Figure 5.56: Effector failure rate time history EACR 150 knots

Figure 5.57: Effector failure rate time history EACR 175 knots
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5.1.4.3

EACR Modeling Error Results
Modeling error time histories for the rates of the EACR controller are shown in

Figure 5.58 through Figure 5.60 for the three evaluated airspeeds of 135, 150, and 175
knots, respectively. The modeling errors were introduced at the beginning of the simulation.
These time histories match closely to the nominal time histories, indicating the controller
is compensating effectively for the modeling errors. Full state time histories are shown in
Section B.1.4.3.

Figure 5.58: Modeling error rate time history EACR 135 knots
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Figure 5.59: Modeling error rate time history EACR 150 knots

Figure 5.60: Modeling error rate time history EACR 175 knots
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5.1.4.4

EACR LSO Nominal Results
The nominal time history results for the EACR Landing Speed Optimization, EACR

LSO, controller are shown in Figure 5.61 and Figure 5.62 for the evaluated airspeeds of 135
and 150 knots, respectively. The time histories show good command tracking with noted
roll rate response to the yaw rate doublet. The pitch rate also responds to the increases in
airspeed that occurs at 80 seconds. The EACR LSO demonstrates reduced roll and yaw axis
coupling, as compared to the EACR, as the magnitudes of roll rate and yaw rate are less
due to the opposite doublet. Expanded states can be found in figures in Section B.1.4.4.

Figure 5.61: Nominal rate time history EACR LSO 135 knots
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Figure 5.62: Nominal rate time history EACR LSO 150 knots

5.1.4.5

EACR LSO Effector Failure Results
The effector failure time history results for the EACR LSO controller are shown in

Figure 5.63 and Figure 5.64 for the evaluated airspeeds of 135 and 150 knots, respectively.
The failures are introduced as defined in Table 5.2. A pitch rate transient is noted at the
introduction of the elevator failure, and all three axes track their command well. The coupling
in the roll axis is increased significantly as compared to the nominal case, with roll rates
reaching the doublet levels. This roll rate and pitch rate response is similar to the EACR.
The EACR LSO has improved yaw rate response under the rudder failure as compared to
the EACR. Figures with additional states can be found in Section B.1.4.5.
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Figure 5.63: Effector failure rate time history EACR LSO 135 knots

Figure 5.64: Effector failure rate time history EACR LSO 150 knots
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5.1.4.6

EACR LSO Modeling Error Results
The modeling error time histories for the rates of the EACR LSO controller are

shown in Figure 5.65 and Figure 5.66 for the evaluated airspeeds of 135 and 150 knots,
respectively. The modeling errors were introduced at the beginning of the simulation. The
modeling error results are similar to the nominal case, showing the control system is able
to compensate effectively to the modeling errors. The same reduction in roll rate to yaw
coupling is noted between the EACR LSO and EACR. Figures with additional states can be
found in Appendix B.1.4.6.

Figure 5.65: Modeling error rate time history EACR LSO 135 knots
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Figure 5.66: Modeling error rate time history EACR LSO 150 knots

5.2

Landing Commanded Control System Design
This section shows the resulting simulation time histories and landing evaluations

of the landing commanded control systems defined in Chapter 4. For each controller, results
are shown as time histories of the landing design case with initial conditions of: altitude of
1200 feet, 3.0 nautical miles distant, and 200 feet of lateral offset from the landing point.
Time histories are given in this section for the aircraft states of altitude, y location, flight
path angle, γ, and heading angle, ψ. Figures with additional states are presented in Section
B.2, the additional states are defined in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4: Section B.2 Additional States by Axis
Axis

Effector

Adaptation

Roll
Pitch
Yaw
Airspeed

δa
δe
δr
T

ṗadd
q̇add
ṙadd
v̇add
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Other States
β
α
β
h

φ
θ
φ

γ

The landing evaluations are shown on a simplified diagram of a notional aircraft
carrier deck, as shown in Figure 5.67. The indicated area shown is 100 feet across, 240 feet
aft of the landing point, and 200 feet forward of the landing point. There are four cross deck
pendants, or wires, which are used to arrest the aircraft. The pendants are 40 feet from each
other, and the intended landing point is halfway between the second and third pendants. A
twenty foot square around the landing point indicates the desired landing area. This section
shows all landings conducted in the landing evaluation, of which the initial conditions are
defined in Section 3.4, and repeated in Table 5.5. *Please note that the ExJet LSO landing
evaluations do not include the 175 knot case. Figures that present the same landings with
an indication of each of the initial conditions are given in Appendix C.

Figure 5.67: Landing evaluation carrier deck landing area
Those landings where the horizontal position is forward, to the right, of the fourth
cross deck pendant will not be arrested, and therefore require a maneuver called a bolter.
A bolter is a takeoff from the remaining deck of the carrier. The bolter is a failed landing,
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Table 5.5: Landing Study Parameters
Parameter

Unit

Variations

Altitude feet
Distance nm
Lateral offset feet
Bonanza airspeed knots
ExJet airspeed knots

1000
2.5
+20
65
135

1200 1500
3.0
3.5
-20 +200
80
100
150 175*

4.0
-200

but a standard method to recover from the failed landing. If it is anticipated that a pendant
will not be caught, a maneuver called a waveoff may be initiated, in which the landing is
aborted and another attempt is initiated. An autonomous vehicle will need to have logic
to incorporate these maneuvers; however, these are beyond the scope of this work. Any
evaluation cases that do not appear on the figure will be noted.
5.2.1

Bonanza PI with Landing Commands Results
This section presents the time history and landing evaluation results of the

Bonanza aircraft, PI linear controller, and landing commands, BPIL, and its landing speed
optimization, BPIL LSO. The following sections contain the results for: nominal aircraft
in Section 5.2.1.1 and 5.2.1.4, effector failures in Section 5.2.1.2 and 5.2.1.5, and modeling
errors in Section 5.2.1.3 and 5.2.1.5, for the BPIL and BPIL LSO, respectively.
5.2.1.1

BPIL Nominal Results
The landing evaluation results for the nominal case of the BPIL controller are given

in Figure 5.68, which includes all evaluated parameter variations defined by Table 5.5. The
results show 140 of the 144 landings are within the desired landing area. The remaining four
cases that are not in this area are for an initial condition of 2.5 nautical miles and at 80 or
100 knots. The initial conditions are demarcated in the figures presented in Section C.1.1.1.
Time histories for the nominal initial conditions; 1200 feet of altitude, 3.0 nm distant,
and 200 foot offset from the landing point, are shown in Figure 5.69 through 5.71 for the
evaluated airspeeds of 65, 80, and 100 knots, respectively. In each of these cases, the flight
path quickly reaches the commanded glideslope, with decreasing overshoot as speed increases.
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Figure 5.68: Landing evaluation BPIL nominal
The 65 and 80 knots cases overshoot the y location target, were the 100 knot case meets
the target at the landing point. As will be noted in all Bonanza results, the heading angle
command and actual are offset from each other due to different initial points. Figures with
additional states are presented in Section B.2.1.1
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Figure 5.69: Nominal landing time history BPIL 65 knots

Figure 5.70: Nominal landing time history BPIL 80 knots
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Figure 5.71: Nominal landing time history BPIL 100 knots
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5.2.1.2

BPIL Effector Failure Results
The landing evaluation results for the effector failure case of BPIL controller are

given in Figure 5.72. The failures are introduced as defined in Table 5.2. The results indicate
58 of the 144 landings are within the desired landing area, another 36 are within the runway
limits and before the fourth cross deck pendant, indicating a successful landing. The 25
points forward of the desired landing area occur at 80 and 100 knots, and are the case of
a bolter. The bolter is a failed landing, but a standard method to recover from the failed
landing. The initial conditions are demarcated in the figures presented in Section C.1.1.2.
Twenty-five points are not included in the plot, four of which were unstable, resulting in
termination of the simulation; these occurred at 65 knots, 2.5 nm distant and ± 200 feet
offset. The remaining 21 points landed wide to both the left and right; these occurred at 80
knots and 2.5 nm distant, or 100 knots at 2.5 nm or 3.0 nm distant.

Figure 5.72: Landing evaluation BPIL effector failure
Time histories for the nominal initial conditions with effector failures are shown in
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Figure 5.73 through 5.75 for the evaluated airspeeds of 65, 80, and 100 knots, respectively.
In each of these cases, oscillatory behavior is noted in fight path and heading angle, which
extends to the y location. The 65 and 100 knot cases still meet the landing point laterally.
Figures with additional states are presented in Section B.2.1.2.

Figure 5.73: Effector failure landing time history BPIL 65 knots
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Figure 5.74: Effector failure landing time history BPIL 80 knots

Figure 5.75: Effector failure landing time history BPIL 100 knots
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5.2.1.3

BPIL Modeling Error Results
The landing evaluation results for the modeling error case of the BPIL controller are

given in Figure 5.76. The modeling errors were introduced at the beginning of the simulation.
The majority, 124 of 144, of the landings are in close proximity to the landing point, the
15 cases scattered around and beyond the desired landing area are generally at the 2.5 nm
distance and at 80 or 100 knots. The initial conditions are demarcated in the figures presented
in Section C.1.1.3. One point is not shown in the figure, the point at 100 knots, 1000 feet
altitude, 2.5 nm distance, and -20 feet offset, which landed at 69 feet left of the landing point
and 64 feet forward. The reduced time of higher speed and closer proximity did not allow for
proper correction in the presence of modeling errors. Four landings would result in bolters
by landing beyond the pendants.
Where the rate commanded systems did not note significant differences in the
rotational rates due to modeling errors, the effect is noted in the landing evaluation, as
there is more scatter in the landing points than the nominal case.
Time histories of the nominal initial conditions with modeling errors are shown in
Figure 5.77 through Figure 5.79. As compared to the nominal case, the acquisition of flight
path angle requires more cycles and increased overshoot with modeling errors. The response
in y location is similar. Figures with additional states are presented in Section B.2.1.3.
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Figure 5.76: Landing evaluation BPIL modeling error

Figure 5.77: Modeling error landing time history BPIL 65 knots
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Figure 5.78: Modeling error landing time history BPIL 80 knots

Figure 5.79: Modeling error landing time history BPIL 100 knots
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5.2.1.4

BPIL LSO Nominal Results
The landing evaluation results for the nominal case of the BPIL Landing Speed

Optimization, BPIL LSO, controller are presented in Figure 5.80. The majority of landings
are along the zero line in the x direction, and spread between -45 and 30 feet in the y
direction, with 133 in the desired lateral distance of ±20 feet. Those five landings that are
beyond the desired landing box are at the 65 knot case and off-nominal initial altitudes. The
various initial conditions are demarcated in the figures of Section C.1.2.1. There are 6 points
that are not included in the figure, all are at 100 knots, the majority of which at 1500 feet
initial altitude, and 2.5 nm distant. For these cases, the lateral response what not sufficiently
fast to direct the aircraft to the landing point in the horizontal axis, the points met the x
direction goals.
The BPIL LSO shows better landing performance in the x direction, but worse in the
y direction, as compared to the nominal case of the BPIL. This is likely due to the increase
in Kγ in BPIL LSO. The reduction in Kψ may have reduced the landing performance in the
lateral direction, and contributed to the slow response noted for the points that are off the
plot.
Time histories of the nominal initial conditions from the landing points are presented
in Figure 5.81 through 5.83 for the evaluated airspeeds of 65, 80, and 100 knots, respectively.
The flight path meets the command with overshoot, and with fewer cycles as airspeed
increases. The approach in the y direction are different based on airspeed, where the 65
and 100 knot cases rapidly approaches the offset, then reduces the approach angle. At 80
knots the aircraft meets the command early, then separates at the end due to the constant
command at the end of the approach. Figures with additional states are presented in Section
B.2.1.4.
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Figure 5.80: Landing evaluation BPIL LSO nominal

Figure 5.81: Nominal landing time history BPIL LSO 65 knots
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Figure 5.82: Nominal landing time history BPIL LSO 80 knots

Figure 5.83: Nominal landing time history BPIL LSO 100 knots
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5.2.1.5

BPIL LSO Effector Failure Results
The landing evaluation results for the effector failure case of the BPIL LSO controller

are presented in Figure 5.84. The failures are introduced as defined in Table 5.2. Most
landings, 102 of 144, are within the desired landing area, with the 26 outside not showing any
strong trend with respect to initial conditions. The initial conditions are demarcated in the
figures presented in Section C.1.2.2. There are 16 points not included in the plot, the six from
the nominal case remain, with all but one point at the 2.5 nm distant initial condition. Three
of the cases are unstable, which caused termination of the simulation before touchdown. This
number is similar to the BPIL, so TDM in the nominal case may not demonstrate robustness
to initial condition variation.
The same comparison trends to the BPIL are seen in the effector failure evaluation
as the nominal. The BPIL LSO has improved longitudinal position performance, but worse
lateral position performance.

Figure 5.84: Landing evaluation BPIL LSO effector failure
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Time histories for the nominal initial conditions from the landing point are presented
in Figure 5.85 through 5.87, for the evaluated airspeeds of 65, 80, and 100 knots, respectively.
Oscillations are noted in the flight path angle and heading angle, which have a shorter period
than the same condition for the BPIL. Figures with additional states are presented in Section
B.2.1.5.

Figure 5.85: Effector failure landing time history BPIL LSO 65 knots
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Figure 5.86: Effector failure landing time history BPIL LSO 80 knots

Figure 5.87: Effector failure landing time history BPIL LSO 100 knots
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5.2.1.6

BPIL LSO Modeling Error Results
The landing evaluation results for the modeling error case of the BPIL LSO controller

are presented in Figure 5.88. The modeling errors were introduced at the beginning of the
simulation. The majority of the cases, 118 of 144, are within the desire landing area, with
two at the edge or beyond of the runway, with no particular trend. Eleven cases are within
the runway, but beyond the desired landing area. The initial conditions are demarcated in
the figures presented in Section C.1.2.3. The modeling errors extend the lateral dispersion of
the landings, with little increase in longitudinal dispersion as compared to the nominal case.

Figure 5.88: Landing evaluation BPIL LSO modeling error
Time histories for the nominal initial conditions from the landing points are shown
in Figure 5.89 through 5.91 for the evaluated airspeeds of 65, 80, and 100 knots, respectively.
The effects of modeling error on the path to landing are an increase in the number of cycles
to settle on the commanded flight path and heading angle. Figures with additional states
are presented in Section B.2.1.6.
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Figure 5.89: Modeling error landing time history BPIL LSO 65 knots

Figure 5.90: Modeling error landing time history BPIL LSO 80 knots
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Figure 5.91: Modeling error landing time history BPIL LSO 100 knots
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5.2.2

Bonanza Adaptive Critic with Landing Commands Results
This section presents the time history and landing evaluation results for the Bonanza

aircraft, adaptive critic linear controller, and landing commands, BACL, and its landing
speed optimization, BACL LSO. The following sections contain the results for: the nominal
aircraft in Section 5.2.2.1 and 5.2.2.4, effector failures in Section 5.2.2.2 and 5.2.2.5, and
modeling errors in Section 5.2.2.3 and 5.2.2.6, for the BACL and BACL LSO, respectively.
5.2.2.1

BACL Nominal Results
The landing evaluation results for the nominal case of the BACL controller are given

in Figure 5.92. For the cases that reach the plotted landing area, landing dispersion is centered
around the landing point, with 119 points within the desired landing area. However, 24 cases
of the 144 could not determine a landing point due to instability in the control system. This
instability seem to originate in the roll LLME. These cases are at 2.5 and 3.0 nm distant,
1500 and 1200 feet in initial altitude, and across the initial lateral offset and airspeeds. The
initial conditions are demarcated in the figures presented in Section C.2.1.1.
Time histories for the nominal initial conditions from the landing point are presented
in Figure 5.93 through Figure 5.95 for the evaluated airspeeds of 65, 80, and 100 knots,
respectively. The flight path response includes overshoot, and fewer cycles as airspeed
increases, to capture the target glideslope. For the 65 and 80 knot cases, an effective response
is noted in the y location approaching the target quickly. The behavior of changing approach
angle prior to reaching close to the target y location is noted at 100 knots. Figures with
additional states are presented in Section B.2.2.1.
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Figure 5.92: Landing evaluation BACL nominal

Figure 5.93: Nominal landing time history BACL 65 knots
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Figure 5.94: Nominal landing time history BACL 80 knots

Figure 5.95: Nominal landing time history BACL 100 knots
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5.2.2.2

BACL Effector Failure Results
The landing evaluation result for the effector failure case of the BACL controller is

given in Figure 5.96. The failures are introduced as defined in Table 5.2. All but one of the
evaluation cases are not shown on the plot. This case is the 100 knots, 1200 feet altitude, 3.0
nm distant, and +20 feet lateral offset case. All but two other cases terminated the simulation
for instability. Therefore the gains required to achieve the narrow landing dispersion in the
nominal case are not sufficient as designed to compensate for the effector failures. It should
be noted, that the metric of the TDM showed favorable results for the BACL design in the
nominal case.

Figure 5.96: Landing evaluation BACL effector failure

Time histories for the nominal initial conditions to the landing point are presented
in Figure 5.97 through 5.99 for the evaluated airspeeds of 65, 80, and 100 knots, respectively.
None of these cases reach zero in altitude, and show poor tracking of flight path angle, heading
angle, and y location. Figures with additional states are presented in Section B.2.2.2.
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Figure 5.97: Effector failure landing time history BACL 65 knots

Figure 5.98: Effector failure landing time history BACL 80 knots
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Figure 5.99: Effector failure landing time history BACL 100 knots
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5.2.2.3

BACL Modeling Error Results
The landing evaluation results for the modeling error case of the BACL controller

are given in Figure 5.100. The modeling errors were introduced at the beginning of the
simulation. Of the cases that are plotted, landing dispersion is small, but larger than the
nominal case. The desired landing area encompasses 118 of the 144 landings. The same 24
cases that are not plotted in the nominal case are again beyond the range of the figure. The
initial conditions are demarcated in figures contained in Section C.2.1.3.

Figure 5.100: Landing evaluation BACL modeling error
Time histories for the nominal initial conditions from the landing point are shown
in Figure 5.101 through Figure 5.103, for the evaluated airspeeds of 65, 80, and 100 knots,
respectively. Of note are the oscillations in the flight path angle and heading angle, which
may demonstrate the impending instability that is realized with effector failures. Figures
with additional states are presented in Section B.2.2.3.
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Figure 5.101: Modeling error time history BACL 65 knots

Figure 5.102: Modeling error time history BACL 80 knots
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Figure 5.103: Modeling error time history BACL 100 knots
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5.2.2.4

BACL LSO Nominal Results
The landing evaluations for the nominal case of the BACL Landing Speed

Optimization, BACL LSO, controller are given in Figure 5.104. Many cases, 97 of 144,
are within the desired range; however, 39 cases are not represented in the figure. Seven of
the cases would appear with respect to the x position, but are outside of the plot range
in the y position, reaching zero altitude at 60 to 104 feet laterally from the center point.
The remaining 32 are unstable in a similar manner to those of the BPIL. Since there is a
greater lateral dispersion in BACL LSO than BACL, this may be due to the Kψp term, as
this differs most significantly between the two. The initial conditions are demarcated in the
figures presented in Section C.2.2.1.

Figure 5.104: Landing evaluation BACL LSO nominal
Time histories for the nominal initial conditions from the landing points are shown
in Figure 5.105 through Figure 5.107 for the evaluated airspeeds of 65, 80, and 100 knots,
respectively. Of note is the 80 knot case that shows oscillations in the flight path and heading
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angles. Figures with additional states are presented in Section B.2.2.4.

Figure 5.105: Nominal landing time history BACL LSO 65 knots
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Figure 5.106: Nominal landing time history BACL LSO 80 knots

Figure 5.107: Nominal landing time history BACL LSO 100 knots
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5.2.2.5

BACL LSO Effector Failure Results
The landing evaluation results for the effector failure case of the BACL is not shown,

since no points would be on the runway as defined. All of the tested cases with effector failures
are unstable and terminate the simulation.
Time histories for the nominal initial conditions to the landing point are presented
in Figure 5.108 through Figure 5.110 for the evaluated airspeeds of 65, 80, and 100 knots,
respectively. Figures with additional states are presented in Section B.2.2.5.

Figure 5.108: Effector failure landing time history BACL LSO 65 knots
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Figure 5.109: Effector failure landing time history BACL LSO 80 knots

Figure 5.110: Effector failure landing time history BACL LSO 100 knots
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5.2.2.6

BACL LSO Modeling Error Results
The landing evaluation results for the modeling error case of the BACL LSO

controller are given in Figure 5.111. The modeling errors were introduced at the beginning of
the simulation. The longitudinal and lateral dimensions of the landing dispersion is similar
to the nominal case, with the difference that those cases on the edge of the nominal are no
longer shown on the plot. Those points outside of the desired box are generally at 1500 feet
altitude for an initial condition. Initial conditions are demarcated in the figures of Section
C.2.2.3 A significant number of cases did not reach the plotted area, including seven that
were acceptable in x position, but beyond the ship in the y direction. The remaining 40 cases
are unstable.

Figure 5.111: Landing evaluation BACL LSO modeling error

Time histories for the nominal initial conditions from the landing point are presented
in Figure 5.112 through Figure 5.114 for the evaluated airspeeds of 65, 80, and 100 knots,
respectively. There is noted oscillatory behavior with increased magnitude as compared to
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the nominal case. Figures with additional states are presented in Section B.2.2.6.

Figure 5.112: Modeling error time history BACL LSO 65 knots
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Figure 5.113: Modeling error time history BACL LSO 80 knots

Figure 5.114: Modeling error time history BACL LSO 100 knots
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5.2.3

ExJet PI with Landing Commands Results
This section presents the time history and landing evaluation results for the

ExJet aircraft, PI linear controller, and landing commands, EPIL, and its landing speed
optimization, EPIL LSO. The following sections contain the results for: nominal aircraft
in Section 5.2.3.1 and 5.2.3.4, effector failures in Section 5.2.3.2 and 5.2.3.5, and modeling
errors in Section 5.2.3.3 and 5.2.3.6, for the EPIL and EPIL LSO, respectively. Results for
the EPIL LSO without adaptation are given in Section 5.2.3.7.
5.2.3.1

EPIL Nominal Results
The landing evaluation results for the nominal case of the EPIL controller are given

in Figure 5.115. About eight-tenths, 114, of the points are within the desired landing area,
with the 30 outside the desired landing area generally at 1000 foot initial altitude and -200
foot lateral offset. Figures with the initial conditions demarcated are presented in Section
C.3.1.1. For the EPIL, the x location of touchdown is largely a function of airspeed. All
evaluated conditions are shown in the plotted area.
Time histories for the nominal initial conditions of 1200 feet of altitude, 3.0 nm
distant, and 200 foot offset are presented in Figure 5.116 through Figure 5.118 for the
evaluated airspeeds of 135, 150, and 175 knots, respectively. In all cases the flight path
achieves the target after two cycles, an initial overshoot of heading angle then leads to the
following of the command. The y location is only intercepted at the end of the recovery.
Figures with additional states are presented in Section B.2.3.1
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Figure 5.115: Landing evaluation EPIL nominal

Figure 5.116: Nominal landing time history EPIL 135 knots
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Figure 5.117: Nominal landing time history EPIL 150 knots

Figure 5.118: Nominal landing time history EPIL 175 knots
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5.2.3.2

EPIL Effector Failure Results
The landing evaluation results for the effector failure case of the EPIL controller

are given in Figure 5.119. The failures are introduced as defined in Table 5.2. The failures
result in a large lateral dispersion with respect to the landing point, with 12 cases outside of
the boundary of the plot with 62 to 81 feet of y position at touchdown. The lateral landing
distance error is a function of altitude, and increases with decreasing altitude. This indicates
the error is a function of time, as greater altitude for the same distance results in more time
to make a correction at a given airspeed. The initial conditions are demarcated in the figures
presented in Section C.3.1.2. Of the cases shown on the plot, 43 are in the desired landing
area, 77 are within the runway, and 12 are shown but outside the runway.

Figure 5.119: Landing evaluation EPIL effector failure
Time histories for the nominal initial conditions from the landing point are presented
in Figure 5.120 through Figure 5.122 for the evalulated airspeeds of 135, 150, and 175 knots,
respectively. More cycles are required to reach the commanded flight path than for the
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nominal case, and y location misses the target by a significant amount before returning close
to the landing point. Figures with additional states are given in Section B.2.3.2.

Figure 5.120: Effector failure landing time history EPIL 135 knots
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Figure 5.121: Effector failure landing time history EPIL 150 knots

Figure 5.122: Effector failure landing time history EPIL 175 knots
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5.2.3.3

EPIL Modeling Error Results
The landing evaluation results for the modeling error case of the EPIL controller are

give in Figure 5.123. The modeling errors were introduced at the beginning of the simulation.
The results with modeling errors are similar to the nominal case, except two landings move
beyond the desired range. Initial conditions are demarcated in figures presented in Section
C.3.1.3.

Figure 5.123: Landing evaluation EPIL modeling error

Time histories for the nominal initial conditions from the landing point are given in
Figure 5.124 through Figure 5.126 for the evaluated airspeeds of 135, 150, and 175 knots,
respectively. The results are similar to the nominal case. Figures with additional states are
presented in Section B.2.3.3
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Figure 5.124: Modeling error time history EPIL 135 knots

Figure 5.125: Modeling error time history EPIL 150 knots
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Figure 5.126: Modeling error time history EPIL 175 knots
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5.2.3.4

EPIL LSO Nominal Results
The landing evaluation results for the nominal case of the EPIL Landing Speed

Optimization, EPIL LSO, controller are presented in Figure 5.127. The majority, 92 of 96,
of landings are within the desired landing area, and are concentrated in a square of 0 and
15 feet longitudinally and laterally. As compared to the EPIL, the x position of landing has
reduced dispersion, which can be attributed to the increase in Kγ gain. The lateral dispersion
has points with a wider landing, including one point that is not shown in the plotted area.
The 135 knot, 1500 foot altitude, 2.5 nm, and 200 foot case has a lateral landing position of
63 feet, but falls within acceptable x distance at 3 feet. Initial conditions are demarcated in
figures presented in Section C.3.2.1. The reduction in number of cases is due to the removal
of the 175 knot case for the LSO evaluation.

Figure 5.127: Landing evaluation EPIL LSO nominal

Time histories for the nominal initial conditions to the landing pints are presented in
Figure 5.128 and Figure 5.129 for the evaluated airspeeds of 135 and 150 knots, respectively.
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As compared to the nominal case of the BPIL, the lateral distance response is faster to
approach the target, and more oscillations are noted in the flight path response. These are
likely due to the increases in Kψ , Kψp , and Kγ gains between the EPIL and EPIL LSO.
Additional states are presented in figures contained in Section B.2.3.4.

Figure 5.128: Nominal landing time history EPIL LSO 135 knots
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Figure 5.129: Nominal landing time history EPIL LSO 150 knots

5.2.3.5

EPIL LSO Effector Failure Results
The landing evaluation results for the effector failure case of the EPIL LSO controller

are presented in Figure 5.130. The failures are introduced as defined in Table 5.2. The landing
dispersion is shifted to the left, and slightly forward as compared to the nominal case. It
may be noted that this result does not include the landings to the far negative side of the y
distance, for they have moved towards zero. There is, however, still the one case that is not
shown in the figure, with the lateral distance at touchdown further from the landing point by
one foot with effector failures. The four landings outside of the desired zone are generally at
1000 feet altitude and 2.5 nm distant. Initial conditions are demarcated in figures presented
in Section C.3.2.2.
Time histories for the nominal initial conditions to the landing point are presented in
Figure 5.131 and Figure 5.132 for the evaluated airspeeds of 135 and 150 knots, respectively.
A considerable number of oscillations are noted in the flight path response, but they decay
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Figure 5.130: Landing evaluation EPIL LSO effector failure
in magnitude towards the end of the recovery. The y location follows the trend noted for the
EPIL controller of significant overshoot of the y offset target before returning to the landing
point. Additional states of these time histories are presented in Section B.2.3.5.
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Figure 5.131: Effector failure landing time history EPIL LSO 135 knots

Figure 5.132: Effector failure landing time history EPIL LSO 150 knots
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5.2.3.6

EPIL LSO Modeling Error Results
The landing evaluation results for the modeling error case of the EPIL LSO controller

are presented in Figure 5.133. The modeling errors were introduced at the beginning of the
simulation. The results are similar to the nominal case, with the same single point not shown
in the plotted area. The various initial conditions are demarcated in figures given in Section
C.3.2.3.

Figure 5.133: Landing evaluation EPIL LSO modeling error

Time histories for the nominal initial conditions from the landing point are presented
in Figure 5.134 and Figure 5.135 for the evaluated airspeeds of 135 and 150 knots,
respectively. The results are similar to the nominal case. Additional states are shown in
figures presented in Section B.2.3.6.
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Figure 5.134: Modeling error time history EPIL LSO 135 knots

Figure 5.135: Modeling error time history EPIL LSO 150 knots
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5.2.3.7

EPIL LSO without Adaptation Results
To illustrate the benefits of adaptive control to achieve the goal of the study, a

landing evaluation with the EPIL LSO controller gains without adaptation are presented
in Figure 5.136. For the nominal case, which has no effector failures nor modeling errors,
without adaption only 2 cases meet the desired landing criteria. The remaining 94 cases
are within the landing area, outside of desired. Initial conditions are demarcated in figures
presented in Section C.3.2.4.

Figure 5.136: Landing evaluation EPIL LSO nominal without adaptation
For the effector failures case, a landing evaluation with the EPIL LSO controller
gains without adaptation are presented in Figure 5.137. With 23 cases landing in the desired
landing area, this is a significant reduction from the EPIL LSO with adaptation at 91 in
the desired landing area. It is also peculiar that a greater number of cases meet the desired
criteria with effector failures than the nominal case. Initial conditions are demarcated in
figures presented in Section C.3.2.4.
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Figure 5.137: Landing evaluation EPIL LSO effector failure without adaptation
For completeness, the landing evaluation with the EPIL LSO controller gains without
adaptation with modeling errors is presented in Figure 5.138. Results for this case are similar
to the nominal without adaption.
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Figure 5.138: Landing evaluation EPIL LSO modeling error without adaptation

5.2.4

ExJet Adaptive Critic with Landing Commands Results
This section presents the time history and landing evaluation results for the ExJet

aircraft, adaptive critic linear controller, and landing commands, EACL, and its landing
speed optimization, EACL LSO. The following sections contain the results for the nominal
aircraft in Section 5.2.4.1 and 5.2.4.4, effector failures in Section 5.2.4.2 and 5.2.4.5, and
modeling errors in Section 5.2.4.3 and 5.2.4.6, for the EACL and EACL LSO, respectively.
Results for the EACL LSO without adaptation are given in Section 5.2.4.7.
5.2.4.1

EACL Nominal Results
The landing evaluation results for the nominal case of the EACL controller are given

in Figure 5.139. The landings are concentrated between 0 and 20 feet longitudinally and
0 and -15 feet laterally. There are seven cases of the lateral landing position beyond the
desired, and occur at 2.5 nm distant to the landing point. This and other initial conditions
are demarcated in the figures of Section C.4.1.1. Five landings are not indicated on the
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plot due to lateral landing positions well beyond the boundaries of the ship. These occur
at 2.5 nm initial distance and ± 200 feet in lateral offset. These cases are unstable in the
lateral-directional axes.

Figure 5.139: Landing evaluation EACL nominal

Time histories for the nominal initial conditions from the landing point are presented
in Figure 5.140 through Figure 5.142 for the evaluated airspeeds of 135, 150, and 175 knots,
respectively. The flight path response shows fewer cycles to reach the flight path command
as compared to the EPIL, but does have oscillatory behavior in the heading angle response
at 135 and 175 knots. Additional states for these conditions can be found in Section B.2.4.1.
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Figure 5.140: Nominal landing time history EACL 135 knots

Figure 5.141: Nominal landing time history EACL 150 knots
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Figure 5.142: Nominal landing time history EACL 175 knots
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5.2.4.2

EACL Effector Failure Results
The landing evaluation results for the effector failure case of the EACL controller

are presented in Figure 5.143. The failures are introduced as defined in Table 5.2. The
concentration of landing points moves to the left (more positive) with an increased number
of landings outside of the desired landing area, 17 instead of seven. Those cases outside of the
desired region are mostly beginning at 2.5 nm distant to the landing point. Initial conditions
are demarcated in figures contained in Section C.4.1.2. For this case, there are 10 landings
are not presented in the plot area, these are at the 2.5 nm distant and most at the ± 200
foot lateral offset case. The points are unstable, and so the simulation did not complete.

Figure 5.143: Landing evaluation EACL effector failure
Time histories for the nominal initial conditions from the landing point are presented
in Figure 5.144 through Figure 5.146 for the evaluated airspeeds of 135, 150, and 175 knots,
respectively. With the failures, the flight path takes more time to settle on the command, and
severe overshoots of the y location target are noted. Additional states for these conditions
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are presented in Section B.2.4.2.

Figure 5.144: Effector failure landing time history EACL 135 knots
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Figure 5.145: Effector failure landing time history EACL 150 knots

Figure 5.146: Effector failure landing time history EACL 175 knots
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5.2.4.3

EACL Modeling Error Results
The landing evaluation results for the modeling error case of the EACL controller are

given in Figure 5.147. The modeling errors were introduced at the beginning of the simulation.
The results are very similar to the nominal case with 117 landings in the desired area, seven
outside. The same five points are not shown in the plotted area due to instability in the
control system. Initial conditions are demarcated in figures presented in Section C.4.1.3.

Figure 5.147: Landing evaluation EACL modeling error
Time histories for the nominal initial conditions from the landing point are presented
in Figure 5.148 through Figure 5.150 for the evaluated airspeeds of 135, 150, and 175 knots,
respectively. The time histories are similar to the nominal case. Additional states for these
conditions are shown in section B.2.4.3.
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Figure 5.148: Modeling error time history EACL 135 knots

Figure 5.149: Modeling error time history EACL 150 knots
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Figure 5.150: Modeling error time history EACL 175 knots
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5.2.4.4

EACL LSO Nominal Results
The landing evaluation results for the nominal case of the EACL Landing Speed

Optimization, EACL LSO, controller are presented in Figure 5.151. The majority, 92 of 96,
of the landings fall within the desired landing area. Those four cases that fall outside of
the desired lateral distance are no worse than 25 feet, and are for the case of 135 knots
airspeed and 1000 feet initial altitude. These and other initial conditions are demarcated on
figures in Section C.4.2.1. There are no cases that are not included in the plotted area. These
results show better lateral dispersion results as compared to EACL, which in this case may
be contributed to the increase in the Kφ gain. The reduction in number of cases is due to
the removal of the 175 knot case.

Figure 5.151: Landing evaluation EACL LSO nominal

Time histories for the nominal initial conditions from the landing point are presented
in Figure 5.152 and Figure 5.153 for the evaluated airspeeds of 135 and 150 knots,
respectively. As compared to the EACL controller, the flight path angle has an increased
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number of cycles before settling on the flight path angle command, which is due to the
increase in Kγ . The response in the y location is slower to reach the target, and is likely due
to the decrease in Kψ gain, Kψp was also decreased. Additional states for these time histories
are presented in Section B.2.4.4.

Figure 5.152: Nominal landing time history EACL LSO 135 knots
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Figure 5.153: Nominal landing time history EACL LSO 150 knots

5.2.4.5

EACL LSO Effector Failure Results
The landing evaluation results for the effector failure case of the EACL LSO controller

are given in Figure 5.154. The failures are introduced as defined in Table 5.2. The previously
tight landing dispersion has expanded in both the x and y directions; however all test
conditions are shown on the plotted area. Half of the landings are beyond the desired region,
but result in a successful landing; 12 landings would result in bolters. This varies from the
EACL which maintained a closer dispersion in the x direction.
The initial conditions are demarcated in figures contained in Section C.4.2.2, which
note interesting behavior of this control system under failure conditions. The points that
fall longitudinally within the desired criteria are all at 135 knots, the 150 knot cases are
outside of desired. For the 150 knots cases, there are clear line of initial distance with the
most forward at 3.0 nm, and then moving aft with 4.0 nm, 2.5 nm, and lastly 3.5 nm. There
are also distinct bands of lateral landing position due to initial altitude, with the most left
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(positive) initially at 1000 feet, the middle 1200 feet, and the band in the center of the plot
at 1500 feet.

Figure 5.154: Landing evaluation EACL LSO effector failure

Time histories for the nominal initial conditions from the landing point are presented
in Figure 5.155 and Figure 5.156 for the evaluated airspeeds of 135 and 150 knots,
respectively. There are increased oscillations in the flight path angle, especially at 150 knots.
The y position also has the typical excessive overshoot before returning to the landing point.
This overshoot is greater in the EACL LSO than EACL controller.
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Figure 5.155: Effector failure landing time history EACL LSO 135 knots

Figure 5.156: Effector failure landing time history EACL LSO 150 knots
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5.2.4.6

EACL LSO Modeling Error Results
The landing evaluation results for the modeling error case of the EACL LSO

controller are given in Figure 5.157. The modeling errors were introduced at the beginning of
the simulation. The results are very similar to the nominal case, with 92 landings within the
desired range, and 4 outside desired. Initial conditions are demarcated in figures presented
in Section C.4.2.3.

Figure 5.157: Landing evaluation EACL LSO modeling error

Time histories for the nominal initial conditions from the landing point are presented
in Figure 5.158 and Figure 5.159 for the evaluated airspeeds of 135 and 150 knots,
respectively. The time histories are similar to the nominal case. Additional states for these
conditions are shown in section B.2.4.6.
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Figure 5.158: Modeling error time history EACL LSO 135 knots

Figure 5.159: Modeling error time history EACL LSO 150 knots
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5.2.4.7

EACL LSO without Adaptation Results
To illustrate the benefits of adaptive control to achieve the goal of the study,

the EACL LSO landing evaluation results for the no adaptation case are presented in
Figure 5.160. For the nominal evaluation, no effector failures nor modeling errors, without
adaptation the longitudinal dispersion increases, 13 fewer cases are in the desired landing
area, and 4 cases result in bolters. Initial conditions are demarcated in figures presented in
Section C.4.2.4.

Figure 5.160: Landing evaluation EACL LSO nominal without adaptation

To compensate for effector failures, the EACL LSO requires adaptation. None of
the evaluated cases reached the landing area in the presence of effector failures without
adaptation. Overall, the results with modeling errors and no adaptation are similar to the
nominal case without adaptation, with small variations in landing point error. The results
of the landing study for the EACL LSO without adaptation are presented in Figure 5.161.
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Figure 5.161: Landing evaluation EACL LSO modeling error without adaptation
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION

This dissertation presented an adaptive control system architecture to command a
fixed wing aircraft to a landing point within such accuracy that this task can be accomplished
to support recovery to an aircraft carrier under nominal, effector failure, and modeling error
conditions. This was shown using two aircraft models, representing the two types fixed wing
aircraft that land on present day carriers. A Beech Bonanza model represents a slow speed
high aspect ratio wing aircraft, whereas NAVAIR’s ExJet represents a high speed low aspect
ratio wing aircraft.
The control systems defined are capable of providing the desired control under
nominal, failure, and error conditions; but will require refinement to improve landing
performance.
6.1

Control Architecture
The control system architecture is a model reference adaptive controller. The

reference input to the control systems can be either the rotational rates: roll rate, pitch rate,
and yaw rate; or an outer loop command system to direct the aircraft to a fixed landing
point. The landing command system uses the three axis distance to the landing point to
command a flight path angle and heading angle which feed the rotational rates commanded
inner-loop system. For both cases, the airspeed loop input is a reference airspeed.
The inner-loop architecture begins with a first order linear model follower to define
the desired closed loop dynamics of the system. The output of the model follower is passed
to a linear controller, of which two are investigated. The first is a proportional-integral
(PI) controller. The second is an adaptive critic (AC), which requires a local linear model
estimator (LLME) to define a desired rotational acceleration.
The desired rotational acceleration is summed with the derivative of the modeled
reference and the adaptation signal to form the commanded rotational acceleration that
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is the input an inverse controller to command effector position to achieve the commanded
acceleration. Two methods of inversion are demonstrated, and are tied to each aircraft model.
The Bonanza uses a force and moment build up inverse that solved the equations of motion in
the longitudinal and lateral-directional axes separately. The force and moments are defined
using current states and evaluating aerodynamic coefficients at each time step based on the
current states. The ExJet uses the second method; inverting, using a pseudo inverse, a state
space model using all six effectors and the current states to control four axes. These defined
the control surface commands as inputs to an aircraft model.
Four methods of additive adaption are presented. The first is the Adaptive Bias
Corrector (ABC), which represents the bias neuron of neural network, and updates the
weight of the neuron based on an adaptive gain and the modeling error. This method is
used in the airspeed axis. The second adaption method is the Optimal Control Modification
(OCM), which has an adaptive weight update rule based on the tracking error and the sum
of the tracking error. This adaptive weighting is then multiplied by a regression vector of
states to form the adaptive signal. The third method is the Uadd , which uses the results of
the LLME to estimate the tracking error to inject into the command. The fourth method
is local linear model compensation (LLMC), which uses the E term of the LLME, which
represents the portion of the model not contributed to the states or control, as the basis for
the adaptive signal. A combination of the OCM and LLMC are implemented for the design
and results in this study.
6.2

Control System Design
The rate commanded control systems are designed varying controller and adaptation

gains to achieve two metrics. The first metric is the zero delay error (ZDE), which is the
2-norm of the tracking as compared to the model signal. The goal is to minimize the ZDE,
which is often achieved by higher gains. The second metric is the time delay margin (TDM)
which places increasing artificial delay between the inverse controller and aircraft model
until the system becomes unstable, or the error metric exceeds a threshold above ZDE; the
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amount of delay the control system can withstand becomes the TDM which is measured in
seconds.
Using these metrics, control systems are designed to adequately follow rotational
rate doublet commands and a change in airspeed. The control systems are evaluated with
modeling errors inserted into the inverse controller and with failures of the effectors. The
modeling errors had little impact on the performance of the control systems. A larger impact
was noted during times when the inverse controller model was undergoing the most change,
which for the Bonanza model is during a speed change resulting in a change in thrust. The
effector failures did impact the performance of the control systems to follow the command,
but analysis of effectiveness of the control system under failure is better measured with a
task.
Commanding to the landing task provides the evaluation method. To design the
landing command controllers, an additional metric of the landing distance error (LDE) is
used. The metric is the distance to the landing point upon touchdown in the axis under
examination. The vertical and horizontal axes are designed reletively independent of each
other. In design of the landing controller gains, the LDE and TDM are emphasized over the
ZDE, which results in less than desired lateral location tracking for many controller/airspeed
combinations. The desired lateral tracking was noted for the airspeeds within a controller
with lower ZDE than those with greater ZDE.
Since landing occurs at low speeds, the original methodology of providing a single
set of gains across the entire speed envelope was considered to require compromises that
could impact the landing performance. An effort was undertaken to define a different set of
controller and adaptation gains for a reduced speed range of all controllers. These controllers
are called landing speed optimization (LSO). An added benefit to this effort was to provide a
means to study the influence of gains on landing performance without a dedicated sensitivity
study.
In the vertical axis, it is evident that increasing Kγ , the primary control gain in the
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vertical axis, will improve the longitudinal landing dispersion. Greater primary horizontal
gains, Kψ , Kψp , or Kφ are noted to improve lateral landing dispersion, though it is not
directly evident which parameter has the strongest influence.
6.3

Landing Evaluation
A landing evaluation was conducted for each designed controller which varied the

starting position of the aircraft relative to the landing point. The initial conditions included
variation in altitude, longitudinal distance, and lateral distance to the landing point. The
design case was in the center of the variation of altitude and longitudinal distance, but at
one edge of the lateral distance. The resulting distance from the landing point is the output
of the landing evaluation, with the goal to land within such a distance to the landing point
as to be arrested by the aircraft carrier arresting gear without striking any boat structure
or finding the aircraft in the water. This goal was not achieved by any controller under all
nominal, failure, and error conditions.
The closest controller to meeting this goal was the EACL LSO, which only had one
landing point beyond the defined runway which occurred for only one effector failure case. A
close second is the EPIL LSO which had one, and the same, case beyond the defined runway
for the nominal and modeling error tests, and two additional for the effector failure test.
Other controllers met this goal for the nominal case only, including: BPIL, EPIL. Based on
this, the PI would be the recommended method for improvement due to performance and
simplicity.
The controllers can fail a landing evaluation point in one of three ways. The first is
landing within the lateral limits of the runway, but forward of the fourth cross deck pendant,
so as not be arrested on landing. This condition is known as a bolter and requires another
landing attempt. The EPIL and EACL LSO had this failure mode for the effector failure
case.
The second method of failure is to land to the left or right of the defined runway
boundaries. This is a common failure for many initial conditions even in the nominal case.
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The defined horizontal landing controller does not provide adequate control across tested
conditions, and should be improved. Part of the error comes from the use of the inverse
tangent function to command the heading angle. To remove the asymptotic nature of the
function as the aircraft approaches the landing point, the command is held constant from
an altitude of 300 feet above the landing point. Another source of error is the relatively slow
response in lateral positioning, especially when the sign of the angle reverses direction.
The third method of failure is instability in the control system that causes simulation
termination prior to touchdown. These points are not represented on the plots of landing
evaluation results, and so some controllers have tight dispersion for the points that landed
successfully, but would still be unsuitable. Although TDM is a design metric for the design
of the landing gains, it does not provide an accurate measure of the robustness of the control
system to varying initial conditions. The condition could be relieved by defining a different
metric that may better define robustness across initial conditions, evaluate multiple initial
conditions in the design process, or relax the gains. The latter fix would likely result in
increased landing dispersion, as some of the landing evaluations with an indicated tight
dispersion had a significant number of test cases that are unstable.
Based on the results of this study. For the Bonanza aircraft the recommended
controller is BPIL LSO. For the ExJet aircraft, the recommended controller is the EACL
LSO. For their respective aircraft, these controllers showed the best landing performance
under nominal, effector failure, and modeling error conditions.
6.4

Methods for Improvement
Beyond the methods for improvement mentioned above, other suggestions are here

presented. The gains studies in this work are completed by visual inspection, which limited
the number of variables that could be evaluated, and would not necessarily reach the entire
design space. Automated searches of the gain design space in single and multiple axes are
likely to find an optimized gain. However, this method may require additional metrics than
those defined to make an informed decision. This would greatly benefit the AC secondary
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gains, whose design space went largely unexplored.
Currently, the LLME only defines a model of the rotational acceleration based on the
actual rotational rate, and commanded rotational acceleration. Expansion of the LLME to
include more states may provide an improved model. This expansion cold be accomplished
within each in-axis LLME to include more states. Alternately, the expansion could be to an
aircraft level LLME in which each axis uses the the output required for control.
Although counter to the goal of the study, having knowledge of the identifiable
effector failures will provide for a better control solution by allowing reconfiguration of the
control system to adjust for a large portion of the differences in aircraft dynamics, using the
adaption to refine the control based on the particular failure or error mode.
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APPENDIX A
CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURES

This appendix provides supplemental figures to those presented in Chapter 4 showing
the design of the control systems.
A.1

Bonanza PI Gain Study Supplemental Figures
The figures in this section supplement the design gain studies of Section 4.1. Figures

for BPIL design are in Section A.1.1 and BPIL LSO in Section A.1.2.
A.1.1

BPIL Gain Study Supplemental Figures
Figure A.1 through Figure A.9, show a broader extent of the parameter variations

evaluated for selection of the BPIL controller gains, described in Section 4.1.3. Each set of
gain studies included three parameters, additional values of the third parameter are shown
for a specified airspeed. The figures are organized by axis: vertical axis in Figure A.1 through
Figure A.3, and horizontal axis in Figure A.4 through Figure A.9.
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.1: Gain study BPIL vertical axis primary 65 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.2: Gain study BPIL vertical axis 80 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.3: Gain study BPIL vertical axis 100 knots

253

APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.4: Gain study BPIL horizontal axis primary 65 knots

254

APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.5: Gain study BPIL horizontal axis primary 80 knots

255

APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.6: Gain study BPIL horizontal axis primary 100 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.7: Gain study BPIL horizontal axis secondary 65 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.8: Gain study BPIL horizontal axis secondary 80 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.9: Gain study BPIL horizontal axis secondary 100 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

A.1.2

BPIL LSO Gain Study Supplemental Figures
Figure A.10 through Figure A.18, show a broader extent of the parameter variations

evaluated for selection of the BPIL LSO controller gains, described in Section 4.1.4. Each
set of gain studies included three parameters, additional values of the third parameter are
shown for a specified airspeed. The figures are organized by axis: vertical axis in Figure A.10
through Figure A.12, and horizontal axis in Figure A.13 through Figure A.18.
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.10: Gain study BPIL LSO vertical axis primary 65 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.11: Gain study BPIL LSO vertical axis 80 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.12: Gain study BPIL LSO vertical axis 100 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.13: Gain study BPIL LSO horizontal axis primary 65 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.14: Gain study BPIL LSO horizontal axis primary 80 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.15: Gain study BPIL LSO horizontal axis primary 100 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.16: Gain study BPIL LSO horizontal axis secondary 65 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.17: Gain study BPIL LSO horizontal axis secondary 80 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.18: Gain study BPIL LSO horizontal axis secondary 100 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

A.2

Bonanza AC Gain Study Supplemental Figures
The figures in this section supplement the design gains studies of Section 4.2. Figures

for the BACR design are in Section A.2.1, BACR LSO design in Section A.2.2, BACL design
in Section A.2.3, and BACL LSO design in Section A.2.4.
A.2.1

BACR Gain Study Supplemental Figures
Figure A.19 through Figure A.30, show the extent of the parameters evaluated to

select the BACR controller gains. These figures show the additional values of KE not shown
in Section 4.2.1 that were evaluated to select the parameters as noted. These are organized
by axis with: roll in Figure A.19 through Figure A.21, pitch in Figure A.22 through Figure
A.24, yaw in Figure A.25 through Figure A.27, and airspeed in Figure A.28 through Figure
A.30.
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Figure A.19: Gain study BACR roll axis 65 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.20: Gain study BACR roll axis 100 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.21: Gain study BACR roll axis 165 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.22: Gain study BACR pitch axis 65 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.23: Gain study BACR pitch axis 100 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.24: Gain study BACR pitch axis 165 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.25: Gain study BACR yaw axis 65 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.26: Gain study BACR yaw axis 100 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.27: Gain study BACR yaw axis 165 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.28: Gain study BACR airspeed axis 65 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.29: Gain study BACR airspeed axis 100 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.30: Gain study BACR airspeed axis 165 knots

282

APPENDIX A (continued)
A.2.2

BACR LSO Gain Study Supplemental Figures
Figure A.31 through Figure A.39, show the extent of the parameters evaluated to

select the BACR LSO controller gains. These figures show the additional values of KE not
shown in Section 4.2.2 that were evaluated to select the parameters as noted. These are
organized by axis with: roll in Figure A.31 through A.33, pitch in Figure A.34 through
Figure A.36, and yaw in Figure A.37 through Figure A.39.
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Figure A.31: Gain study BACR LSO roll axis 65 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.32: Gain study BACR LSO roll axis 80 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.33: Gain study BACR LSO roll axis 100 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.34: Gain study BACR LSO pitch axis 65 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.35: Gain study BACR LSO pitch axis 80 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.36: Gain study BACR LSO pitch axis 100 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.37: Gain study BACR LSO yaw axis 65 knots

Figure A.38: Gain study BACR LSO yaw axis 80 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.39: Gain study BACR LSO yaw axis 100 knots

A.2.3

BACL Gain Study Supplemental Figures
Figure A.40 through Figure A.48, show a broader extent of the parameter variations

evaluated for selection of the BACL controller gains, described in Section 4.2.3. Each set of
gain studies included three parameters, additional values of the third parameter are shown
for a specified airspeed. The figures are organized by axis: vertical axis in Figure A.40 through
A.42, and horizontal axis in Figure A.43 through A.48.
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Figure A.40: Gain study BACL vertical axis 65 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.41: Gain study BACL vertical axis 80 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.42: Gain study BACL vertical axis 100 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.43: Gain study BACL horizontal axis primary 65 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.44: Gain study BACL horizontal axis primary 80 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.45: Gain study BACL horizontal axis primary 100 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.46: Gain study BACL horizontal axis secondary 65 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.47: Gain study BACL horizontal axis secondary 80 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.48: Gain study BACL horizontal axis secondary 100 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

A.2.4

BACL LSO Gain Study Supplemental Figures
Figure A.49 through Figure A.57, show a broader extent of the parameter variations

evaluated for selection of the BACL LSO controller gains, described in Section 4.2.4. Each
set of gain studies included three parameters, additional values of the third parameter are
shown for a specified airspeed. The figures are organized by axis: vertical axis in Figure A.49
through Figure A.51, and horizontal axis in Figure A.52 through Figure A.57.
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Figure A.49: Gain study BACL LSO vertical axis 65 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.50: Gain study BACL LSO vertical axis 80 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.51: Gain study BACL LSO vertical axis 100 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.52: Gain study BACL LSO horizontal axis primary 65 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.53: Gain study BACL LSO horizontal axis primary 80 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.54: Gain study BACL LSO horizontal axis primary 100 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.55: Gain study BACL LSO horizontal axis secondary 65 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.56: Gain study BACL LSO horizontal axis secondary 80 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.57: Gain study BACL LSO horizontal axis secondary 100 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

A.3

ExJet PI Gain Study Supplemental Figures
The figures in this section supplement the design gains studies of Section 4.3. Figures

for EPIL designs are in Section A.3.1 and EPIL LSO in Section A.3.2.
A.3.1

EPIL Gain Study Supplemental Figures
Figure A.58 through Figure A.66, show a broader extent of the parameter variations

evaluated for selection of the EPIL controller gains, described in Section 4.3.3. Each set of
gain studies included three parameters, additional values of the third parameter are shown
for a specified airspeed. The figures are organized by axis: vertical axis in Figure A.58 through
A.60, and horizontal axis in Figure A.61 through Figure A.66.
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Figure A.58: Gain study EPIL vertical axis 135 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.59: Gain study EPIL vertical axis 150 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.60: Gain study EPIL vertical axis 175 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.61: Gain study EPIL horizontal axis primary 135 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.62: Gain study EPIL horizontal axis primary 150 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.63: Gain study EPIL horizontal axis primary 175 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.64: Gain study EPIL horizontal axis secondary 135 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.65: Gain study EPIL horizontal axis secondary 150 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.66: Gain study EPIL horizontal axis secondary 175 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

A.3.2

EPIL LSO Gain Study Supplemental Figures
Figure A.67 through Figure A.72, show a broader extent of the parameter variations

evaluated for selection of the EPIL LSO controller gains, described in Section 4.3.4. Each
set of gain studies included three parameters, additional values of the third parameter are
shown for a specified airspeed. The figures are organized by axis: vertical axis in Figure A.67
and A.68, and horizontal axis in Figure A.69 through Figure A.72.
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Figure A.67: Gain study EPIL LSO vertical axis 135 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.68: Gain study EPIL LSO vertical axis 150 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.69: Gain study EPIL LSO horizontal axis primary 135 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.70: Gain study EPIL LSO horizontal axis primary 150 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.71: Gain study EPIL LSO horizontal axis secondary 135 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.72: Gain study EPIL LSO horizontal axis secondary 150 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

A.4

ExJet AC Gain Study Supplemental Figures
The figures in this section supplement the design gain studies of Section 4.4. Figures

for EACR design are in Section A.4.1, EACR LSO design in Section A.4.2, EACL design in
Section A.4.3, and EACL LSO design in Section A.4.4.
A.4.1

EACR Gain Study Supplemental Figures
Figure A.73 through Figure A.84, show the extent the extent of the parameters

evaluated to select the EACR controller gains. These figures show the additional values of
KE not shown in Section 4.4.1 that were evaluated to select the parameters as noted. These
are organized by axis with: roll in Figure A.73 through Figure A.75, pitch in Figure A.76
through Figure A.78, yaw in Figure A.79 through Figure A.81, and airspeed in Figure A.82
through Figure A.84.
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Figure A.73: Gain study EACR roll axis 135 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.74: Gain study EACR roll axis 150 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.75: Gain study EACR roll axis 175 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.76: Gain study EACR pitch axis 135 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.77: Gain study EACR pitch axis 150 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.78: Gain study EACR pitch axis 175 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.79: Gain study EACR yaw axis 135 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.80: Gain study EACR yaw axis 150 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.81: Gain study EACR yaw axis 175 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.82: Gain study EACR airspeed axis 135 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.83: Gain study EACR airspeed axis 150 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.84: Gain study EACR airspeed axis 175 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)
A.4.2

EACR LSO Gain Study Supplemental Figures
The following, Figure A.85 through Figure A.90, show the extent the of the

parameters evaluated to select the EACR LSO controller gains of Section 4.4.2. These figures
show the additional values of KE that were evaluated to select the parameters as noted. They
are organized by axis with: roll axis in Figure A.85 and Figure A.86, pitch axis in Figure
A.87 and Figure A.88, and yaw axis in Figure A.89 and A.90.
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Figure A.85: Gain study EACR LSO roll axis 135 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.86: Gain study EACR LSO roll axis 150 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.87: Gain study EACR LSO pitch axis 135 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.88: Gain study EACR LSO pitch axis 150 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.89: Gain study EACR LSO yaw axis 135 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.90: Gain study EACR LSO yaw axis 150 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)
A.4.3

EACL Gain Study Supplemental Figures
Figure A.91 through Figure A.99, show a broader extent of the parameter variations

evaluated for selection of the EACL controller gains, described in Section 4.4.3. Each set of
gain studies included three parameters, additional values of the third parameter are shown
for a specified airspeed. The figures are organized by axis: vertical axis in Figure A.91 through
Figure A.93 and horizontal axis in Figure A.94 through Figure A.99.
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Figure A.91: Gain study EACL vertical axis 135 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.92: Gain study EACL vertical axis 150 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.93: Gain study EACL vertical axis 175 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.94: Gain study EACL horizontal axis primary 135 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.95: Gain study EACL horizontal axis primary 150 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.96: Gain study EACL horizontal axis primary 175 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.97: Gain study EACL horizontal axis secondary 135 knots

Figure A.98: Gain study EACL horizontal axis secondary 150 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.99: Gain study EACL horizontal axis secondary 175 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

A.4.4

EACL LSO Gain Study Supplemental Figures
Figure A.100 through Figure A.105, show a broader extent of the parameter

variations evaluated for selection of the EACL LSO controller gains, described in Section
4.4.4. Each set of gain studies included three parameters, additional values of the third
parameter are shown for a specified airspeed. The figures are organized by axis: vertical axis
in Figure A.100 and Figure A.101 and horizontal axis in Figure A.102 through Figure A.105.
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Figure A.100: Gain study EACL LSO vertical axis 135 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.101: Gain study EACL LSO vertical axis 150 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.102: Gain study EACL LSO horizontal axis primary 135 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.103: Gain study EACL LSO horizontal axis primary 150 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.104: Gain study EACL LSO horizontal axis secondary 135 knots
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APPENDIX A (continued)

Figure A.105: Gain study EACL LSO horizontal axis secondary 150 knots

363

APPENDIX B
TIME HISTORY SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURES

This appendix provides supplemental figures to those in Chapter 5 with time histories
of additional states. The rate commanded controller supplemental figures are in Section B.1.
The landing commanded controller supplemental figures are in Section B.2.
B.1

Rate Commanded Controllers Supplemental Figures
This section contains the figures of the additional states identified in Table 5.1 for

the control systems and conditions given in Section 5.1. The BPIR supplemental figures are
contained in Section B.1.1. The BACR supplemental figures are contained in Section B.1.2.
The EPIR supplemental figures are contained in Section B.1.3. The EACR supplemental
figures are contained in Section B.1.4.
B.1.1

Bonanza PI Rate Supplemental Figures
This section contains the supplemental figures for the BPIR controller with: nominal

time histories in Section B.1.1.1 and Section B.1.1.4, effector failure time histories in Section
B.1.1.2 and SectionB.1.1.5, and modeling error time histories in Section B.1.1.3 and Section
B.1.1.6, for the BPIR and BPIR LSO, respectively.
B.1.1.1

BPIR Nominal Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the nominal time histories of the
BPIR controller and are separated by airspeed. The 65 knot case time histories are in Figure
B.1 through Figure B.4. The 100 knot case time histories are in Figure B.5 through Figure
B.8. The 165 knot case time histories are in Figure B.9 through Figure B.12.
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Figure B.1: Nominal roll axis time history BPIR 65 knots

Figure B.2: Nominal yaw axis time history BPIR 65 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.3: Nominal pitch axis time history BPIR 65 knots

Figure B.4: Nominal airspeed axis time history BPIR 65 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.5: Nominal roll axis time history BPIR 100 knots

Figure B.6: Nominal yaw axis time history BPIR 100 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.7: Nominal pitch axis time history BPIR 100 knots

Figure B.8: Nominal airspeed axis time history BPIR 100 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.9: Nominal roll axis time history BPIR 165 knots

Figure B.10: Nominal yaw axis time history BPIR 165 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.11: Nominal pitch axis time history BPIR 165 knots

Figure B.12: Nominal airspeed axis time history BPIR 165 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

B.1.1.2

BPIR Effector Failure Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the effector failure time histories
of the BPIR controller and are separated by airspeed. The 65 knot case time histories are
in Figure B.13 through Figure B.16. The 100 knot case time histories are in Figure B.17
through Figure B.20. The 165 knot case time histories are in Figure B.21 through Figure
B.24.

Figure B.13: Effector failure roll axis time history BPIR 65 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.14: Effector failure yaw axis time history BPIR 65 knots

Figure B.15: Effector failure pitch axis time history BPIR 65 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.16: Effector failure airspeed axis time history BPIR 65 knots

Figure B.17: Effector failure roll axis time history BPIR 100 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.18: Effector failure yaw axis time history BPIR 100 knots

Figure B.19: Effector failure pitch axis time history BPIR 100 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.20: Effector failure airspeed axis time history BPIR 100 knots

Figure B.21: Effector failure roll axis time history BPIR 165 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.22: Effector failure yaw axis time history BPIR 165 knots

Figure B.23: Effector failure pitch axis time history BPIR 165 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.24: Effector failure airspeed axis time history BPIR 165 knots

B.1.1.3

BPIR Modeling Error Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the modeling error time histories
of the BPIR controller and are separated by airspeed. The 65 knot case time histories are
in Figure B.25 through Figure B.28. The 100 knot case time histories are in Figure B.29
through Figure B.32. The 165 knot case time histories are in Figure B.33 through Figure
B.36.
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Figure B.25: Modeling error roll axis time history BPIR 65 knots

Figure B.26: Modeling error yaw axis time history BPIR 65 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.27: Modeling error pitch axis time history BPIR 65 knots

Figure B.28: Modeling error airspeed axis time history BPIR 65 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.29: Modeling error roll axis time history BPIR 100 knots

Figure B.30: Modeling error yaw axis time history BPIR 100 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.31: Modeling error pitch axis time history BPIR 100 knots

Figure B.32: Modeling error airspeed axis time history BPIR 100 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.33: Modeling error roll axis time history BPIR 165 knots

Figure B.34: Modeling error yaw axis time history BPIR 165 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.35: Modeling error pitch axis time history BPIR 165 knots

Figure B.36: Modeling error airspeed axis time history BPIR 165 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

B.1.1.4

BPIR LSO Nominal Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the nominal time histories of the
BPIR LSO controller and are separated by airspeed. The 65 knot case time histories are in
Figure B.37 through Figure B.40. The 80 knot case time histories are in Figure B.41 through
Figure B.44. The 100 knot case time histories are in Figure B.45 through Figure B.48.

Figure B.37: Nominal roll axis time history BPIR LSO 65 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.38: Nominal yaw axis time history BPIR LSO 65 knots

Figure B.39: Nominal pitch axis time history BPIR LSO 65 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.40: Nominal airspeed axis time history BPIR LSO 65 knots

Figure B.41: Nominal roll axis time history BPIR LSO 80 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.42: Nominal yaw axis time history BPIR LSO 80 knots

Figure B.43: Nominal pitch axis time history BPIR LSO 80 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.44: Nominal airspeed axis time history BPIR LSO 80 knots

Figure B.45: Nominal roll axis time history BPIR LSO 100 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.46: Nominal yaw axis time history BPIR LSO 100 knots

Figure B.47: Nominal pitch axis time history BPIR LSO 100 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.48: Nominal airspeed axis time history BPIR LSO 100 knots

B.1.1.5

BPIR LSO Effector Failure Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the effector failure time histories
of the BPIR LSO controller and are separated by airspeed. The 65 knot case time histories
are in Figure B.49 through Figure B.52. The 80 knot case time histories are in Figure B.53
through Figure B.56. The 100 knot case time histories are in Figure B.57 through Figure
B.60.
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Figure B.49: Effector failure roll axis time history BPIR LSO 65 knots

Figure B.50: Effector failure yaw axis time history BPIR LSO 65 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.51: Effector failure pitch axis time history BPIR LSO 65 knots

Figure B.52: Effector failure airspeed axis time history BPIR LSO 65 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.53: Effector failure roll axis time history BPIR LSO 80 knots

Figure B.54: Effector failure yaw axis time history BPIR LSO 80 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.55: Effector failure pitch axis time history BPIR LSO 80 knots

Figure B.56: Effector failure airspeed axis time history BPIR LSO 80 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.57: Effector failure roll axis time history BPIR LSO 100 knots

Figure B.58: Effector failure yaw axis time history BPIR LSO 100 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.59: Effector failure pitch axis time history BPIR LSO 100 knots

Figure B.60: Effector failure airspeed axis time history BPIR LSO 100 knots
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B.1.1.6

BPIR LSO Modeling Error Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the modeling error time histories
of the BPIR LSO controller and are separated by airspeed. The 65 knot case time histories
are in Figure B.61 through Figure B.64. The 80 knot case time histories are in Figure B.65
through Figure B.68. The 100 knot case time histories are in Figure B.69 through Figure
B.72.

Figure B.61: Modeling error roll axis time history BPIR LSO 65 knots
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Figure B.62: Modeling error yaw axis time history BPIR LSO 65 knots

Figure B.63: Modeling error pitch axis time history BPIR LSO 65 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.64: Modeling error airspeed axis time history BPIR LSO 65 knots

Figure B.65: Modeling error roll axis time history BPIR LSO 80 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.66: Modeling error yaw axis time history BPIR LSO 80 knots

Figure B.67: Modeling error pitch axis time history BPIR LSO 80 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.68: Modeling error airspeed axis time history BPIR LSO 80 knots

Figure B.69: Modeling error roll axis time history BPIR LSO 100 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.70: Modeling error yaw axis time history BPIR LSO 100 knots

Figure B.71: Modeling error pitch axis time history BPIR LSO 100 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.72: Modeling error airspeed axis time history BPIR LSO 100 knots

B.1.2

Bonanza AC Rate Supplemental Figures
This section contains the supplemental figures for the BACR controller with: nominal

time histories in Section B.1.2.1 and Section B.1.2.4, effector failure time histories in Section
B.1.2.2 and Section B.1.2.5, and modeling error time histories in Section B.1.2.3 and Section
B.1.2.6, for the BACR and BACR LSO, respectively.
B.1.2.1

BACR Nominal Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the nominal time histories of the
BACR controller and are separated by airspeed. The 65 knot case time histories are in Figure
B.73 through Figure B.76. The 100 knot case time histories are in Figure B.77 through Figure
B.80. The 165 knot case time histories are in Figure B.81 through Figure B.84.
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Figure B.73: Nominal roll axis time history BACR 65 knots

Figure B.74: Nominal yaw axis time history BACR 65 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.75: Nominal pitch axis time history BACR 65 knots

Figure B.76: Nominal airspeed axis time history BACR 65 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.77: Nominal roll axis time history BACR 100 knots

Figure B.78: Nominal yaw axis time history BACR 100 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.79: Nominal pitch axis time history BACR 100 knots

Figure B.80: Nominal airspeed axis time history BACR 100 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.81: Nominal roll axis time history BACR 165 knots

Figure B.82: Nominal yaw axis time history BACR 165 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.83: Nominal pitch axis time history BACR 165 knots

Figure B.84: Nominal airspeed axis time history BACR 165 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

B.1.2.2

BACR Effector Failure Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the effector failure time histories
of the BACR controller and are separated by airspeed. The 65 knot case time histories are
in Figure B.85 through Figure B.88. The 100 knot case time histories are in Figure B.89
through Figure B.92. The 165 knot case time histories are in Figure B.93 through Figure
B.96.

Figure B.85: Effector failure roll axis time history BACR 65 knots
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Figure B.86: Effector failure yaw axis time history BACR 65 knots

Figure B.87: Effector failure pitch axis time history BACR 65 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.88: Effector failure airspeed axis time history BACR 65 knots

Figure B.89: Effector failure roll axis time history BACR 100 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.90: Effector failure yaw axis time history BACR 100 knots

Figure B.91: Effector failure pitch axis time history BACR 100 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.92: Effector failure airspeed axis time history BACR 100 knots

Figure B.93: Effector failure roll axis time history BACR 165 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.94: Effector failure yaw axis time history BACR 165 knots

Figure B.95: Effector failure pitch axis time history BACR 165 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.96: Effector failure airspeed axis time history BACR 165 knots

B.1.2.3

BACR Modeling Error Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the modeling error time histories
of the BACR controller and are separated by airspeed. The 65 knot case time histories are
in Figure B.97 through Figure B.100. The 100 knot case time histories are in Figure B.101
through Figure B.104. The 165 knot case time histories are in Figure B.105 through Figure
B.108.
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Figure B.97: Modeling error roll axis time history BACR 65 knots

Figure B.98: Modeling error yaw axis time history BACR 65 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.99: Modeling error pitch axis time history BACR 65 knots

Figure B.100: Modeling error airspeed axis time history BACR 65 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.101: Modeling error roll axis time history BACR 100 knots

Figure B.102: Modeling error yaw axis time history BACR 100 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.103: Modeling error pitch axis time history BACR 100 knots

Figure B.104: Modeling error airspeed axis time history BACR 100 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.105: Modeling error roll axis time history BACR 165 knots

Figure B.106: Modeling error yaw axis time history BACR 165 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.107: Modeling error pitch axis time history BACR 165 knots

Figure B.108: Modeling error airspeed axis time history BACR 165 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

B.1.2.4

BACR LSO Nominal Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the nominal time histories of the
BACR LSO controller and are separated by airspeed. The 65 knot case time histories are
in Figure B.109 through Figure B.112. The 80 knot case time histories are in Figure B.113
through Figure B.116. The 100 knot case time histories are in Figure B.117 through Figure
B.120.

Figure B.109: Nominal roll axis time history BACR LSO 65 knots
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Figure B.110: Nominal yaw axis time history BACR LSO 65 knots

Figure B.111: Nominal pitch axis time history BACR LSO 65 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.112: Nominal airspeed axis time history BACR LSO 65 knots

Figure B.113: Nominal roll axis time history BACR LSO 80 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.114: Nominal yaw axis time history BACR LSO 80 knots

Figure B.115: Nominal pitch axis time history BACR LSO 80 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.116: Nominal airspeed axis time history BACR LSO 80 knots

Figure B.117: Nominal roll axis time history BACR LSO 100 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.118: Nominal yaw axis time history BACR LSO 100 knots

Figure B.119: Nominal pitch axis time history BACR LSO 100 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.120: Nominal airspeed axis time history BACR LSO 100 knots

B.1.2.5

BACR LSO Effector Failure Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the effector failure time histories
of the BACR LSO controller and are separated by airspeed. The 65 knot case time histories
are in Figure B.121 through Figure B.124. The 80 knot case time histories are in Figure
B.125 through Figure B.128. The 100 knot case time histories are in Figure B.129 through
Figure B.132.
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Figure B.121: Effector failure roll axis time history BACR LSO 65 knots

Figure B.122: Effector failure yaw axis time history BACR LSO 65 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.123: Effector failure pitch axis time history BACR LSO 65 knots

Figure B.124: Effector failure airspeed axis time history BACR LSO 65 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.125: Effector failure roll axis time history BACR LSO 80 knots

Figure B.126: Effector failure yaw axis time history BACR LSO 80 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.127: Effector failure pitch axis time history BACR LSO 80 knots

Figure B.128: Effector failure airspeed axis time history BACR LSO 80 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.129: Effector failure roll axis time history BACR LSO 100 knots

Figure B.130: Effector failure yaw axis time history BACR LSO 100 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.131: Effector failure pitch axis time history BACR LSO 100 knots

Figure B.132: Effector failure airspeed axis time history BACR LSO 100 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

B.1.2.6

BACR LSO Modeling Error Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the modeling error time histories
of the BACR LSO controller and are separated by airspeed. The 65 knot case time histories
are in Figure B.133 through Figure B.136. The 80 knot case time histories are in Figure
B.137 through Figure B.140. The 100 knot case time histories are in Figure B.141 through
Figure B.144.

Figure B.133: Modeling error roll axis time history BACR LSO 65 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.134: Modeling error yaw axis time history BACR LSO 65 knots

Figure B.135: Modeling error pitch axis time history BACR LSO 65 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.136: Modeling error airspeed axis time history BACR LSO 65 knots

Figure B.137: Modeling error roll axis time history BACR LSO 80 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.138: Modeling error yaw axis time history BACR LSO 80 knots

Figure B.139: Modeling error pitch axis time history BACR LSO 80 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.140: Modeling error airspeed axis time history BACR LSO 80 knots

Figure B.141: Modeling error roll axis time history BACR LSO 100 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.142: Modeling error yaw axis time history BACR LSO 100 knots

Figure B.143: Modeling error pitch axis time history BACR LSO 100 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.144: Modeling error airspeed axis time history BACR LSO 100 knots

B.1.3

ExJet PI Rate Supplemental Figures
This section contains the supplemental figures for the EPIR controller with: nominal

time histories in Section B.1.3.1 and Section B.1.3.4, effector failure time histories in Section
B.1.3.2 and Section B.1.3.5, and modeling error time histories in Section B.1.3.3 and Section
B.1.3.6, for the EPIR and EPIR LSO, respectively.
B.1.3.1

EPIR Nominal Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the nominal time histories of the
EPIR controller and are separated by airspeed. The 135 knot case time histories are in Figure
B.145 through Figure B.148. The 150 knot case time histories are in Figure B.149 through
Figure B.152. The 175 knot case time histories are in Figure B.153 through Figure B.156.
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Figure B.145: Nominal roll axis time history EPIR 135 knots

Figure B.146: Nominal yaw axis time history EPIR 135 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.147: Nominal pitch axis time history EPIR 135 knots

Figure B.148: Nominal airspeed axis time history EPIR 135 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.149: Nominal roll axis time history EPIR 150 knots

Figure B.150: Nominal yaw axis time history EPIR 150 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.151: Nominal pitch axis time history EPIR 150 knots

Figure B.152: Nominal airspeed axis time history EPIR 150 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.153: Nominal roll axis time history EPIR 175 knots

Figure B.154: Nominal yaw axis time history EPIR 175 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.155: Nominal pitch axis time history EPIR 175 knots

Figure B.156: Nominal airspeed axis time history EPIR 175 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

B.1.3.2

EPIR Effector Failure Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the effector failure time histories
of the EPIR controller and are separated by airspeed. The 135 knot case time histories are
in Figure B.157 through Figure B.160. The 150 knot case time histories are in Figure B.161
through Figure B.164. The 175 knot case time histories are in Figure B.165 through Figure
B.168.

Figure B.157: Effector failure roll axis time history EPIR 135 knots
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Figure B.158: Effector failure yaw axis time history EPIR 135 knots

Figure B.159: Effector failure pitch axis time history EPIR 135 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.160: Effector failure airspeed axis time history EPIR 135 knots

Figure B.161: Effector failure roll axis time history EPIR 150 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.162: Effector failure yaw axis time history EPIR 150 knots

Figure B.163: Effector failure pitch axis time history EPIR 150 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.164: Effector failure airspeed axis time history EPIR 150 knots

Figure B.165: Effector failure roll axis time history EPIR 175 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.166: Effector failure yaw axis time history EPIR 175 knots

Figure B.167: Effector failure pitch axis time history EPIR 175 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.168: Effector failure airspeed axis time history EPIR 175 knots

B.1.3.3

EPIR Modeling Error Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the modeling error time histories
of the EPIR controller and are separated by airspeed. The 135 knot case time histories are
in Figure B.169 through Figure B.172. The 150 knot case time histories are in Figure B.173
through Figure B.176. The 175 knot case time histories are in Figure B.177 through Figure
B.180.
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Figure B.169: Modeling error roll axis time history EPIR 135 knots

Figure B.170: Modeling error yaw axis time history EPIR 135 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.171: Modeling error pitch axis time history EPIR 135 knots

Figure B.172: Modeling error airspeed axis time history EPIR 135 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.173: Modeling error roll axis time history EPIR 150 knots

Figure B.174: Modeling error yaw axis time history EPIR 150 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.175: Modeling error pitch axis time history EPIR 150 knots

Figure B.176: Modeling error airspeed axis time history EPIR 150 knots
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Figure B.177: Modeling error roll axis time history EPIR 175 knots

Figure B.178: Modeling error yaw axis time history EPIR 175 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.179: Modeling error pitch axis time history EPIR 175 knots

Figure B.180: Modeling error airspeed axis time history EPIR 175 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

B.1.3.4

EPIR LSO Nominal Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the nominal time histories of the
EPIR LSO controller and are separated by airspeed. The 135 knot case time histories are
in Figure B.181 through Figure B.184. The 150 knot case time histories are in Figure B.185
through Figure B.188.

Figure B.181: Nominal roll axis time history EPIR LSO 135 knots
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Figure B.182: Nominal yaw axis time history EPIR LSO 135 knots

Figure B.183: Nominal pitch axis time history EPIR LSO 135 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.184: Nominal airspeed axis time history EPIR LSO 135 knots

Figure B.185: Nominal roll axis time history EPIR LSO 150 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.186: Nominal yaw axis time history EPIR LSO 150 knots

Figure B.187: Nominal pitch axis time history EPIR LSO 150 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.188: Nominal airspeed axis time history EPIR LSO 150 knots

B.1.3.5

EPIR LSO Effector Failure Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the effector failure time histories
of the EPIR LSO controller and are separated by airspeed. The 135 knot case time histories
are in Figure B.189 through Figure B.192. The 150 knot case time histories are in Figure
B.193 through Figure B.196.
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Figure B.189: Effector failure roll axis time history EPIR LSO 135 knots

Figure B.190: Effector failure yaw axis time history EPIR LSO 135 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.191: Effector failure pitch axis time history EPIR LSO 135 knots

Figure B.192: Effector failure airspeed axis time history EPIR LSO 135 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.193: Effector failure roll axis time history EPIR LSO 150 knots

Figure B.194: Effector failure yaw axis time history EPIR LSO 150 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.195: Effector failure pitch axis time history EPIR LSO 150 knots

Figure B.196: Effector failure airspeed axis time history EPIR LSO 150 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

B.1.3.6

EPIR LSO Modeling Error Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the modeling error time histories
of the EPIR LSO controller and are separated by airspeed. The 135 knot case time histories
are in Figure B.197 through Figure B.200. The 150 knot case time histories are in Figure
B.201 through Figure B.204.

Figure B.197: Modeling error roll axis time history EPIR LSO 135 knots
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Figure B.198: Modeling error yaw axis time history EPIR LSO 135 knots

Figure B.199: Modeling error pitch axis time history EPIR LSO 135 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.200: Modeling error airspeed axis time history EPIR LSO 135 knots

Figure B.201: Modeling error roll axis time history EPIR LSO 150 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.202: Modeling error yaw axis time history EPIR LSO 150 knots

Figure B.203: Modeling error pitch axis time history EPIR LSO 150 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.204: Modeling error airspeed axis time history EPIR LSO 150 knots

B.1.4

ExJet AC Rate Supplemental Figures
This section contains the supplemental figures for the EACR controller with: nominal

time histories in Section B.1.4.1 and Section B.1.4.4, effector failure time histories in Section
B.1.4.2 and Section B.1.4.5, and modeling error time histories in Section B.1.4.3 and Section
B.1.4.6, for the EACR and EACR LSO, respectively.
B.1.4.1

EACR Nominal Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the nominal time histories of the
EACR controller and are separated by airspeed. The 135 knot case time histories are in
Figure B.205 through Figure B.208. The 150 knot case time histories are in Figure B.209
through Figure B.212. The 175 knot case time histories are in Figure B.213 through Figure
B.216.
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Figure B.205: Nominal roll axis time history EACR 135 knots

Figure B.206: Nominal yaw axis time history EACR 135 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.207: Nominal pitch axis time history EACR 135 knots

Figure B.208: Nominal airspeed axis time history EACR 135 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.209: Nominal roll axis time history EACR 150 knots

Figure B.210: Nominal yaw axis time history EACR 150 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.211: Nominal pitch axis time history EACR 150 knots

Figure B.212: Nominal airspeed axis time history EACR 150 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.213: Nominal roll axis time history EACR 175 knots

Figure B.214: Nominal yaw axis time history EACR 175 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.215: Nominal pitch axis time history EACR 175 knots

Figure B.216: Nominal airspeed axis time history EACR 175 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

B.1.4.2

EACR Effector Failure Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the effector failure time histories
of the EACR controller and are separated by airspeed. The 135 knot case time histories are
in Figure B.217 through Figure B.220. The 150 knot case time histories are in Figure B.221
through Figure B.224. The 175 knot case time histories are in Figure B.225 through Figure
B.228.

Figure B.217: Effector failure roll axis time history EACR 135 knots
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Figure B.218: Effector failure yaw axis time history EACR 135 knots

Figure B.219: Effector failure pitch axis time history EACR 135 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.220: Effector failure airspeed axis time history EACR 135 knots

Figure B.221: Effector failure roll axis time history EACR 150 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.222: Effector failure yaw axis time history EACR 150 knots

Figure B.223: Effector failure pitch axis time history EACR 150 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.224: Effector failure airspeed axis time history EACR 150 knots

Figure B.225: Effector failure roll axis time history EACR 175 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.226: Effector failure yaw axis time history EACR 175 knots

Figure B.227: Effector failure pitch axis time history EACR 175 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.228: Effector failure airspeed axis time history EACR 175 knots

B.1.4.3

EACR Modeling Error Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the modeling error time histories
of the EACR controller and are separated by airspeed. The 135 knot case time histories are
in Figure B.229 through Figure B.232. The 150 knot case time histories are in Figure B.233
through Figure B.236. The 175 knot case time histories are in Figure B.237 through Figure
B.240.
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Figure B.229: Modeling error roll axis time history EACR 135 knots

Figure B.230: Modeling error yaw axis time history EACR 135 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.231: Modeling error pitch axis time history EACR 135 knots

Figure B.232: Modeling error airspeed axis time history EACR 135 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.233: Modeling error roll axis time history EACR 150 knots

Figure B.234: Modeling error yaw axis time history EACR 150 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.235: Modeling error pitch axis time history EACR 150 knots

Figure B.236: Modeling error airspeed axis time history EACR 150 knots
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Figure B.237: Modeling error roll axis time history EACR 175 knots

Figure B.238: Modeling error yaw axis time history EACR 175 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.239: Modeling error pitch axis time history EACR 175 knots

Figure B.240: Modeling error airspeed axis time history EACR 175 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

B.1.4.4

EACR LSO Nominal Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the nominal time histories of the
EACR LSO controller and are separated by airspeed. The 135 knot case time histories are
in Figure B.241 through Figure B.244. The 150 knot case time histories are in Figure B.245
through Figure B.248.

Figure B.241: Nominal roll axis time history EACR LSO 135 knots
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Figure B.242: Nominal yaw axis time history EACR LSO 135 knots

Figure B.243: Nominal pitch axis time history EACR LSO 135 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.244: Nominal airspeed axis time history EACR LSO 135 knots

Figure B.245: Nominal roll axis time history EACR LSO 150 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.246: Nominal yaw axis time history EACR LSO 150 knots

Figure B.247: Nominal pitch axis time history EACR LSO 150 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.248: Nominal airspeed axis time history EACR LSO 150 knots

B.1.4.5

EACR LSO Effector Failure Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the effector failure time histories
of the EACR LSO controller and are separated by airspeed. The 135 knot case time histories
are in Figure B.249 through Figure B.252. The 150 knot case time histories are in Figure
B.253 through Figure B.256.
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Figure B.249: Effector failure roll axis time history EACR LSO 135 knots

Figure B.250: Effector failure yaw axis time history EACR LSO 135 knots
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Figure B.251: Effector failure pitch axis time history EACR LSO 135 knots

Figure B.252: Effector failure airspeed axis time history EACR LSO 135 knots
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Figure B.253: Effector failure roll axis time history EACR LSO 150 knots

Figure B.254: Effector failure yaw axis time history EACR LSO 150 knots
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Figure B.255: Effector failure pitch axis time history EACR LSO 150 knots

Figure B.256: Effector failure airspeed axis time history EACR LSO 150 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

B.1.4.6

EACR LSO Modeling Error Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the modeling error time histories
of the EACR LSO controller and are separated by airspeed. The 135 knot case time histories
are in Figure B.257 through Figure B.260. The 150 knot case time histories are in Figure
B.261 through Figure B.264.

Figure B.257: Modeling error roll axis time history EACR LSO 135 knots
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Figure B.258: Modeling error yaw axis time history EACR LSO 135 knots

Figure B.259: Modeling error pitch axis time history EACR LSO 135 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.260: Modeling error airspeed axis time history EACR LSO 135 knots

Figure B.261: Modeling error roll axis time history EACR LSO 150 knots
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Figure B.262: Modeling error yaw axis time history EACR LSO 150 knots

Figure B.263: Modeling error pitch axis time history EACR LSO 150 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.264: Modeling error airspeed axis time history EACR LSO 150 knots

B.2

Landing Commanded Controllers Supplemental Figures
This section contains the figures of the additional states identified in Table 5.4 for

the the control systems and conditions as given in Section 5.2. THE BPIL supplemental
figures are contained in Section B.2.1. The BACL supplemental figures are contained in
Section B.2.2. The EPIL supplemental figures are contained in Section B.2.3. The EACL
supplemental figures are contained in Section B.2.4.
B.2.1

Bonanza PI Landing Supplemental Figures
This section contains the supplemental figures for the BPIL controller with: nominal

time histories in Section B.2.1.1 and Section B.2.1.4, effector failure time histories in Section
B.2.1.2 and Section B.2.1.5, and modeling error time histories in Section B.2.1.3 and Section
B.2.1.6, for the BPIL and BPIL LSO, respectively.
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B.2.1.1

BPIL Nominal Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the nominal time histories of the
BPIL controller and are separated by airspeed. The 65 knot case time histories are in Figure
B.265 through Figure B.268. The 80 knot case time histories are in Figure B.269 through
Figure B.272. The 100 knot case time histories are in Figure B.273 through Figure B.276.

Figure B.265: Nominal roll axis time history BPIL 65 knots
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Figure B.266: Nominal yaw axis time history BPIL 65 knots

Figure B.267: Nominal pitch axis time history BPIL 65 knots
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Figure B.268: Nominal airspeed axis time history BPIL 65 knots

Figure B.269: Nominal roll axis time history BPIL 80 knots
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Figure B.270: Nominal yaw axis time history BPIL 80 knots

Figure B.271: Nominal pitch axis time history BPIL 80 knots
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Figure B.272: Nominal airspeed axis time history BPIL 80 knots

Figure B.273: Nominal roll axis time history BPIL 100 knots
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Figure B.274: Nominal yaw axis time history BPIL 100 knots

Figure B.275: Nominal pitch axis time history BPIL 100 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.276: Nominal airspeed axis time history BPIL 100 knots

B.2.1.2

BPIL Effector Failure Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the effector failure time histories
of the BPIL controller and are separated by airspeed. The 65 knot case time histories are
in Figure B.277 through Figure B.280. The 80 knot case time histories are in Figure B.281
through Figure B.284. The 100 knot case time histories are in Figure B.285 through Figure
B.288.
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.277: Effector failure roll axis time history BPIL 65 knots

Figure B.278: Effector failure yaw axis time history BPIL 65 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.279: Effector failure pitch axis time history BPIL 65 knots

Figure B.280: Effector failure airspeed axis time history BPIL 65 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.281: Effector failure roll axis time history BPIL 80 knots

Figure B.282: Effector failure yaw axis time history BPIL 80 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.283: Effector failure pitch axis time history BPIL 80 knots

Figure B.284: Effector failure airspeed axis time history BPIL 80 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.285: Effector failure roll axis time history BPIL 100 knots

Figure B.286: Effector failure yaw axis time history BPIL 100 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.287: Effector failure pitch axis time history BPIL 100 knots

Figure B.288: Effector failure airspeed axis time history BPIL 100 knots

521

APPENDIX B (continued)

B.2.1.3

BPIL Modeling Error Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the modeling error time histories
of the BPIL controller and are separated by airspeed. The 65 knot case time histories are
in Figure B.289 through Figure B.292. The 80 knot case time histories are in Figure B.293
through Figure B.296. The 100 knot case time histories are in Figure B.297 through Figure
B.300.

Figure B.289: Modeling error roll axis time history BPIL 65 knots
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Figure B.290: Modeling error yaw axis time history BPIL 65 knots

Figure B.291: Modeling error pitch axis time history BPIL 65 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.292: Modeling error airspeed axis time history BPIL 65 knots

Figure B.293: Modeling error roll axis time history BPIL 80 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.294: Modeling error yaw axis time history BPIL 80 knots

Figure B.295: Modeling error pitch axis time history BPIL 80 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.296: Modeling error airspeed axis time history BPIL 80 knots

Figure B.297: Modeling error roll axis time history BPIL 100 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.298: Modeling error yaw axis time history BPIL 100 knots

Figure B.299: Modeling error pitch axis time history BPIL 100 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.300: Modeling error airspeed axis time history BPIL 100 knots

B.2.1.4

BPIL LSO Nominal Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the nominal time histories of the
BPIL LSO controller and are separated by airspeed. The 65 knot case time histories are
in Figure B.301 through Figure B.304. The 80 knot case time histories are in Figure B.305
through Figure B.308. The 100 knot case time histories are in Figure B.309 through Figure
B.312.
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Figure B.301: Nominal roll axis time history BPIL LSO 65 knots

Figure B.302: Nominal yaw axis time history BPIL LSO 65 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.303: Nominal pitch axis time history BPIL LSO 65 knots

Figure B.304: Nominal airspeed axis time history BPIL LSO 65 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.305: Nominal roll axis time history BPIL LSO 80 knots

Figure B.306: Nominal yaw axis time history BPIL LSO 80 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.307: Nominal pitch axis time history BPIL LSO 80 knots

Figure B.308: Nominal airspeed axis time history BPIL LSO 80 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.309: Nominal roll axis time history BPIL LSO 100 knots

Figure B.310: Nominal yaw axis time history BPIL LSO 100 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.311: Nominal pitch axis time history BPIL LSO 100 knots

Figure B.312: Nominal airspeed axis time history BPIL LSO 100 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

B.2.1.5

BPIL LSO Effector Failure Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the effector failure time histories
of the BPIL LSO controller and are separated by airspeed. The 65 knot case time histories
are in Figure B.313 through Figure B.316. The 80 knot case time histories are in Figure
B.317 through Figure B.320. The 100 knot case time histories are in Figure B.321 through
Figure B.324.

Figure B.313: Effector failure roll axis time history BPIL LSO 65 knots
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Figure B.314: Effector failure yaw axis time history BPIL LSO 65 knots

Figure B.315: Effector failure pitch axis time history BPIL LSO 65 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.316: Effector failure airspeed axis time history BPIL LSO 65 knots

Figure B.317: Effector failure roll axis time history BPIL LSO 80 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.318: Effector failure yaw axis time history BPIL LSO 80 knots

Figure B.319: Effector failure pitch axis time history BPIL LSO 80 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.320: Effector failure airspeed axis time history BPIL LSO 80 knots

Figure B.321: Effector failure roll axis time history BPIL LSO 100 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.322: Effector failure yaw axis time history BPIL LSO 100 knots

Figure B.323: Effector failure pitch axis time history BPIL LSO 100 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.324: Effector failure airspeed axis time history BPIL LSO 100 knots

B.2.1.6

BPIL LSO Modeling Error Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the modeling error time histories
of the BPIL LSO controller and are separated by airspeed. The 65 knot case time histories
are in Figure B.325 through Figure B.328. The 80 knot case time histories are in Figure
B.329 through Figure B.332. The 100 knot case time histories are in Figure B.333 through
Figure B.336.
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Figure B.325: Modeling error roll axis time history BPIL LSO 65 knots

Figure B.326: Modeling error yaw axis time history BPIL LSO 65 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.327: Modeling error pitch axis time history BPIL LSO 65 knots

Figure B.328: Modeling error airspeed axis time history BPIL LSO 65 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.329: Modeling error roll axis time history BPIL LSO 80 knots

Figure B.330: Modeling error yaw axis time history BPIL LSO 80 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.331: Modeling error pitch axis time history BPIL LSO 80 knots

Figure B.332: Modeling error airspeed axis time history BPIL LSO 80 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.333: Modeling error roll axis time history BPIL LSO 100 knots

Figure B.334: Modeling error yaw axis time history BPIL LSO 100 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.335: Modeling error pitch axis time history BPIL LSO 100 knots

Figure B.336: Modeling error airspeed axis time history BPIL LSO 100 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

B.2.2

Bonanza AC Landing Supplemental Figures
This section contains the supplemental figures for the BACL controller with: nominal

time histories in Section B.2.2.1 and Section B.2.2.4, effector failure time histories in Section
B.2.2.2 and Section B.2.2.5, and modeling error time histories in Section B.2.2.3 and Section
B.2.2.6, for the BACL and BACL LSO, respectively.
B.2.2.1

BACL Nominal Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the nominal time histories of the
BACL controller and are separated by airspeed. The 65 knot case time histories are in Figure
B.337 through Figure B.340. The 80 knot case time histories are in Figure B.341 through
Figure B.344. The 100 knot case time histories are in Figure B.345 through Figure B.348.

Figure B.337: Nominal roll axis time history BACL 65 knots
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Figure B.338: Nominal yaw axis time history BACL 65 knots

Figure B.339: Nominal pitch axis time history BACL 65 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.340: Nominal airspeed axis time history BACL 65 knots

Figure B.341: Nominal roll axis time history BACL 80 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.342: Nominal yaw axis time history BACL 80 knots

Figure B.343: Nominal pitch axis time history BACL 80 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.344: Nominal airspeed axis time history BACL 80 knots

Figure B.345: Nominal roll axis time history BACL 100 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.346: Nominal yaw axis time history BACL 100 knots

Figure B.347: Nominal pitch axis time history BACL 100 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.348: Nominal airspeed axis time history BACL 100 knots

B.2.2.2

BACL Effector Failure Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the effector failure time histories
of the BACL controller and are separated by airspeed. The 65 knot case time histories are
in Figure B.349 through Figure B.352. The 80 knot case time histories are in Figure B.353
through Figure B.356. The 100 knot case time histories are in Figure B.357 through Figure
B.360.
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Figure B.349: Effector failure roll axis time history BACL 65 knots

Figure B.350: Effector failure yaw axis time history BACL 65 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.351: Effector failure pitch axis time history BACL 65 knots

Figure B.352: Effector failure airspeed axis time history BACL 65 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.353: Effector failure roll axis time history BACL 80 knots

Figure B.354: Effector failure yaw axis time history BACL 80 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.355: Effector failure pitch axis time history BACL 80 knots

Figure B.356: Effector failure airspeed axis time history BACL 80 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.357: Effector failure roll axis time history BACL 100 knots

Figure B.358: Effector failure yaw axis time history BACL 100 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.359: Effector failure pitch axis time history BACL 100 knots

Figure B.360: Effector failure airspeed axis time history BACL 100 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

B.2.2.3

BACL Modeling Error Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the modeling error time histories
of the BACL controller and are separated by airspeed. The 65 knot case time histories are
in Figure B.361 through Figure B.364. The 80 knot case time histories are in Figure B.365
through Figure B.368. The 100 knot case time histories are in Figure B.369 through Figure
B.372.

Figure B.361: Modeling error roll axis time history BACL 65 knots
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Figure B.362: Modeling error yaw axis time history BACL 65 knots

Figure B.363: Modeling error pitch axis time history BACL 65 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.364: Modeling error airspeed axis time history BACL 65 knots

Figure B.365: Modeling error roll axis time history BACL 80 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.366: Modeling error yaw axis time history BACL 80 knots

Figure B.367: Modeling error pitch axis time history BACL 80 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.368: Modeling error airspeed axis time history BACL 80 knots

Figure B.369: Modeling error roll axis time history BACL 100 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.370: Modeling error yaw axis time history BACL 100 knots

Figure B.371: Modeling error pitch axis time history BACL 100 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.372: Modeling error airspeed axis time history BACL 100 knots

B.2.2.4

BACL LSO Nominal Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the nominal time histories of the
BACL LSO controller and are separated by airspeed. The 65 knot case time histories are
in Figure B.373 through Figure B.376. The 80 knot case time histories are in Figure B.377
through Figure B.380. The 100 knot case time histories are in Figure B.381 through Figure
B.384.
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Figure B.373: Nominal roll axis time history BACL LSO 65 knots

Figure B.374: Nominal yaw axis time history BACL LSO 65 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.375: Nominal pitch axis time history BACL LSO 65 knots

Figure B.376: Nominal airspeed axis time history BACL LSO 65 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.377: Nominal roll axis time history BACL LSO 80 knots

Figure B.378: Nominal yaw axis time history BACL LSO 80 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.379: Nominal pitch axis time history BACL LSO 80 knots

Figure B.380: Nominal airspeed axis time history BACL LSO 80 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.381: Nominal roll axis time history BACL LSO 100 knots

Figure B.382: Nominal yaw axis time history BACL LSO 100 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.383: Nominal pitch axis time history BACL LSO 100 knots

Figure B.384: Nominal airspeed axis time history BACL LSO 100 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

B.2.2.5

BACL LSO Effector Failure Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the effector failure time histories
of the BACL LSO controller and are separated by airspeed. The 65 knot case time histories
are in Figure B.385 through Figure B.388. The 80 knot case time histories are in Figure
B.389 through Figure B.392. The 100 knot case time histories are in Figure B.393 through
Figure B.396.

Figure B.385: Effector failure roll axis time history BACL LSO 65 knots
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Figure B.386: Effector failure yaw axis time history BACL LSO 65 knots

Figure B.387: Effector failure pitch axis time history BACL LSO 65 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.388: Effector failure airspeed axis time history BACL LSO 65 knots

Figure B.389: Effector failure roll axis time history BACL LSO 80 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.390: Effector failure yaw axis time history BACL LSO 80 knots

Figure B.391: Effector failure pitch axis time history BACL LSO 80 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.392: Effector failure airspeed axis time history BACL LSO 80 knots

Figure B.393: Effector failure roll axis time history BACL LSO 100 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.394: Effector failure yaw axis time history BACL LSO 100 knots

Figure B.395: Effector failure pitch axis time history BACL LSO 100 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.396: Effector failure airspeed axis time history BACL LSO 100 knots

B.2.2.6

BACL LSO Modeling Error Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the modeling error time histories
of the BACL LSO controller and are separated by airspeed. The 65 knot case time histories
are in Figure B.397 through Figure B.400. The 80 knot case time histories are in Figure
B.401 through Figure B.404. The 100 knot case time histories are in Figure B.405 through
Figure B.408.
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Figure B.397: Modeling error roll axis time history BACL LSO 65 knots

Figure B.398: Modeling error yaw axis time history BACL LSO 65 knots
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Figure B.399: Modeling error pitch axis time history BACL LSO 65 knots

Figure B.400: Modeling error airspeed axis time history BACL LSO 65 knots
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Figure B.401: Modeling error roll axis time history BACL LSO 80 knots

Figure B.402: Modeling error yaw axis time history BACL LSO 80 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.403: Modeling error pitch axis time history BACL LSO 80 knots

Figure B.404: Modeling error airspeed axis time history BACL LSO 80 knots
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Figure B.405: Modeling error roll axis time history BACL LSO 100 knots

Figure B.406: Modeling error yaw axis time history BACL LSO 100 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.407: Modeling error pitch axis time history BACL LSO 100 knots

Figure B.408: Modeling error airspeed axis time history BACL LSO 100 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

B.2.3

ExJet Pi Landing Supplemental Figures
This section contains the supplemental figures for the EPIL controller with: nominal

time histories in Section B.2.3.1 and Section B.2.3.4, effector failure time histories in Section
B.2.3.2 and Section B.2.3.5, and modeling error time histories in Section B.2.3.3 and Section
B.2.3.6, for the EPIL and EPIL LSO, respectively.
B.2.3.1

EPIL Nominal Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the nominal time histories of the
EPIL controller and are separated by airspeed. The 135 knot case time histories are in Figure
B.409 through Figure B.412. The 150 knot case time histories are in Figure B.413 through
Figure B.416. The 175 knot case time histories are in Figure B.417 through Figure B.420.

Figure B.409: Nominal roll axis time history EPIL 135 knots
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Figure B.410: Nominal yaw axis time history EPIL 135 knots

Figure B.411: Nominal pitch axis time history EPIL 135 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.412: Nominal airspeed axis time history EPIL 135 knots

Figure B.413: Nominal roll axis time history EPIL 150 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.414: Nominal yaw axis time history EPIL 150 knots

Figure B.415: Nominal pitch axis time history EPIL 150 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.416: Nominal airspeed axis time history EPIL 150 knots

Figure B.417: Nominal roll axis time history EPIL 175 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.418: Nominal yaw axis time history EPIL 175 knots

Figure B.419: Nominal pitch axis time history EPIL 175 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.420: Nominal airspeed axis time history EPIL 175 knots

B.2.3.2

EPIL Effector Failure Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the effector failure time histories
of the EPIL controller and are separated by airspeed. The 135 knot case time histories are
in Figure B.421 through Figure B.424. The 150 knot case time histories are in Figure B.425
through Figure B.428. The 175 knot case time histories are in Figure B.429 through Figure
B.432.
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Figure B.421: Effector failure roll axis time history EPIL 135 knots

Figure B.422: Effector failure yaw axis time history EPIL 135 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.423: Effector failure pitch axis time history EPIL 135 knots

Figure B.424: Effector failure airspeed axis time history EPIL 135 knots
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Figure B.425: Effector failure roll axis time history EPIL 150 knots

Figure B.426: Effector failure yaw axis time history EPIL 150 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.427: Effector failure pitch axis time history EPIL 150 knots

Figure B.428: Effector failure airspeed axis time history EPIL 150 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.429: Effector failure roll axis time history EPIL 175 knots

Figure B.430: Effector failure yaw axis time history EPIL 175 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.431: Effector failure pitch axis time history EPIL 175 knots

Figure B.432: Effector failure airspeed axis time history EPIL 175 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

B.2.3.3

EPIL Modeling Error Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the modeling error time histories
of the EPIL controller and are separated by airspeed. The 135 knot case time histories are
in Figure B.433 through Figure B.436. The 150 knot case time histories are in Figure B.437
through Figure B.440. The 175 knot case time histories are in Figure B.441 through Figure
B.444.

Figure B.433: Modeling error roll axis time history EPIL 135 knots
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Figure B.434: Modeling error yaw axis time history EPIL 135 knots

Figure B.435: Modeling error pitch axis time history EPIL 135 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.436: Modeling error airspeed axis time history EPIL 135 knots

Figure B.437: Modeling error roll axis time history EPIL 150 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.438: Modeling error yaw axis time history EPIL 150 knots

Figure B.439: Modeling error pitch axis time history EPIL 150 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.440: Modeling error airspeed axis time history EPIL 150 knots

Figure B.441: Modeling error roll axis time history EPIL 175 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.442: Modeling error yaw axis time history EPIL 175 knots

Figure B.443: Modeling error pitch axis time history EPIL 175 knots
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Figure B.444: Modeling error airspeed axis time history EPIL 175 knots

B.2.3.4

EPIL LSO Nominal Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the nominal time histories of the
EPIL LSO controller and are separated by airspeed. The 135 knot case time histories are in
Figure B.445 through Figure B.448. The 150 knot case time histories are in Figure B.449
through Figure B.452.
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Figure B.445: Nominal roll axis time history EPIL LSO 135 knots

Figure B.446: Nominal yaw axis time history EPIL LSO 135 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.447: Nominal pitch axis time history EPIL LSO 135 knots

Figure B.448: Nominal airspeed axis time history EPIL LSO 135 knots
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Figure B.449: Nominal roll axis time history EPIL LSO 150 knots

Figure B.450: Nominal yaw axis time history EPIL LSO 150 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.451: Nominal pitch axis time history EPIL LSO 150 knots

Figure B.452: Nominal airspeed axis time history EPIL LSO 150 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

B.2.3.5

EPIL LSO Effector Failure Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the effector failure time histories
of the EPIL LSO controller and are separated by airspeed. The 135 knot case time histories
are in Figure B.453 through Figure B.456. The 150 knot case time histories are in Figure
B.457 through Figure B.460.

Figure B.453: Effector failure roll axis time history EPIL LSO 135 knots
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Figure B.454: Effector failure yaw axis time history EPIL LSO 135 knots

Figure B.455: Effector failure pitch axis time history EPIL LSO 135 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.456: Effector failure airspeed axis time history EPIL LSO 135 knots

Figure B.457: Effector failure roll axis time history EPIL LSO 150 knots
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Figure B.458: Effector failure yaw axis time history EPIL LSO 150 knots

Figure B.459: Effector failure pitch axis time history EPIL LSO 150 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.460: Effector failure airspeed axis time history EPIL LSO 150 knots

B.2.3.6

EPIL LSO Modeling Error Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the modeling error time histories
of the EPIL LSO controller and are separated by airspeed. The 135 knot case time histories
are in Figure B.461 through Figure B.464. The 150 knot case time histories are in Figure
B.465 through Figure B.468.
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Figure B.461: Modeling error roll axis time history EPIL LSO 135 knots

Figure B.462: Modeling error yaw axis time history EPIL LSO 135 knots
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Figure B.463: Modeling error pitch axis time history EPIL LSO 135 knots

Figure B.464: Modeling error airspeed axis time history EPIL LSO 135 knots
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Figure B.465: Modeling error roll axis time history EPIL LSO 150 knots

Figure B.466: Modeling error yaw axis time history EPIL LSO 150 knots
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Figure B.467: Modeling error pitch axis time history EPIL LSO 150 knots

Figure B.468: Modeling error airspeed axis time history EPIL LSO 150 knots
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B.2.4

ExJet AC Landing Supplemental Figures
This section contains the supplemental figures for the EACL controller with: nominal

time histories in Section B.2.4.1 and Section B.2.4.4, effector failure time histories in Section
B.2.4.2 and Section B.2.4.5, and modeling error time histories in Section B.2.4.3 and Section
B.2.4.6, for the EACL and EACL LSO, respectively.
B.2.4.1

EACL Nominal Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the nominal time histories of the
EACL controller and are separated by airspeed. The 135 knot case time histories are in
Figure B.469 through Figure B.472. The 150 knot case time histories are in Figure B.473
through Figure B.476. The 175 knot case time histories are in Figure B.477 through Figure
B.480.

Figure B.469: Nominal roll axis time history EACL 135 knots
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Figure B.470: Nominal yaw axis time history EACL 135 knots

Figure B.471: Nominal pitch axis time history EACL 135 knots
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Figure B.472: Nominal airspeed axis time history EACL 135 knots

Figure B.473: Nominal roll axis time history EACL 150 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.474: Nominal yaw axis time history EACL 150 knots

Figure B.475: Nominal pitch axis time history EACL 150 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.476: Nominal airspeed axis time history EACL 150 knots

Figure B.477: Nominal roll axis time history EACL 175 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.478: Nominal yaw axis time history EACL 175 knots

Figure B.479: Nominal pitch axis time history EACL 175 knots
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APPENDIX B (continued)

Figure B.480: Nominal airspeed axis time history EACL 175 knots

B.2.4.2

EACL Effector Failure Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the effector failure time histories
of the EACL controller and are separated by airspeed. The 135 knot case time histories are
in Figure B.481 through Figure B.484. The 150 knot case time histories are in Figure B.485
through Figure B.488. The 175 knot case time histories are in Figure B.489 through Figure
B.492.
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Figure B.481: Effector failure roll axis time history EACL 135 knots

Figure B.482: Effector failure yaw axis time history EACL 135 knots
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Figure B.483: Effector failure pitch axis time history EACL 135 knots

Figure B.484: Effector failure airspeed axis time history EACL 135 knots
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Figure B.485: Effector failure roll axis time history EACL 150 knots

Figure B.486: Effector failure yaw axis time history EACL 150 knots
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Figure B.487: Effector failure pitch axis time history EACL 150 knots

Figure B.488: Effector failure airspeed axis time history EACL 150 knots
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Figure B.489: Effector failure roll axis time history EACL 175 knots

Figure B.490: Effector failure yaw axis time history EACL 175 knots
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Figure B.491: Effector failure pitch axis time history EACL 175 knots

Figure B.492: Effector failure airspeed axis time history EACL 175 knots
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B.2.4.3

EACL Modeling Error Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the modeling error time histories
of the EACL controller and are separated by airspeed. The 135 knot case time histories are
in Figure B.493 through Figure B.496. The 150 knot case time histories are in Figure B.497
through Figure B.500. The 175 knot case time histories are in Figure B.501 through Figure
B.504.

Figure B.493: Modeling error roll axis time history EACL 135 knots
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Figure B.494: Modeling error yaw axis time history EACL 135 knots

Figure B.495: Modeling error pitch axis time history EACL 135 knots
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Figure B.496: Modeling error airspeed axis time history EACL 135 knots

Figure B.497: Modeling error roll axis time history EACL 150 knots
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Figure B.498: Modeling error yaw axis time history EACL 150 knots

Figure B.499: Modeling error pitch axis time history EACL 150 knots
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Figure B.500: Modeling error airspeed axis time history EACL 150 knots

Figure B.501: Modeling error roll axis time history EACL 175 knots
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Figure B.502: Modeling error yaw axis time history EACL 175 knots

Figure B.503: Modeling error pitch axis time history EACL 175 knots
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Figure B.504: Modeling error airspeed axis time history EACL 175 knots

B.2.4.4

EACL LSO Nominal Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the nominal time histories of the
EACL LSO controller and are separated by airspeed. The 135 knot case time histories are
in Figure B.505 through Figure B.508. The 150 knot case time histories are in Figure B.509
through Figure B.512.
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Figure B.505: Nominal roll axis time history EACL LSO 135 knots

Figure B.506: Nominal yaw axis time history EACL LSO 135 knots
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Figure B.507: Nominal pitch axis time history EACL LSO 135 knots

Figure B.508: Nominal airspeed axis time history EACL LSO 135 knots
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Figure B.509: Nominal roll axis time history EACL LSO 150 knots

Figure B.510: Nominal yaw axis time history EACL LSO 150 knots
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Figure B.511: Nominal pitch axis time history EACL LSO 150 knots

Figure B.512: Nominal airspeed axis time history EACL LSO 150 knots
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B.2.4.5

EACL LSO Effector Failure Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the effector failure time histories
of the EACL LSO controller and are separated by airspeed. The 135 knot case time histories
are in Figure B.513 through Figure B.516. The 150 knot case time histories are in Figure
B.517 through Figure B.520.

Figure B.513: Effector failure roll axis time history EACL LSO 135 knots
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Figure B.514: Effector failure yaw axis time history EACL LSO 135 knots

Figure B.515: Effector failure pitch axis time history EACL LSO 135 knots
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Figure B.516: Effector failure airspeed axis time history EACL LSO 135 knots

Figure B.517: Effector failure roll axis time history EACL LSO 150 knots
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Figure B.518: Effector failure yaw axis time history EACL LSO 150 knots

Figure B.519: Effector failure pitch axis time history EACL LSO 150 knots
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Figure B.520: Effector failure airspeed axis time history EACL LSO 150 knots

B.2.4.6

EACL LSO Modeling Error Results

This section contains the supplemental figures for the modeling error time histories
of the EACL LSO controller and are separated by airspeed. The 135 knot case time histories
are in Figure B.521 through Figure B.524. The 150 knot case time histories are in Figure
B.525 through Figure B.528.
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Figure B.521: Modeling error roll axis time history EACL LSO 135 knots

Figure B.522: Modeling error yaw axis time history EACL LSO 135 knots
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Figure B.523: Modeling error pitch axis time history EACL LSO 135 knots

Figure B.524: Modeling error airspeed axis time history EACL LSO 135 knots
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Figure B.525: Modeling error roll axis time history EACL LSO 150 knots

Figure B.526: Modeling error yaw axis time history EACL LSO 150 knots
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Figure B.527: Modeling error pitch axis time history EACL LSO 150 knots

Figure B.528: Modeling error airspeed axis time history EACL LSO 150 knots
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653

APPENDIX C
LANDING EVALUATION SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURES

This appendix provides supplemental figures to those in Chapter 5 with landing
evaluations demarcated by initial condition. The figures include the touchdown points with
indication of the initial conditions of airspeed, altitude, distance, and lateral offset.
C.1

Bonanza PI Landing Supplemental Figures
This section contains the supplemental figures for the BPIL controller. BPIL

supplemental landing evaluations are presented in Section C.1.1 and BPIL LSO supplemental
landing evaluations are presented in Section C.1.2.
C.1.1

BPIL Supplemental Figures
This section contains the BPIL supplemental landing evaluations with nominal

results in Section C.1.1.1, effector failure results in Section C.1.1.2, and modeling error
results in Section C.1.1.3.
C.1.1.1

BPIL Nominal Results

Figure C.1 through Figure C.4 present the BPIL nominal landing evaluation results
demarcated by airspeed, altitude, distance, and lateral offset, respectively.
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Figure C.1: Landing evaluation BPIL nominal by airspeed

Figure C.2: Landing evaluation BPIL nominal by altitude
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Figure C.3: Landing evaluation BPIL nominal by distance

Figure C.4: Landing evaluation BPIL nominal by lateral offset
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C.1.1.2

BPIL Effector Failure Results

Figure C.5 through Figure C.8 present the BPIL effector failure landing evaluation
results demarcated by airspeed, altitude, distance, and lateral offset, respectively.

Figure C.5: Landing evaluation BPIL effector failure by airspeed
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Figure C.6: Landing evaluation BPIL effector failure by altitude

Figure C.7: Landing evaluation BPIL effector failure by distance
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Figure C.8: Landing evaluation BPIL effector failure by lateral offset

C.1.1.3

BPIL Modeling Error Results

Figure C.9 through Figure C.12 present the BPIL modeling error landing evaluation
results demarcated by airspeed, altitude, distance, and lateral offset, respectively.
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Figure C.9: Landing evaluation BPIL modeling error by airspeed

Figure C.10: Landing evaluation BPIL modeling error by altitude
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Figure C.11: Landing evaluation BPIL modeling error by distance

Figure C.12: Landing evaluation BPIL modeling error by lateral offset
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C.1.2

BPIL LSO Supplemental Figures
This section contains the BPIL LSO supplemental landing evaluations with nominal

results in Section C.1.2.1, effector failure results in Section C.1.2.2, and modeling error results
in Section C.1.2.3.
C.1.2.1

BPIL LSO Nominal Results

Figure C.13 through Figure C.16 present the BPIL LSO nominal landing evaluation
results demarcated by airspeed, altitude, distance, and lateral offset, respectively.

Figure C.13: Landing evaluation BPIL LSO nominal by airspeed
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Figure C.14: Landing evaluation BPIL LSO nominal by altitude

Figure C.15: Landing evaluation BPIL LSO nominal by distance
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Figure C.16: Landing evaluation BPIL LSO nominal by lateral offset

C.1.2.2

BPIL LSO Effector Failure Results

Figure C.17 through Figure C.20 present the BPIL LSO effector failure landing
evaluation results demarcated by airspeed, altitude, distance, and lateral offset, respectively.
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Figure C.17: Landing evaluation BPIL LSO effector failure by airspeed

Figure C.18: Landing evaluation BPIL LSO effector failure by altitude
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Figure C.19: Landing evaluation BPIL LSO effector failure by distance

Figure C.20: Landing evaluation BPIL LSO effector failure by lateral offset
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C.1.2.3

BPIL LSO Modeling Error Results

Figure C.21 through Figure C.24 present the BPIL LSO modeling error landing
evaluation results demarcated by airspeed, altitude, distance, and lateral offset, respectively.

Figure C.21: Landing evaluation BPIL LSO modeling error by airspeed
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Figure C.22: Landing evaluation BPIL LSO modeling error by altitude

Figure C.23: Landing evaluation BPIL LSO modeling error by distance
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Figure C.24: Landing evaluation BPIL LSO modeling error by lateral offset

C.2

Bonanza AC Landing Supplemental Figures
This section contains the supplemental figures for the BACL controller. BACL

supplemental landing evaluations are presented in Section C.2.1 and BACL LSO
supplemental landing evaluations are presented in Section C.2.2.
C.2.1

BACL Supplemental Figures
This section contains the BACL supplemental landing evaluations with nominal

results in Section C.2.1.1, effector failure results in Section C.2.1.2, and modeling error
results in Section C.2.1.3.
C.2.1.1

BACL Nominal Results

Figure C.25 through Figure C.28 present the BACL nominal landing evaluation
results demarcated by airspeed, altitude, distance, and lateral offset, respectively.
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Figure C.25: Landing evaluation BACL nominal by airspeed

Figure C.26: Landing evaluation BACL nominal by altitude
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Figure C.27: Landing evaluation BACL nominal by distance

Figure C.28: Landing evaluation BACL nominal by lateral offset
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C.2.1.2

BACL Effector Failure Results

No supplemental plots are necessary for the BACL effector failure landing evaluation
results, as only one evaluated condition landed on the visible runway.
C.2.1.3

BACL Modeling Error Results

Figure C.29 through Figure C.32 present the BACL modeling error landing
evaluation results demarcated by airspeed, altitude, distance, and lateral offset, respectively.

Figure C.29: Landing evaluation BACL modeling error by airspeed
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Figure C.30: Landing evaluation BACL modeling error by altitude

Figure C.31: Landing evaluation BACL modeling error by distance
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Figure C.32: Landing evaluation BACL modeling error by lateral offset

C.2.2

BACL LSO Supplemental Figures
This section contains the BACL LSO supplemental landing evaluations with nominal

results in Section C.2.2.1, effector failure results in Section C.2.2.2, and modeling error results
in Section C.2.2.3.
C.2.2.1

BACL LSO Nominal Results

Figure C.33 through Figure C.36 present the BACL LSO nominal landing evaluation
results demarcated by airspeed, altitude, distance, and lateral offset, respectively.
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Figure C.33: Landing evaluation BACL LSO nominal by airspeed

Figure C.34: Landing evaluation BACL LSO nominal by altitude
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Figure C.35: Landing evaluation BACL LSO nominal by distance

Figure C.36: Landing evaluation BACL LSO nominal by lateral offset
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C.2.2.2

BACL LSO Effector Failure Results

No supplemental plots are necessary for the BACL LSO effector failure landing
evaluation results, as no evaluated conditions landed on the visible runway.
C.2.2.3

BACL LSO Modeling Error Results

Figure C.37 through Figure C.40 present the BACL LSO modeling error landing
evaluation results demarcated by airspeed, altitude, distance, and lateral offset, respectively.

Figure C.37: Landing evaluation BACL LSO modeling error by airspeed
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Figure C.38: Landing evaluation BACL LSO modeling error by altitude

Figure C.39: Landing evaluation BACL LSO modeling error by distance
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Figure C.40: Landing evaluation BACL LSO modeling error by lateral offset

C.3

ExJet PI Landing Supplemental Figures
This section contains the supplemental figures for the EPIL controller. EPIL

supplemental landing evaluations are presented in Section C.3.1 and EPIL LSO supplemental
landing evaluations are presented in Section C.3.2.
C.3.1

EPIL Supplemental Figures
This section contains the EPIL supplemental landing evaluations with nominal

results in Section C.3.1.1, effector failure results in Section C.3.1.2, and modeling error
results in Section C.3.1.3.
C.3.1.1

EPIL Nominal Results

Figure C.41 through Figure C.44 present the EPIL nominal landing evaluation results
demarcated by airspeed, altitude, distance, and lateral offset, respectively.
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Figure C.41: Landing evaluation EPIL nominal by airspeed

Figure C.42: Landing evaluation EPIL nominal by altitude
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Figure C.43: Landing evaluation EPIL nominal by distance

Figure C.44: Landing evaluation EPIL nominal by lateral offset
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C.3.1.2

EPIL Effector Failure Results

Figure C.45 through Figure C.48 present the EPIL effector failure landing evaluation
results demarcated by airspeed, altitude, distance, and lateral offset, respectively.

Figure C.45: Landing evaluation EPIL effector failure by airspeed
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Figure C.46: Landing evaluation EPIL effector failure by altitude

Figure C.47: Landing evaluation EPIL effector failure by distance
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Figure C.48: Landing evaluation EPIL effector failure by lateral offset

C.3.1.3

EPIL Modeling Error Results

Figure C.49 through Figure C.52 present the EPIL modeling error landing evaluation
results demarcated by airspeed, altitude, distance, and lateral offset, respectively.
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Figure C.49: Landing evaluation EPIL modeling error by airspeed

Figure C.50: Landing evaluation EPIL modeling error by altitude
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Figure C.51: Landing evaluation EPIL modeling error by distance

Figure C.52: Landing evaluation EPIL modeling error by lateral offset
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C.3.2

EPIL LSO Supplemental Figures
This section contains the EPIL LSO supplemental landing evaluations with nominal

results in Section C.3.2.1, effector failure results in Section C.3.2.2, and modeling error results
in Section C.3.2.3.
C.3.2.1

EPIL LSO Nominal Results

Figure C.53 through Figure C.56 present the EPIL LSO nominal landing evaluation
results demarcated by airspeed, altitude, distance, and lateral offset, respectively.

Figure C.53: Landing evaluation EPIL LSO nominal by airspeed
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Figure C.54: Landing evaluation EPIL LSO nominal by altitude

Figure C.55: Landing evaluation EPIL LSO nominal by distance
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Figure C.56: Landing evaluation EPIL LSO nominal by lateral offset

C.3.2.2

EPIL LSO Effector Failure Results

Figure C.57 through Figure C.60 present the EPIL LSO effector failure landing
evaluation results demarcated by airspeed, altitude, distance, and lateral offset, respectively.
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Figure C.57: Landing evaluation EPIL LSO effector failure by airspeed

Figure C.58: Landing evaluation EPIL LSO effector failure by altitude
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Figure C.59: Landing evaluation EPIL LSO effector failure by distance

Figure C.60: Landing evaluation EPIL LSO effector failure by lateral offset
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C.3.2.3

EPIL LSO Modeling Error Results

Figure C.61 through Figure C.64 present the EPIL LSO modeling error landing
evaluation results demarcated by airspeed, altitude, distance, and lateral offset, respectively.

Figure C.61: Landing evaluation EPIL LSO modeling error by airspeed
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Figure C.62: Landing evaluation EPIL LSO modeling error by altitude

Figure C.63: Landing evaluation EPIL LSO modeling error by distance
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Figure C.64: Landing evaluation EPIL LSO modeling error by lateral offset

C.3.2.4

EPIL LSO without Adaptation Results

Figure C.65 through Figure C.68 present the EPIL LSO without adaptation nominal
landing evaluation results demarcated by airspeed, altitude, distance, and lateral offset,
respectively.
Figure C.69 through Figure C.72 present the EPIL LSO without adaptation effector
failure landing evaluation results demarcated by airspeed, altitude, distance, and lateral
offset, respectively.
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Figure C.65: Landing evaluation EPIL LSO nominal without adaptation by airspeed

Figure C.66: Landing evaluation EPIL LSO nominal without adaptation by altitude
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Figure C.67: Landing evaluation EPIL LSO nominal without adaptation by distance

Figure C.68: Landing evaluation EPIL LSO nominal without adaptation by lateral offset
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Figure C.69: Landing evaluation EPIL LSO effector failure without adaptation by airspeed

Figure C.70: Landing evaluation EPIL LSO effector failure without adaptation by altitude
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Figure C.71: Landing evaluation EPIL LSO effector failure without adaptation by distance

Figure C.72: Landing evaluation EPIL LSO effector failure without adaptation by lateral
offset
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C.4

ExJet AC Landing Supplemental Figures
This section contains the supplemental figures for the EACL controller. EACL

supplemental landing evaluations are presented in Section C.4.1 and EACL LSO
supplemental landing evaluations are presented in Section C.4.2.
C.4.1

EACL Supplemental Figures
This section contains the EACL supplemental landing evaluations with nominal

results in Section C.4.1.1, effector failure results in Section C.4.1.2, and modeling error
results in Section C.4.1.3.
C.4.1.1

EACL Nominal Results

Figure C.73 through Figure C.76 present the EACL nominal landing evaluation
results demarcated by airspeed, altitude, distance, and lateral offset, respectively.

Figure C.73: Landing evaluation EACL nominal by airspeed
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Figure C.74: Landing evaluation EACL nominal by altitude

Figure C.75: Landing evaluation EACL nominal by distance
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Figure C.76: Landing evaluation EACL nominal by lateral offset

C.4.1.2

EACL Effector Failure Results

Figure C.77 through Figure C.80 present the EACL effector failure landing evaluation
results demarcated by airspeed, altitude, distance, and lateral offset, respectively.
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Figure C.77: Landing evaluation EACL effector failure by airspeed

Figure C.78: Landing evaluation EACL effector failure by altitude
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Figure C.79: Landing evaluation EACL effector failure by distance

Figure C.80: Landing evaluation EACL effector failure by lateral offset
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C.4.1.3

EACL Modeling Error Results

Figure C.81 through Figure C.84 present the EACL modeling error landing
evaluation results demarcated by airspeed, altitude, distance, and lateral offset, respectively.

Figure C.81: Landing evaluation EACL modeling error by airspeed
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Figure C.82: Landing evaluation EACL modeling error by altitude

Figure C.83: Landing evaluation EACL modeling error by distance
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Figure C.84: Landing evaluation EACL modeling error by lateral offset

C.4.2

EACL LSO Supplemental Figures
This section contains the EACL LSO supplemental landing evaluations with nominal

results in Section C.4.2.1, effector failure results in Section C.4.2.2, and modeling error results
in Section C.4.2.3.
C.4.2.1

EACL LSO Nominal Results

Figure C.85 through Figure C.88 present the EACL LSO nominal landing evaluation
results demarcated by airspeed, altitude, distance, and lateral offset, respectively.
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Figure C.85: Landing evaluation EACL LSO nominal by airspeed

Figure C.86: Landing evaluation EACL LSO nominal by altitude
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Figure C.87: Landing evaluation EACL LSO nominal by distance

Figure C.88: Landing evaluation EACL LSO nominal by lateral offset
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C.4.2.2

EACL LSO Effector Failure Results

Figure C.89 through Figure C.92 present the EACL LSO effector failure landing
evaluation results demarcated by airspeed, altitude, distance, and lateral offset, respectively.

Figure C.89: Landing evaluation EACL LSO effector failure by airspeed
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Figure C.90: Landing evaluation EACL LSO effector failure by altitude

Figure C.91: Landing evaluation EACL LSO effector failure by distance
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Figure C.92: Landing evaluation EACL LSO effector failure by lateral offset

C.4.2.3

EACL LSO Modeling Error Results

Figure C.93 through Figure C.96 present the EACL LSO modeling error landing
evaluation results demarcated by airspeed, altitude, distance, and lateral offset, respectively.
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Figure C.93: Landing evaluation EACL LSO modeling error by airspeed

Figure C.94: Landing evaluation EACL LSO modeling error by altitude
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Figure C.95: Landing evaluation EACL LSO modeling error by distance

Figure C.96: Landing evaluation EACL LSO modeling error by lateral offset
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C.4.2.4

EACL LSO without Adaptation Results

Figure C.97 through Figure C.100 present the EACL LSO without adaptation
nominal landing evaluation results demarcated by airspeed, altitude, distance, and lateral
offset, respectively.

Figure C.97: Landing evaluation EACL LSO nominal without adaptation by airspeed
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Figure C.98: Landing evaluation EACL LSO nominal without adaptation by altitude

Figure C.99: Landing evaluation EACL LSO nominal without adaptation by distance
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Figure C.100: Landing evaluation EACL LSO nominal without adaptation by lateral offset
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